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‡1 Scrawlins
A Odds & Starts
A1 Untrustworthiness. DIO operates under a venerable motto, which has sustained our
efforts for 1/3 of a century: A MAN WHO CAN’T BE BRIBED CAN’T BE TRUSTED
— trusting that we will always rank as the most untrustworthy journal ever.
A2 Goals&Achievements:
Purpose of Government: to Tax.
Dave Barry
Purpose of The Press: Bias.
§I212; www.dioi.org/pre.htm#prpc
Purpose of Academe: grants to wise nonrebels. ‡11 fn 1; www.dioi.org/jo00.pdf p.3&§W
Purpose of US politics: to ensure citizens’ voting doesn’t get in the way of funders’ goals.
DIO aims: truth&discovery, fairness, mercy, scrupulous scholarship. §§F45, E1, I31, A5
A3 Germs at DIO 1.1 ‡2 §A.
Gov’ts permit free speech (§E2) only if it’s ineffectual.
The more trusted an institution, the less trustworthy it is.
www.dioi.org/mot.htm#smcw
A4 Everyone a god? Why are you in your skull & DR in his? There are some questions
that physics will never solve. Nonetheless DR remains a rational-empirical non-spiritualist.
A5 Academe’s Expensive Unrefereed Journals Resent Free Minds’ Free Journal.
DIO gratis to libraries&scholars; we ref nonanon; admire enemies’ credits (§E1), scores at
DIO 22; admit goofs (‡10 §A7); offer (www.dioi.org/deb.htm) critics debate space; create
(& cite others’ aid with) genuine discoveries (§§F45&K1, ‡12, backcover), done so competently no one’s found bad science in 32 vols. Academe’s latest reactions? Shun. Try gutting
DIO funds. Burgle 60y old nudes of DR’s crippled octagenarian wife: www.dioi.org/tar.pdf.
A6 InterEthnic Amiability. When DR is asked his race, he replies simply: “human.”
A7 AlibiByeBye. If [1] dark skin, [2] hate&segregation, or [3] propertyless, voteless,
illiterate slave-past, causes ongoing group mass-failure now: [1] the last national Spelling
Bee’s 8 winners wouldn’t be 7 dark Indians & 1 white; [2] Jews would be impoverished;
[3] women wouldn’t earn more college degrees than men. (No mitigation of past implied.)
A8 FinnFolly. Every Olympics, Finland needlessly squanders Golden chances to uplift
humanity while displaying Finns’ cultural pinnacle, by not adopting as national anthem Jan
Sibelius’ heart-rending Finlandia, composed in 1899 to protest Czarist press censorship.
If adopted, it’d be heard internationally at every Finnish gold medal, all humankind ennobled
by the hymn at the heart of Finlandia’s grandeur. (Best version: click on link Vänskä under
Sibelius at www.dioi.org/mus.htm.) Its performance & music of Fauré, Brahms, & Widor
blessed the funeral of DR’s wise stepfather John W. Avirett 2nd (www.dioi.org/j300.pdf p.2).
A9 Blue IQ & Love Purer Than Snow. Investigating issues dwarfing the usual ones:
[1] In the 1937 Disney classic, Snow White & the 7 Dwarfs, what color were Snow’s eyes?
[2] Which of the 7 dwarfs had blue eyes?
[3] Why did the glam&vain Wicked Queen scrupulously verify an antidote for Snow’s
poisoned apple, but not for the potion that transformed the Queen into a crone? Answers:
[1] Nearly everyone guesses Blue, but Snow’s eyes are Brown.
[2] Only Blue-eyed dwarf: DOPEY! (Was someone at Disney making a point about Blueeyeds’ IQ?) Grumpy’s eyes: Black. Brown eyed: Doc, Happy, Sleepy, Sneezy, Bashful.
[3] The green-eyed Wicked Queen must’ve had a private epiphany, secretly converting to
refined feminism, justifiably tired of dealing with the bother of male attention to superficial
attributes, seeking instead eternal refuge in the body of a repulsive, wart-faced witch, to
ensure that future true love will be purer than Snow’s.
Two happy endings in one film!
A10 Pro-Life’s Flaws. E.g., fn 66, §§C1&I252&J30, www.dioi.org/jg04.pdf fn 29; &
NB: the vile, cruel crime of rape is nonetheless pro-life . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is holy celibacy?
A11 Untoppable Toplessness. 4 First Ladies have lately had their photo-toplessness in
the news: Jackie O (USA), Carla Bruni (France), Melania Trump (USA), Princess Kate
Middleton (UK). But: name 4 big-nation QUEENS who went topless during the last
1/2-millennium. To help out, the dates: 1536, 1542, 1587, 1793. Answers: Anne Boleyn,
Catherine Howard, Mary Queen of Scots, Marie Antoinette.
All four were decapitated.
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A12 A Self-Mirroring Collection of Devious Oldies:
Why do mice have small balls?
Few mice dance.
What has 2 feet, with 12 inches in between?
A yardstick.
On his wedding day a Pole gives his wife something long&hard.
His last name.
Whaddya do about an elephant with 3 balls?
Walk him & pitch to the giraffe.
Man finds wife in bed with his best friend. What’s he say?
“Bad dog!”
A13 STEPFORD TYRANNY as Norm: Making a Joke of “The Free World”. §B6
At DIO 27 = www.dioi.org/jr00.pdf §D3, Pres. Eisenhower worries “if Laos is lost to
the free world”. But how can the US be “free” when it snoops-on&threatens citizens
(§I150), who have largely come to placidly, robotically go-along-accept as normal that
expressing a media-banished idea or using a phrase, that might be resented as an insult or
“microaggression” by genders or races or other sacred lobbies, is repeatedly, threateningly
portrayed by TV ’snews as an act endangering the speaker’s freedom, job, and/or survival.
How’s living in the declining US come to remind one of the horror film The Stepford Wives?
A14 PseudoCharity. As we watch US media’s professedly charitable obsession with
protecting&glorifying the least productive element of US society, one ponders a parallel
policy from 200y + ago, when England (since Pitt) began deliberately (§I143) siding with
the weakest European nations, on realizing UK’s greatest danger was a unified Continent.
Jews may reasonably have like nervousness at the prospect of a unified Christian U.S.
A15 Efficiency. For centuries, China has used symbols instead of letters to communicate.
Each symbol stands for a word or a group of words or an idea. So a few symbols can express
a statement in less space&time than letters. (To verify: just compare the pages of a Chinese
vs a Western version of the same book.) As he matures, an average Chinese citizen
unconsciously memorizes thousands of these symbols (instead of 26 letters) and soon
processes them as rapidly as others process letters. Today, it’d be (§A25) wack-forbidden
as “hate speech”, to ask if some cultures’ failure to adopt the efficiency is because they are
insufficiently gifted genetically? The possibility & India’s genius-flood are partly why we
asked 28y ago: “why would anyone be proud of white skin?” www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf §O16
A16 Ultimate Poetic Justice for the Unempathetic? As the US collapses, its white
politicians could under growing Chinese domination come to feel something akin to what
blacks suffered in the variously-cruel US: unkillable poverty’s humiliating degradation.
Couldn’t happen to a more deserving bunch.
fn 36 & §I126; www.dioi.org/jr00.pdf p.2
A17 Dumbos&Dembos: Freethought Back to Backwaterdum. Fundies who elected
Trump spurn Darwin for relating humans to apes. Uppercase Libs who elected JoJoBiden
also bar Darwin, using ever-media-advertised THREAT of job-loss or exile for anyone even
implying races from different environs might’ve evolved differing mean mind-potential.
(Darwin wrote explicitly in The Descent of Man: intelligence evolves by natural selection.
See www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf §O8 re Lib dream that 10000y evolution-gaps are quickfixable
in decades! While US cities “of color”1 reliably keep suffering low literacy, high crime.)
Little wonder (by contrast to Northern Europe) every US establishment (media & internetnews & highschool & colleges & churches & museums) sees Darwinism as a threat to be
banned in some part, as did 1925 Scopes-Trial-Era Tennessee, then regarded as a backwater.
A18 Dumbos Are Actually Trying to Win a Breeding Race Vs Dembos! GOP forces
moms to birth more white kids: §I209. Dems pay moms to birth more nonwhites: §I31.
Which plan’s more fertile? More misery-causing? More improvident? More disgusting?
A19 Jackson-Hamilton Bill to End Racial Friction.
www.dioi.org/j429.pdf §N
Adventurous — some will say outrageous — DIO fantasy. Could usefully narrow options.
1
Why is the speech-police Establishment threatening unemployment for anyone who won’t agree
to GENUFLECT by using “people of color” instead of “colored people” — unless the latter is prefaced
by (§F29) “National Association for the Advancement of —”? Magnifying trivia to bow-in-respect
for those with top per-capita-rates of murder, rape, drug-use, etc. Every major crime but greed, where
whites easily lead the competition by, e.g., profiting from slavery.
§I31; www.dioi.org/jp00.pdf
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A20 A First. As JoJoBiden opens the border to drugs, viruses, gangs, childsex-pimps,
naı̈ve-peon new-voters, one asks if the inevitable (§F38) is here: our 1st mafia-president.
Is there any precedent for a president who deliberately injects poison into his own nation?
Most prezes have Mob ties (G.Russo Supermob 2006) but a NAKED PAWN?! It figures since
Libs unknowingly serve The Mob. §§B6&F38&I35; www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf §§O10&O17
A21 Discoveries Unwanted. The vaunted groves-of-academe are supposed to be where
scholars discover new truth. But in reality’s grovels-of-academe too many non-scientific
fields (maybe most) are increasingly instead training sucophants who primarily aim at
shoringup-justifying funders’ once-dominant but now endangered&crumbling pet theories.
Gross samples: ‡7 §A5, ‡10 §B7; www.dioi.org/jm03.pdf §§B-G; www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf §I7.
A22 Ethical Quadrameter.
Oh, what a tangled web we weave
When first we practice to deceive!
From Walter Scott’s Marmion 1808 — which also includes a lesser-known couplet (again
in iambic quadrameter), likewise devoted to pre-guilehood’s purity:
Just at the age ’twixt boy and youth;
When thought is speech, and speech is truth.
www.dioi.org/cot.htm#wwcr
A23 Gridiron Quadrameter: “Until the last white line is passed.” [& WHY’re we past the endzone?!]
A24 Celeb Hits. If a celebrity is dumb enough to wreck her/his lungs smoking cigs,
while rich enough to buy cocaine, what’s being imbibed between the scenes? Are celebs’
tobacco-hits in public just legal lifts to maintain highs ’twixt illegal hits when in private?
A25 Woke = wack.
Seemingly.
Reality: §A20.
A26 Proven Road to Disaster. Inversion-Irony: “Socialist” China doesn’t combat poverty
via Welfare, while “capitalist” US does! In which nation is poverty’s pain spreading? Which
not? Which nation is, despite years of stagnation re ending poverty, thus insisting upon
“fighting poverty strictly the hard way?” Forever.
www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf fn 24
A27 Things Even a Whore Won’t Do. But some clubs’ll resort to ANYthing for lucre:
Pols. Below §§F18&I9&I100&I246. Lawyers. Fn 4; §§E4&F53&F56&I102&I233&I240;
& www.dioi.org/j238.pdf §D4; www.dioi.org/j429.pdf §D2; www.dioi.org/j805.pdf fn 20.
Academe. §A2; www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf §§H&M; www.dioi.org/jo00.pdf §§K5&V9&W5.
A28 Testing Nature-Nurture. The US has for DECADES adhered to the idea that some
races’ failures aren’t 99% but 100.00000% due to differing conditions not differing genetics.
[1] Legislatures fight racism with ever-more elaborate and more intrusive laws.
[2] Quotas cheat Wrong-race students of college to admit Right-race ones.
[3] Confederate statues Talibanishly fall. News&films unexceptionally show racists as evil.
[4] Good and/or heroic Right-race rôle-models grace films. Most baddies are Wrong-race.
[5] Big funding hikes back Education. Small minority middle classes set fine examples.
[6] Minority figures now occupy authoritative posts: judges, senators, etc to the top.
[7] Racial slurs are so suppressed, race-pros must sniffout perceived dogwhistles&microslurs.
Result? NO [positive] mass-result. Low scholarly achievement, high rape&murder&poverty
rates persist as if no nostrums had even been tried. Rage worse than ever, instead of §A6.
US solution: ban open debate on the experiment’s failure & just ratchet it up another notch.
A29 “Systemic Racism”: Lib-alleged in a US where anti-racism breathes from every
forum, law, school, church, & blacks vote 90% for black-pander party while nonblack votes
don’t mirror that real racism. (Demedia need the “black vote”; never cite the “white vote”:
§I33.) Anti-racism hasn’t raised any race’s mass, instead seeding slumcreep & US’ worldinfamous rich-poor gap. So the counter-equity RESULT must be pseudo-explained by
claiming (§F6) that the 100.000%-antiracist gov’t is racist anyway at its secret heart.
A30 Mickey Mouse Prez. JoJo’s Cheap-Labor Mentor. Fantasia’s lazy MickeyM got
broombots to do his work. When they reproduced, he was near-crowded out of his castle.
A31 Top 1930s Films’ Incredible Unnoted Bloops. Dracula’s opening frame credits
Universal’s “Carl Laemmle Presient”. Gone With the Wind’s cast-list has the Tarleton twins
as George Reeves = Brent & Fred Crane = Stuart, names reversed 3m later, on Tara’s porch.
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B Alterations & Bans.
B1 Sprucing-Up Drama-Titles.
Tom Hanks as fumbling feebee dick in 2002’s Catch Me If You Can → Forrest Gumpshoe.
Serially-nutbinned Frances Farmer 1982 cinebio Frances → Funny Farmer (§F37).
Passionate 1939(&etc&etc&etc&etc&etc&etc) film Wuthering Heights → Withering Hots.
Underfed-negligéd Naomi Watts in 2005’s King Kong → Undeeana Bones (§G24).
Jurassic World 2015 features flying reptiles lunchmunching tourists, the ladies frantically
running for their lives IN SPIKES → Diners Soaring → Meals on Heels.
Director Alfred Hitchcock’s 1960 prank Psycho → ShiveryShivShower → Normy&Mummy;
sadly, those who crossed Mummy lived to regret it . . . but not for long (§F44).
1941 Custer unhistoricity-comedy They Died With Their Boots On → . . . But Not for Long.
Lou Gehrig 1942 bio (featuring Bill Stern) Pride of the Yankees → Cried in the Hankies.
Child-actor Macaulay Culkin’s family lent him out to Michael Jackson, leading to top
billing in the 1990 film Home Alone → Homo Loan.
BondJamesBond 1964 Goldfinger’s Shirley Eaton → Gilty As Sin (credit Barbara Rawlins).
Turandot → Riddle Me This, Fatman.
Othello2 → Does Hanky Prove Panky?
B2 Mob-Rule’s Racist Implication. What launched monotonic waning (§G57) of US’
Free Speech, is fear of criticizing the shortcomings of “minorities” (who’re actually majorities in most large US cities), fear based on minority mobs’ perceived propensity for marching
or rioting or threatening (§I24) to mute “hurtful” facts&stats. So mob-rule-garrotting of
Free Speech is based on general acceptance that minorities are excessively inflammatory.
(Tho they’ve legit beefs aplenty: §I31. As do quieter folk.) How’ve dedicated anti-racists
so readily adopted a racist attitude? So readily, none condemn it. Or even notice it’s racist.
B3 TooTarty System. Plumbing 2PartyPingPongStall: www.dioi.org/j236.pdf §G !!!
There’s a durable brand of (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#appp) equality in two-tarty US elections:
the party of the rich helps the rich, and the “party-of-the-poor” helps the rich. §§A29&I93
Could it be that this pattern relates to why the US rich-poor gap persists?
B4 War Parallel. Elections 1864&1964: war&“peace” candidates were both for war.
Related to why the US can’t kick addiction to war?
www.dioi.org/jg04.pdf §C4
B5 Paternalistic Orwellian No-Fault Transformation.
Until recently, one heard of “failing students”. Nowadays it’s instead: “failing schools”.
B6 “FREE” Nation’s Fatal 3rd Rails. No one appearing on US mainstream media can:
[1] Debate the existence of god. (Or afterlife?)
§I160; www.dioi.org/j429.pdf fn 5
[2] When echoing the GOP mantra that TAXing the super-rich 100% wouldn’t dent the US
debt, admit that 90% CONFISCATION would.
[3] Question why courts need to determine whether a murderer knew-right-from-wrong; or
indeed ask why shrinkoanalysts are in the courtroom at all. www.dioi.org/j429.pdf fn 8
[4] Doubt however mildly genetic woke-orthodoxy on gender, race, or homosexuality.
[5] Say anything that could be perceived as anti-Jewish, anti-black, anti-homosexual, etc.
[6] Criticize the too-often hateful, destructive, bloody record of monotheistic religion. §F7
[7] Ask if Mob drugtrade megaBILLIONS (§A20) have by now overwhelmed every traditional establishment, maybe explaining why US gov’ts increasingly wink at theft&Leftriotthreats & why Congress hasn’t probed other organized crime in decades. §§A20&F38&§I35
[8] Note US fems’ terror of ducking fashion-slave labor, e.g., de-rigueur bare legs&armpits.
[9] Ask if integration’s value outweighs decades of later-exploding crime&drugs. §I125
[10] Note BRASS of anti-birthcontroller Pope’s plea3 for poverty-overflow immigration!
Ultimate Othello: Derek McGrath’s 1983 realization Cheers Season 2 Episode 4 “Homicidal Ham”.
Multiply at will & ask others to pay for the issue. Like US welfare. Pope begs immigration of
HIS birth-uncontrolled wards’ kids into OTHER, provident states. No. As abortion-hating VatCity is
responsible, Pope owes invite: resultant poor (§F39) into Vatican City, soon Bratican City, as babycram
turns St.Peter’s Square into St.Peter’s Cube, ere the stack of protoplasm accelerates towards the Moon.
2
3
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B7 Pwank-Aiwing-Bwewewy. Ere Mike Nichols went bigtime, he & Elaine May were
a comedy team. One of their acts: radio ad c.1960 for the Narragansett Brewery, whose
proud motto had long been “Straight From the Barrel Taste”. Curiously, throughout the
Nichols&May plug, a speech-impediment was affected, ostensibly for humorous purposes,
thus extolling Nawwagansett’s gweat bwewing, etc. The ad ended by similarly emphasizing
the company slogan: “Stwaight Fwom the Bowel Taste.” All done so smoothly&naturally,
it was months ere the bwewewy woke&ended the scatological prank it’d been paying to air.
B8 Creating an Unforeseen Equality. Recall red idealist Dalton Trumbo & vile HUAC
that tried to silence him? How many modern “leftists” still do? Such history bores them.
Their ever-wheelspinning crusade is ONLY to force race “equity”. As inevitable failure’s
frustration keeps building, they increasingly suppress dissent.
Just as vile HUAC did.
B9 Gateways. Though loans are essential to a vital economy, ordinary homebuying
now entails 30y mortgage-debt, gateway to US debt-addiction, attachment to banks (which
work with the gov’t to snoop on citizens, e.g., www.dioi.org/tar.pdf §D13). Being looongenslaved by a bank (& a share of Reagan-GOP-launched national-debt explosion) is now
deemed normal. It wasn’t always so. As loans’ rôle in the housing market crept up, yearby-year, prices swelled, burdening citizens with ever-larger debt, while banks got fat off the
process. Control-test example: in the 1980s, banks were shy of underwriting loans for co-op
homes, so SURPRISE: you could get double-value for your dollar with co-ops. Revealing
the naı̈veté of those who suppose that without our wuvable banks, nobody could afford all
those expensive homes. Pre-posterous thinking; the very REASON homes cyclically get so
expensive is BANKS. Whenever banks are not involved with real estate purchases, prices
are lower since average buyers lack the “wealth” of bank-loan-backed buyers.
B10 Other Gateways. The welfare cycle: when conservatives warned it would explode,
few listened (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#ttgc). Also TV ads’ length: §I77. IMMIGRATION
likewise — DemDream Eternal Electoral-College Power via Texas: FloodIt2FlipIt.
Citing dangers of population-growth (which merely triggered WW2: B.H.Liddell Hart 1970
pp.7-8) is near-banned from TV ’snews (in favor of global warming). E.g., the 2008-panic’s
positive search for gross amounts of alternate energy, without accounting-for the per-person
factor’s negativity: each human’s share of said gross halves if world population doubles
in the next few decades. Similarly: when lawyers began milking death-penalty cases, at
first delays amounted to merely a few weeks.4 All the cited gatewayed phenomena feed
circularly upon themselves (www.dioi.org/def.htm#nlro). If wisdom ruled, stitches would
be taken in time. But if there is profit in any cycle (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#vzge), it will
only grow. Until equally inevitable (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#mgsg) implosion.
B11 Unholy Vacuum. Rock of Ages was dropped from the Hymnal in defiance of popular
love of it, as witness popular film appearances, e.g., Doolins of Oklahoma 1949, Abandon
Ship 1957, Warlock 1959, Sweet Bird of Youth 1961, Lemora: Lady Dracula 1973, Without
a Clue 1988, Frank & Jesse 1995. Rock’s appeal is too universal for the deletion to stand.
B12 Money-Printing for Afghan Sprinting. For 2 decades the US borrowed ordmag5
a trillion dollars to pay for (among other extravagances) training the awesome 300000 man
Afghan army, which Obama in 2014 and JoJo on 2021/7/8 guaranteed no Taliban takeover.
IOC snickered that, for far less, it’d train men to that army’s #1 skill: RUNNING. §F52
4
John Brown was stretched in 1859 only weeks after conviction. During the brief interim, Harper’s
Weekly (p.722 of 1859/11/12 issue, an original of which belongs to the DIO Collection) asked editorially
“Will John Brown Be Hanged?” (His latest murders [Harpers Ferry] were 1859/10/16; he was captured
10/18, convicted 10/31, hanged 12/2.) Under today’s legal-necromancy, the War Between the States
would have been over (and he a senator?) decades before the sentence was (if ever) carried out —
despite the modernly-trivial fact that there was no doubt of guilt. That’s because, nowadays, no matter
how certain the guilt [has anyone pondered aloud the implication (below) of this seeming insanity?],
the Prime Rule of Modern Law is (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#nlvx): the lawyers must be paid. I.e., we
have loads more lawyers than in 1859. But: more justice?
(Well, §F61[f] is encouraging. Partly.)
5
Ordmag = abbrev for order-of-magnitude, i.e., the nearest power of 10.
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B13
Why are China, Europe, & N.America traditionally dominated by their northern
peoples? Is higher intelligence encouraged by sharper seasonal challenges?
[Mussolini scoffed at nordic theories, saying if true Eskimos would be running the world.]
B14 The Harms Race. Has the US become so dominated by an oil-profit-funded gov’tmedia-combine that it thinks continuing to flood its roads with IMMENSELY safe gasoinker SUVs is long-term safer than ending decades of enabling SUVs (via serial-theft of
the Arabs’ oil)? — which could possibly end in US cities getting WMDed by hate-driven
nationalists. Reminder to Bush2-era USers: ethnic hatreds last for decades. Or more.
North vs South. Armenia vs Turkey. Hitler’s revenge for Versailles. It’s deadly stuff. But
of course the average football-addict knows that SUV ads fund his TV-football fixes, & that
the REAL safety issue is: driving a virtual tank on US highways ensures a collision can’t
hurt (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#wlvv) since the other car won’t be an SUV. Yet. We hope.
“Children?” “One was.”
B15 5Word 2Guy Exchange: 6 “Married?” “Frequently.”
B16 Establishment Win. The US in 2020 got a colored (fn 1) pothead Veepess & a ditz
white President who wooed blacks by saying: “If you don’t vote for me, you ain’t black.”
B17 US Middle-East Nationbuilding: Establish a corrupt (always corrupt) client gov’t
& mercenary army, munificently backed by copious “foreign aid”. (Voted by kickbackgreedy pols: www.dioi.org/pro.htm#cqcv.) Then wonder why both collapse.
§B12
B18 Hitler’s 2 Pre-1945 Suicides. His 1941/6/22 attack on Russia doomed him. PearlHarborish-sneaky but unlike Japan case unprovoked by embargo. Crazier yet his 1941/12/11
war-declaration on US, oft-seen as Pearl-Harborish-dumb in defying huge industrial power.
But actually far, far dumber: distant US couldn’t be bombed from German airfields; however,
the US could bomb Germany from nearby British airfields, predictably fatal for Nazidum.
B19 Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel: “. . . daß diese Furcht zu irren schon der Irrtum
selbst ist.” Fear of error is already itself an error.7 Hegel’s clever observation has long
gleamed in lighted letters atop Stuttgart, Germany’s RAILWAY STATION. By contrast, the
motto one sees out front at one of the local “universities” near Baltimore is: “Go Tigers”.
B20 Quiet. We learn more from listening than from talking8 (www.dioi.org/cot.htm#ssps)
& more from humbly contemplating mistakes than from proudly focusing on vindications.
B21
What would’ve been the best pre-battle advice to US female Iraq-War soldiers, to
lower the chance of rape if captured by Iraqi troops?
Shave your mustaches.9
B22 Wisdom Not Paying Off. We note below (§G18) that the smartest US President
was also the bloodiest. In earlier times, the two rulers most reputedly wise were Solomon
and Marcus Aurelius. Yet both genii actually led to the downfall of their century-old royal
lines: Saul→David→Solomon & Trajan→Hadrian→Antoninus→Marcus.
B23 Two Genetic Perversions. [1] The insanity that 1933-1945 Germany ACTUALLY
jailed, enslaved, and/or executed a person — on no more than evidence of Jewish ancestry.10
[2] The incredible Confederate norm to shun or enslave those with black ancestors.11
Meld of scenes from Jurassic Park (1993) & League of Their Own (1992).
www.dioi.org/err.htm#trzc. DIO’s publisher DR is particularly obliged to relay this gem, because (see at Hoskin: www.dioi.org/j414.pdf §A [p.48]) he does not in general admire G.W.F.Hegel
(www.dioi.org/cot.htm#mnfp), an attitude perhaps inherited from his favorite Harvard philosophyprof, Henry Aiken, who noted that G.W.F.Hegel’s 19th-century dominance had greatly waned, wryly
pseudo-denying that not even at Hegelism’s peak had G.W.F. actually stood for “Great-White-Father”.
8
DR’s friends can hardly restrain a smirk — since occasionally he’s been known to talk on. . . .
9
OK, DIOliciously awful taste. But may help air some US-undiscussed truths. The West’s current
revulsion at public display of womens’ body-hair is manufactured by depillatory-manufacturers’ greed,
wasting girls’ time&money (§B6[8]), warping their priorities. Most of pre1950 Europe didn’t care.
Robed Muslim ladies don’t bother; & many of their men prefer hirsute women anyway.
Question: if bald bodies are sexually alluring, why are the nonbald nations having the most children?
10
Walter Schellenberg of the S.D. (Sicherheitsdienst [Secret Service]), kept the most feared Nazi of
all, S.D. chief Reinhard Heydrich, at bay by being near-alone in knowing Heydrich was partly Jewish.
11
Some little-known black-smarts items: www.dioi.org/j429.pdf fn 41. And the wonderful actor
Richard Pryor was even better as (oft-unbilled) screenwriter.
6
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§§C17&I53

C1 Christians selfishly won’t sacrifice own souls; angelmaker abortioner: selfless saint,
goes to eternal hell for sending sinless souls to eternal heaven. www.dioi.org/j112.pdf §H
C2 Ratios. Howdo believers in god&Santa differ? One’s 365times crazier than the other.
Were there eternal life, odds are infinite we’d be in it NOW. www.dioi.org/j805.pdf §L3
C3 Faith-Based:
1st Crusade 1099/7/15-16 total Jerusalem Muslims-massacre www.dioi.org/sha.htm#fwmh
French Catholic thorough massacre of Huguenot protestants 1572/8/24-10/3.
Nazis’ 1941/6/22-launched Vatican-unprotested murder of 28 million Red atheists (§C5).
Muslim Arabs’ Holy War 2001/9/11 attack on the World Trade Center: 3000 dead.
C4 Ducking the Duck Issue — the blindmindkind that gets a Red Hat.
In the mid-20th-century, Cardinal Cushing of Boston used to encourage the anti-Commie
witch-hunt by observing of suspected pinkos that:
“If it walks like a duck, sounds like a duck, and looks like a duck, it’s probably a duck.”
Oddly, he didn’t adduce the same criteria to discern whether Jesus was human or divine.
C5 Catholic Hitler Funds Catholic Schools to Prep for War. Roman Catholic Hitler’s
1933/4/26 discussion with two Church prelates, Paul Steinmann (Vicar General of Berlin)
& Wilhelm Berning (Bishop of Osnabrück) is doubly-documented. During this genial chat
(www.dioi.org/bes.htm#dgfp), the new Chancellor (appointed 1933/1/30) assures them of:
[1] his continued Catholicism [NB: Adolf Hitler is un-excommunicated to this day];
[2] his Catholic mission to stamp out godlessness & Bolshevism; [3] the consistency of
Nazism & the Church’s common view of parasitic Jews, which justified ghettos; [4] backing
state-support of Catholic schools (which continued MUNIFICENTLY [billions of deutschemarks] right to the very end of WW2); [5] his insightful view (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#bcrc)
that religion is of vital utility in fighting wars. (Fuller account of this meeting: Guenther
Lewy The Catholic Church and Nazi Germany 1964 pp.50-52.) From notes of the meeting,
we have Hitler’s exact words (ibid p.52), over six years before he launched WW2 (which
cost c.40 million European lives) by attacking Poland 1939/9/1. Hitler: “Trouble with
Poland is on the horizon. We need soldiers, devout12 soldiers. Devout soldiers are the
most valuable, for they risk all. Therefore, we [the Nazi gov’t] shall keep the confessional
schools in order to bring up believers”.
C6 UltraSimple Mass-Religion. How else does a warring nation get citizens to run (§C5;
www.dioi.org/rel.htm#hmtv) into enemy fire? The US, by mimicking the Muslim wave in
order to defeat it, is starting down the dangerous road to (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#kkbq)
becoming its Christian reflection. US think-tankers are now consciously, coldly (unless
Trilaterals [e.g., Zbig] are warm&cuddly) engineering religionization of the US, much to
inspire soldierly obedience&sacrifice for wars’ stay-at-home country-club-clan designers.
C7 “Anti-Catholic”: A now-common smear of one who opposes we-vs-them religious
bigotry, which the Roman church has encouraged as carefully as (and more successfully
than) any other religious cult. (So far. Though, modern “Catholic” Europe’s gentle semisecularism and the oncoming Muslims put doubt on long-term championship-maintenance.)
Being anti-Catholic was once so proud a label that whole churches were founded (from
1529) as explicitly protesting the Church’s mind-control totalitarianism. (Which isn’t
subtle: Confession & insulated rote Catechism.) What, after all, does the brainwashed
modern public think the word “Protestant” means? So how have we gotten, in effect,
into a situation where the very word Protestant (in its actual excellent original “anti-C”
rendition) is effectively a smear?! The answer is: propaganda, masquerading as a free and
let’s-all-get-along press. As if peace&freedom are going to flourish where cults are trying
to outbreed each other (e.g., §§A18&I32&J30), in a world where bigots are too numerous
(or too useful) for The Medium to dare upset the robotic dears’ narrow mindlets.
12

See www.dioi.org/pro.htm#rguf, www.dioi.org/rel.htm#cnfo, www.dioi.org/rel.htm#szms.
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C8 Rooms&Room. In the 1990s, JoeBob Briggs asked: what do you call a Polish person
living in a 1000-room mansion?
Answer: Your Holiness.
Then DR added: what do you call 1000 persons living in one room?
Answer: Your Holiness’ birth-control pupils.
www.dioi.org/j429.pdf §§H7-H8
C9 US Protestant “coalition” = inchoate non-popery potpourri.
Like flabby, differently-superstitious 4th-century paganism’s eventual defensive fusingtogether (a too-late failed reaction to the Christian 4th-century takeover) — which the
Cambridge Ancient History once called a “barracks religion”.
C10 Theological Circular Shell-Game. Theologians’ brains have solved the source of
brains, by their lately-infectious — indeed downright fashionable — theory that human
intelligence is explained by “Intelligent Design”.
C11 Best Mutt&Jeff Act: Roman church’s Jeff to the IRA & anti-abortion terroristbomber Mutts. Besides Herblock (on the latter issue), no press-person dares be an appropriately severe theatre critic. See Herblock’s cartoon (Wash Post 1994/8/3 p.A16), showing
picketers innocently saying “Shooting doctors? Bombing clinics? — how could people
think of doing such things?” They’re carrying signs declaring “Abortion is MURDER”
(www.dioi.org/rel.htm#vtgk), “Baby-killing doctors must be STOPPED!”, “Never mind
what’s LEGAL, this is a fight for LIFE!”, “Abortion Clinics are DEATH chambers.” It’s
such bold cartoons that pose most danger (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#jscj) to the US mestablishment’s pompous claims to legitimacy, so it’s little wonder that cartoonists are now being
systematically laid-off nation-wide by US newspapers. Of course, Islam has lately taken
over the Mutt&Jeff championship-belt, along with the bunnyrabbit religion one as well.
C12 Bunnyrabbit Religions. We take you over (www.dioi.org/rel.htm#qvvm) numerically unless you kill us, a challenge producing the real Dracula [Vlad Tepes], who repulsively
did just that to save (like §I53, centuries later) Balkan Europe from Muslim hordes (§C12;
www.dioi.org/pro.htm#vxcg). The only segregationist ever tholed by the intelligentsia (thru
never labelling him as such) was Population Bomb author Paul Ehrlich who was for “walling
off” over-fecund regions. That’s worked (so-far) in Gaza, since it protects Israel, also in
Cyprus, & the anti-birth-control VatCity’s walls protect it from the very immigration it begs
other nations to accept: fn 3. But the world rulership has insisted on fracturing walls elsewhere. In a Pacific war that began over clashing empiries & their thirst for oil, Harry
Truman finally dropped nukes on Japan because its Shinto-religion fanatics were saying in
effect: kill us or we rule you. Islam’s population-explosion — over ten times larger than
1945 Japan’s, and spread across the world, is saying the same thing far more convincingly
and, in the West & Russia, doing so with ballots instead of bullets, while Iran (enraged at the
West’s decades of political interference & oil-drainage) may be building Defensive nukes.
How long before the West’s next Truman is going to be faced with a terrible choice?
Numerical submergence & energy-impoverishment? Or nuclear war?
C13 Disappearing habitat. Man’s population-growth crowds out other species. §I137
Ann Coulter — and likely also less zany John Stossel — are for no restrictions on that
growth. Indeed, Ann approvingly says her religionists want to fill up the Earth’s land-mass
with humans until it’s SRO! (§I209; www.dioi.org/pre.htm#nzpr), which would wipe out
all other animals (habitats, etc), who won’t be fit enough to survive. (And Ann says she’s
anti-Darwin?) One can be sure Ann doesn’t think pandas could evolve the gills they’ll need
to move into Earth’s oceans & get the hell out of man’s rightful way. For Stossel among
others, the more kids the better: it allegedly means more chances for inventors, etc, to get
born. Hmmm. Haven’t these guys noted the moderate fertility-rates of those groups (e.g.,
Jews, Europeans, Chinese, etc) that produce most of the ideas that improve knowledge?
C14 Gaming. Adman-Mobsterese for Gambling.
I.e., legitimizing-promoting a something-for-nothing ethic. But, then, don’t even get me
started on skypie mass-religion (www.dioi.org/rel.htm#tgxd), which has the very same
INFINITE gain-vs-investment ratio (§G22) as something-for-nothing, a con that only the
most naı̈ve fall for, as we saw in DIO 16 ‡4 (www.dioi.org/jg04.pdf) §F7.
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C15 Male Religion. Demography of the several bunnyrabbit religions (all of 100% male
rulership): numerical-political advantage to those too brainwashed and-or improvident to
use birth control. See www.dioi.org/j43f.pdf fn 8 & §E [pp.113, 116-117].
C16 Sample of Christianity’s Unfaced Contradictions: Was Jesus’ Earth-Visit Fair?
What becomes of those who died before him? Or never heard of him? And/or just inherited
paganism? Christians protest that god-will-provide or god-will-find-a-way, anyhow. But,
if so, then: god could similarly bless all without sending Jesus. [Parallel problem: §G59.]
C17 Most Elaborate Eternal-Principles-Pose by Self-Preserving Chameleon.
Roman church. However, one notes that despite French rule, Tahiti yet lingers in the
same majority-crude-Protestant limbo it had in early Brit missionary days. This is either a
principled exception, or it bares a serious weakness in the general judgement at the head of
this paragraph. DR’s admiration for Jesuit intelligence: fn 66 below. And his high personal
debt to 3 brilliant Jesuits is explained at www.dioi.org/jo00.pdf fn 66.
A too-little-noted major double-credit to the Roman church: www.dioi.org/jq00.pdf fn 6.
C18 Never&Never. UFOguffoers&ESPbrained never get-it: vindication’ll never come.
C19 Personnel Faith:Undiscussed MegaDanger of Virus Research for Military Aims.
What’s to stop a gov’t lab-scientist working on deadly-viruses-as-weapons from investing
in pharmaceutical stocks thru a private Cayman Islands account, then secretly unleashing a
world pandemic: wrecking social peace, but self getting spectacularly rich? How do relative
priorities differ from those of cheap-labor-seeding capitalists&enablers? §§I31-I32&I162

D Music
D1 Saints. The Forever13 Ones: composers who spend their lives granting spiritual
apotheosis to eternal future generations.
D2 Martinu and Dohnanyi. Recent decades have seen resurrection of long-neglected
worthy composers, e.g., Bruckner, Janácek, Mahler, Nielsen, Korngold, Barber.
Hopefully, the lyrical-dramatic and amazingly prolific Czech, Bohuslav Martinu (18901959), and Hungary’s Ernö Dohnanyi (1877-1960), composer of the last great romantic
piano concerto (1947), will ultimately join them. Both’s music (& that of others cited here &
in DIO 30) are readily experienced by clicking on glowing links at www.dioi.org/mus.htm.
D3 Maurice Ravel. His most popular piece = Blaro.
[Legend has it that Ravel commented: Yes, it’s popular. A shame it isn’t music.]
D4 Embarrassing. Rulers with highest musical taste = teener Mad Ludwig II & Hitler.
D5 Richard Strauss’ Rosenkavalier. If champagne14 were music, it would sound so.
D6 Worn Cords. E.Merman: glass-scratching as music. www.dioi.org/j429.pdf §G2[c]
D7 Mob Ditz. Billie Holiday: drug-haze as music.
D8 At Least the Skaters Themselves Care. At the 2022 Olympics, ice skaters performed to Rachmaninov, Puccini, Tchaikovski, & Beethoven. Most weren’t even identified.
D9 Abuse of Captives Vs Geneva Convention? The degrading “music” industry is
force-feeding youngsters a culturally (& physically) ear-damaging diet of designedly exclusive aural slime. A generation ago, films just ended with a quick list of the cast, if that.
Now: do you really need to take time at a film’s end, to learn the names of the Rigging
Gaffer, Dolly Grip, etc for 5-10 minutes? You didn’t used to, ’til the “music” industry
figured this was a handy way to hurl payola-funded tunes against captive ears.
D10 Ethereal Early Songs. Korngold Marietta’s, Richard Strauss Zueignung, VaughanWilliams Bright Is the Ring of Words. All from the very outset of the composers’ careers.
(Deter potential suicides by: reminding each he will never hear such refined beauty again?)
13
The work of what are generally viewed as saints (Mother Teresa etc) is passing, and often just
counterproductively prolongs or even multiplies the social ills it ministers to, which is part of the reason
why (as ultimo-saint Jesus said: www.dioi.org/j805.pdf fnn 4-5 [p.46]) poverty remains unsnuffable.
14
DR has experienced Rosenkavalier several times in Dresden’s Semperoper (where it was premiered
in 1911) always with a half-glass of champagne, each time his year’s total alcohol intake.
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E Fresh Political Perspectives

F Superlatives.

E1 Appreciating Enemies’ Positives. The adage Know-Your-Enemy too exclusively
implies aggressive aim. But in academe: try Wiser&Kinder (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#ctnf;
www.dioi.org/bes.htm#tdsh). No sham: Actually Appreciate Your Enemy. Not only for
occasional genuine contributions (e.g., ‡10 §A below) to your knowledge, but also for oftenunintended stimulations to new findings (DIO 22 [2018] ‡3 = www.dioi.org/jm03.pdf fn 10
[p.52]). Once in a while he may even be right! Be then grateful&gracious&unstubbornly
admissive, not resentful: e.g., ibid §I14; www.dioi.org/jb20.pdf cover&etc.
E2 Fairness Doctrine. GOP Heffalumps Ban Mice — With Dembo Asses’ Connivance:
When Obama yet-again-reassured (2009/2/18) his plutocrat-press boosters that he wouldn’t
resurrect the Fairness Doctrine, one recalls how often we’ve been treated to the invertcanard-mantra of TV ’snews: the Fairness Doctrine would kill free-speech in the US media.
(Question-in-passing: How can you kill a corpse?) The joke is only rarely even explained,
but the claim is: it’d be too costly to have 50%-vs-50% equal time for opposing viewpoints,
so no dissent would ever appear! The essential idea of the Fairness Doctrine is obviously
the by-now-quaint notion that the public ought to have access to varying viewpoints. Since
the US’ increasingly crooked and greedy rulership lives in proportionately advancing terror
at exposure by such freedom, it’s concentrated attention on the It’s-Just-Too-Expensive
alibi. But a moment’s consideration reveals a solution, which itself reveals what the real
fear is: redefine the Fairness Doctrine as not requiring EQUAL time but rather that some
small but not insignificant PORTION of orthodoxy’s airtime (www.dioi.org/pre.htm#fdlk)
— let’s say merely 1% — be granted to opponents of dominant positions broadcast on
public networks. The media don’t just fear dissenters getting equal time; no: what terrifies
these dictators is heretics getting ANY airtime, a fear now also sterilizing the internet.
Faith in Races’ Equal IQ: #1 among privileged views that killed the Fairness Doctrine.
Since that religion can’t be successfully defended but by muting its skeptics ENTIRELY.
Hitherto, by diverting attention to a 50:50 fantasy, the toobmeisters have had only to
scoff at their Fairness-Doctrine-50-50-Straw-Man and relax in 100.000%-total surety of
100.000%-total ability to 100.000%-blot out heresy for consecutive decades — not merely
with impunity but with few citizens even noticing that this is the game-plan.
Will the public ever wise-up? If promotion of awareness (www.dioi.org/pre.htm#snpl)
of our “One-Percent-Doctrine” proposal became wide enough, it’s theoretically possible
— since, after all, the rulership’s arguments against it would be transparently desperate.
Therefore, corporate defense against the One-Percent-Doctrine proposal — in order to
continue 100.000% media censorship of heresy — will require (how did you guess?):
100.000% media censorship of the very existence of the One-Percent-Doctrine idea. . . .
E3 Brothers. All Racists Are Equally Forbidden But Some Less Equally Than Others.
On 2014/10/21 national TV ’snews ran a cute-story video: as a black guy joke-insulted
Obama in person while encountering him in public, Obama alertly but also genetically
quip-joked about how inapt it was to get such guff from “a brother” (which naturally drew
not the slightest TV ’snews criticism). Genuine, consistent anti-racists don’t talk that way.
E4 The Sweet Rehab Illusion’s Unsweet Issue. Releasing criminals as rehabables (§J7)
who need 2nd , 3rd , 4th , nth chances helps lawyer-industry income: see too-PROPHETIC
“Criminals Aren’t Just for Breakfast Anymore” at www.dioi.org/j429.pdf §Q. LibMediajustified by prisons being “racist” since inmates are disproportionately black. (Without
noting it’s because criminals are disproportionately black.) The program is educational:
one LEARNS not to leave witnesses. US criminals’ recidivism-rate being over 50%,
the effect of so many “2nd -chances” is to endanger the non-criminal citizenry: for every
2 convicts sprung, at least one crime on-average against the unoffending, is guaranteed.
NB:
NO ONE IN THE “DEMOCRATIC” U.S. GETS A DIRECT VOTE ON THIS.
How’s the US gotten USED-TO world disgrace: career criminals terrorizing its streets?
The arrogant nation that’s spending so much time&treasure as self-appointed
cop-for-the-rest-of-the-world that it can’t even keep own cities safely policed?!

F1 Infinity=Zero. Most difficult to contemplate: eternal non-existence.
§§C2&I179
F2 Least Likely Bard. Wm.Shakespeare: the loan shark who flunked grammar school.
F3 Boldest Pseudo-Bard. Most able, courageous, & crucial actor, in the cause of protecting&preserving high culture: Wm.Shakespeare.
§I62; www.dioi.org/sha.htm
F4 Ineptest SciencePressGuarded Thief. C.Ptolemy. ‡8 §§A2&B3&D&E3&H2&fn 4
F5 Mass Murder Uncriticizable Racial Privilege? Insult’s Worse Than Murder?!
Medium-ignoring 99% of US ghettos’ gun-deaths not due to cops-of-uncolor should’ve long
ago caused the most educational & potentially-lifesaving rewrite of “Black Lives Matter”:
ALL Black Lives Matter
§I125
Is the Medium’s serial-pardoning-ignoring of 1000s of annual urban killings of blacks
by other blacks (§I125) a PRIVILEGE, a right not allowed other races? Most especially
not permitted to cops of an unprivileged hue. Is this glaring-but-LibMedia-undiscussed
contrast parallel to its demands (www.dioi.org/cen.htm#rwbp) regarding language? — by
which only a black is allowed the Privilege of calling another black a crude racial insult
Medium-forbidden to non-blacks? [ND/DC murder ratio: www.dioi.org/j112.pdf §G7 !!!]
F6 Paranoiac Certitude’s Unseen Implication. The woko-Left is so sure of equal mean
racial IQ that it knows: all black woes must be from conspiratorial cheating by less ethical
races: SYSTEMIC RACISM (§A29). Now-famous even while superbly-hidden, though
indubitably media-real: §F24. But mass black non-advancement has persisted for millennia.
Question: how is being fooled by conspiracies for 1000s of years a defense of black IQ?
F7 Worst Historical Coincidence. In the fateful year 1453 AD, occurred invention of the
printing press that could’ve perpetuated books lost forever in bibliophilic Constantinople’s
fiery fall to Mohammed 2 the same year. Thanks, Islam. But: www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf §G3
F8 Greatest Loss from Composer Dying in His 30s. Schubert? Bellini? Chopin?
Bizet? Butterworth? Gershwin? Well, Carmen’s the only opera all of whose songs are hits.
F9 Careless-What-You-Wish-For UltraRaceHater Paradox and The Durable Lethal
Insanity That Killing a Target Group Will Produce Paradise. Once upon a time, there
was a race-hater. Let’s randomly call him ’Dolf. ’Dolf was particularly impatient with
a world too-full of dummies, whose inability to function at simple tasks kept getting in
his way — and whom he suspected of inadequate genes. So he summoned his sidekook
Heinie, ordering him to DO-SOMETHING-about world genetic-stupidity. But since shipping folks to the Moon wasn’t yet feasible, Heinie opted for mass-extermination. And
he quite naturally asked ’Dolf: what’s the cut-off point for elimination? Our 2 genii
thought&thought&thought — until Heinie brainstormed: ’Dolf, you, the incomparable
cynosure, must be the measure of survivable man! Your lofty IQ will be the boundarypoint: anyone below that must go! Typically modest, ’Dolf assented, suggesting Heinie
take a little time off to execute the holy task. A few days later, Heinie returned, proudly
reporting he’d exterminated the required fraction of all humanity. A beaming ’Dolf congratulatorily awarded Heinie the Iron Cross — promoting him officially to the rank of Reich
Lapdog. But Heinie was symmetrically ready with his own special superlative for ’Dolph:
And my warmest congratulations to YOU, sir — for you are now
THE DUMBEST PERSON ON EARTH.
F10 Last Shot of WW2: Remember Pearl Harbor! On 1992/1/8, Pres&WW2hero
Bush1 with uncannily PHish stealth&skill fired a missile of warm barf into JapPres’groin.
F11 Fateful Octennial Ineducability. In 2004, the public (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#bjpg)
RE-elected the most expensive, least honest US president ever — & did it again in 2012.
Any chance for 2020-hindsight vanished with Prez JoJo’s win: he’s proudly setting new
records in cost&con, e.g., borderflood (§B10). [1] By 2012, had the nation learned nothing
from its 2004 masochism? [2] What does (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#tcfl) the future hold?
2028? 2036? 2044? (Voters slow learners as it is: www.dioi.org/pro.htm#mstf. How many
betrayals does it take?) If every Pres. Election goes contra incumbent: public education on
reality (that US elections don’t slow but grow woes) would be imbibed at 4y intervals not 8.
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F12 Modestest. Famous Hollywood cine-hunk Victor Mature, barred from an exclusive
club for being a mere actor, guffawed: Hell, I’m no actor, & I have the reviews to prove it.
F13 Funniest & Boldest Cartoonists.
David Low (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#wscg) & Pat Oliphant (www.dioi.org/imm.htm#pscy).
F14 Best antidote to suicide. Curiosity: what’s going to happen tomorrow?
F15 Longest Search. Seeking a JoJo-regime policy that’d upset the mafia or China.
F16 Reality-Grasp of Participants in PreDetermined Elections.
§§F88&I100
Fantasy: US’ plutocrat-militarist-imperialist-pol-press-lobbyists-nexus Rulership loses national election to a confiscatorily-inclined populist, so the Rulership graciously says: OK,
since the Great-Unwashed’s little ballots formed a slightly higher pile of paper than our
pile, we’ll just give up our mega-wealth, weapons, & power and leave Washington. “Bye.”
F17 StrumpetTrumpet. Top slut virginal act: The Press. §§A2&§F4&F5&I212&fn 23
F18 Pols. Don’t STAND for anything but election. Don’t RUN anything but errands.
Don’t DO anything but funnel lots more gov’t wealth to funders than received from them.
F19 Last of the Blackface Acts? Obama.
§F50
F20 The Hermann Göring of the Far East. Top oriental art-theft: in 1949, China’s
dictator Chiang Kai-shek grabbed as much art as he could carry, when he fled to Taiwan.
(He wanted to steal the Great Wall, too. But couldn’t find the right crate.)
[Chiang was so corrupt, rumor has it that his nickname was “Cash My Checque”.]
F21 Wising Up MediaMushedMinds. Most educational throwaway line of the 21st
Century: “. . . contrary to what you think (and as a member of the news media, I know
exactly what you think) . . . .”
Dave Barry Internation Herald Tribune 2004/7/31 p.7;
www.dioi.org/mot.htm#tvns; www.dioi.org/pro.htm#gswt; www.dioi.org/pro.htmn#vqvf
F22 Most Masculine Mom of All Time? Holy Mother Church.
F23 Most Superfluous Syllable: Middle of “congressman”.
F24 Isn’t Eternal Misery the Very Definition of Hell? Cruelest “Noble Experiment” =
black mass-uplift process which like the MidEast Peace Process will (absent §I31) never15
end & whose miserable “beneficiaries” will en-masse never enjoy the equity promised by
Dembo pols who’ve no genuine empathy for poverty’s gnawing pain, which is only aggravated by those pols’ unrealistically-pandering promises, none of which will come true for
the bulk of the race. (Beyond creating, for far too many easily-manipulated victims, one
steady, gov’t-paid job: voting the right way, i.e., the “Left” way.) Exasperating frustration,
from perpetually seeking-to-identify but failing-to-fix what’s gone wrong, may finally push
Black Lives Matter (& allies in preferring ideology to data) into Aquinas’ 1st -Cause logic:
GOD IS RACIST.
§F6
F25 The Man Who Put Permanent Quotes Around “Art Expert”: Han Van Meegeren.
The Most Expensive Painting in the World: Van Meegeren’s Christ at Emmaus (sometimes
called The Supper at Emmaus), which was publicly hailed by a UNANIMOUS art community as the greatest of all paintings by Dutch artist Jan Vermeer, from the time of its
1938 sensational 1st public display at Rotterdam’s top museum. It was the darling of a
proud art world for seven years. All the way until 1945, when art-crowd-scorned Han
van Meegeren boasted-confessed that he had not collaborated with art-thief-Nazi Hermann
Göring but had swindled him instead — having painted Emmaus & all his purported “Vermeers” himself! — and having thereby hoaxed the world’s “art experts”. After the truth’s
emergence, a US millionaire attempted to buy Emmaus. (John Godley Master Art Forger
— the Story of Han van Meegeren 1950 p.219.) Never happened. Why? Suggestion:
the van-Meegeren-exposed leeches that control the art world will NEVER let this ultimate
embarrassment out of their reportorial control. Said breakwindbags draw that world’s fiscal
blood from uncultured nouveaus who think that paying millions to put Old Masters or
15
§F29. It is not at all surprising that media-brainwashed ideologues will disagree. But it is
disappointing — and potentially lethal to a culture — that they will not even for a moment entertain
ANY possibility that their grail will forever remain an enragingly out-of-reach chimera.
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(www.dioi.org/def.htm#nqtz) Modern “Art” — or whatever is “expert”-certified as such
(which is the same thing) — on their walls is guaranteed to make them overnight-cultured
non-nouveaus. (Note that there is fortunately no equivalently corrupting factor in the world
of serious music, though pseudo-experts infest it as well.) The obvious fear is that Emmaus
will be put on display and hyped as the chief exhibit in a demo that “experts” are too dumb
and-or too corrupt to be trusted in their certifications, which are essential to a continuation
of bringing in the blood. Offer $200,000,000 for virtually any other painting, you buy it.
Not Emmaus. Which makes it the most expensive painting on Earth. Q.E.D. Just one more
superlative achieved by the greatest of all art-forgers, Han van Meegeren.16 And is Vermeer
the most over-rated Old Master? Though he had a gift for color&precision, one wonders:
is his price based on talent or on rarity? (Less than 40 of his paintings survive.) The
books that call van Meegeren no-talent, while ritualistcally genuflecting to Vermeer as “The
Master” (e.g., 2008’s E.Dolnick & J.Lopez) [a] can’t explain why van Meegeren’s Emmaus
was long ranked as better than any of Vermeer’s dozens of paintings (perhaps because most
of the latter, though meticulous, are boring?) and [b] uniformly fail to tell the reader that
Vermeer was a close associate of lens-expert Leeuwenhoek (an inventor of the microscope
and an executor of Vermeer’s estate), and it is now widely understood that (at least in his
later period, which produced most of his surviving work) Vermeer used camera obscura
to lens-cast upon the canvas an image of the scene he was painting: a technical version of
what moderns might call painting-by-the-numbers.17
F26 DoubleDribble. RhapsoExperts miss Pollack edit. www.dioi.org/ji00.pdf fn 154
F27 US Politics’ Top Theft [ere the ripoff causing the 2008 crash]:
Kickbacks to the Senate Armed Services Committee which accounted for all four 2008
presidential candidates (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#qptn): for voting a TRILLION dollars to a
superficially (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#cqcv) dumb Iraq occupation.
F28 When Initials Speak Louder Than Words.
Funniest evidence of ad-men’s youth: the Obama-mafia internet fund-raising campaign’s
temporary 2011 reference to him as “B.O.” — before an oldster wised those wiseguys
up to the letters’ history: plenty of older-generationers still recall decades of Lifebuoy
soap’s ad-campaign to wipe out the worst scourge of mankind: “BEEEE-OOOOH” —
a bass-echo-chamber rendition of the initials of “body odor”.
F29 Institutional Immortality: 1000y from now, what current organization is more
likely (absent §I209) than any other to be just as robust as it is today? Answer: NAACP.
F30 Beyond “Awesome”. Most gratingly overused18 expressions of the new millennium:
“at the end of the day”, having “issues”, “stepping up”, “re-imagine”.
F31 Oilslurpers’ Blind “Intruder”-Flippage. Mirrorlessest pressbabble = complaints
out of the media (while the US-puppet-invited other-side-of-the-planet-US imposed a
bloody, increasingly hated foreign occupation on Iraq) labelling occasional born-next-door
Iranian guerillas as “intruders” in Iraq.
16
He is also the most vilified painter, ever, in revenge & warning to any who might try to emulate him.
Art-snot books call him a lousy artist, a Nazi, a liar, a lush, and so on. Though his deft drawing “Deer”
was so beautifully done that it “once could have been found in nearly every Dutch home” [E.Dolnick
Forger’s Spell 2008]. None of which changes the fact that he proved (ibid p.153) his point better than
anyone else, ever: art criticism on genuineness differs from voodoo primarily in better pay.
17
The elevation of Vermeer to godhood (from 1866 on) had proceeded for roughly a century before
anyone realized this. With Vermeer evaluations already in the fiscal stratosphere when his use of
camera-obscura became generally known, no art-groupie could admit that this has any relevance at all
(www.dioi.org/sha.htm#rwmt) to the alleged grandeur of Vermeer’s paintings. A view’s imperviousness
to incoming data measures its baselessness. But, if the optical artifice is so irrelevant to Vermeer’s
stature, then: why do both 2008 books on van Meeregen & Vermeer fear to mention it? Indeed, Dolnick
[p.65n] tries to deny Vermeer knew Leeuwenhoek, without even telling the reader what his concern is.
18
Also: deliberately routine expressions in films that make it seem normal or Cool to get drunk and
even barf: “hammered”, “wasted”, “blow chunks”, etc. On the extreeeemly remote possibility that
booz-industry money could find its way into backing films, what effects might one expect?
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F32 World’s Largest Centipede: U.S.Senate, with 100 dogs’ hind legs.
F33 US for Free Elections Abroad. So Long as Voters Get It Right.
Least-concerned-for-democracy #1 = NY Daily News p.1 headline (1964, in elation at
military-coup ouster of democratically-elected populist president Goulart)
BRAZIL’S PINK
PREXY BOOTED
Least-concerned-for-democracy #2 = NY Post p.1 headline (2006/12/7, in deflation at Baker
commission’s electorate-salving hint of someday-maybe-lowering US direct presence in
Iraq), plus photo-montages putting faces of James Baker & Lee Hamilton on chimps:
SURRENDER MONKEYS
(OK, chimps aren’t monkeys. But, would frontpaging “SURRENDER APES” or “APING
MUNICH” have made Murdoch’s pious organ look any classier?) [In 2006, DIO dubbed
FOX as False Or Xaggerated: www.dioi.org/mot.htm#ffxn. But now — despite hustling
god&anti-abortion&Dumbos&UFOs — it’s actually more varied (incl. anti-war T.Carlson,
& seldom-seen enlightened guests Nader, Tulsi Gabbard, Glenn Greenwald, Naomi Wolf),
and less un-neutral than CNN&MS-NBC’s unalloyed host-teams of lying Dembo parrots.]
F34 Mrs. ZsaZsa Barred. Cleverest mag-cover headline. At the time of the exposure
of massive Reagan-administration fiscal chicanery (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#vnrt), starring
Ollie North, involving arms-deals in the Iran-Iraq war (that merely killed ordmag a million
people), Washington Monthly ran a cover (perhaps at the suggestion of the incomparable
[www.dioi.org/sca.htm#nldc] Art Levine?) showing Hungarian-accented dipso Zsa Zsa
Gabor (doing her jail-stint for the [www.dioi.org/def.htm#gtsc] war-crime of slapping a
cop), beckoning Ollie with a come-hither look — Zsa Zsa to Ollie:
I Got Vhat You Need
as she’s conspicuously right smack on the cover — BEHIND BARS.
F35 Mr. ZsaZsa Bored. Classiest suicide-note: by Zsa Zsa’s nth husband, urbane actor
George Sanders, who lived life as a party. When old age took too much of the play out of
living, he wisely chose the philosopher’s death, leaving a note (to those still pursuing life’s
party) reading simply: “I am bored, so I am leaving.”
F36 So-Wright. Tersest summation of grantmoneymad academe: sociologist G.Wright
(1980s) in shock at DR’s belief that academe aims at truth: “Academe is a racket.”
Academe’s pols don’t bar cheating but protect it. ‡11 §D2; www.dioi.org/jo00.pdf §W10
F37 Frances Farmer. Most nut-hatch stayovers by famous thespian. Funny Farmer.19
How could Mel Brooks not so title his 1982 film-bio Frances? [An unDIOesque minim of good taste?]
F38 Dopiest Coincidences: Run-by-Mon. Ere the oil-addiction-inspired Iraq invasion,
the wars US pols chose were (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#ttwg) defending Afghanistan&Kosovo;
both flood the West with drugs for MAFIA-fed dope-addicts — producing gigaprofits,
MONEY that can (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#pdsd) corrupt with ease a US gov’t&media notorious for being run purely BY money. The 3rd (Iraq) of the 3 most recent US wars is
over oil, an addiction having a coincidental resemblance to drugs — a huge wholesalevs-retail markup: dirt-cheap-to-produce, but expensive-to-buy on-the-street — when an
armed (www.dioi.org/bes.htm/#pctx) invariably armed cartel controls it and uses the vast
markup-difference to buy media, elections, pols & thus gov’ts.20 The world’s top heroin
producer-nation is Afghanistan. The world’s top heroin user-nation is the US. Whose
top user-city is Baltimore, a major but near-bankrupt port on the Atlantic, inland up the
Chesapeake Bay: convenient for Eastern-US drug distribution. The successful restauranteur brother of Afghanistan’s president (whose family is involved in the drug trade) resides
in Baltimore.
19
See above at §B1. Tersest précis of what directors endured from Farmer, a gorgeous-thus-spoiled
doper with an abundance of court (& like BLM & PEDd killer Oscar Pistoffius) entitlement convictions:
“The nicest thing I can say about Frances Farmer is that she is intolerable.” (Attributed to WmWyler.)
20
The oil cartel’s army = US army. US gov’t taxes public to pay for. Only drug cartels not using
weapons are religions, which lend their opiates to armies via prayers&priests: a drug-rental operation.
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F39 If Faith Can Move Mountains Why Can’t It Move Poverty? Compare clean megacities Singapore&Taipei&Tokyo — to filthy Catholic megaslums Manila&São Paulo&NYC.
F40 Needlessest Overacting. Kate Hepburn21 play-within-the-play 1933 Little Women.
F41 Classiest&LeastClassy Tennis Greats. Venus Williams & Jimmy Connors, resp.
F42 The Most Racist. Those busiest accusing others of racism (§§E3&I24). Everrunning Hilary’s girlperson22 & STILL staff-chief Huma Abedin WEINER on (2021/11/5:
cspan2) ever-giggling, flagrantly incompetent doper-VP Commie Harris (careerist exmistress of California political boss Willie Brown), the election-moment: “goosebumps
going up&down my legs. . . . so incredible . . . awe-inspiring, affirming . . . , just the power
. . . when she walked out . . . she represents everything that’s so right about the possibility
of our future. . . . All of us brown girls out there, we are really proud of our Vice-President.”
E.g., §I161: DR outtacontrol . . . .
F43 Lowest Brand of Humor: Punmanship.
F44 Most Effective of All String Serenades? Bernard Herrmann’s score for Psycho.
Yes! It is ENTIRELY for strings. Surprising most resultant still-quivering-showerphobics.
F45 Best of Man’s Intellect. Induction: drawing coherent solutions from empirical data.
(It will be the last type of intelligence to be bested by computers. If ever.) DR’s highest
high, as his most arcane historical contributions attest [special cases marked “MAGIC”!]:
‡3 §A2; ‡4 §A3; ‡8 §G2; www.dioi.org/j116.pdf §§A7-A8, eqs.6&8-9&29-31, §H5;
www.dioi.org/j139.pdf eqs.23&24 [ DIO MAGIC ] §§L3&M10&N7-N15;
www.dioi.org/j413.pdf §§F3-F8 & Table 3 [ DIO MAGIC ];
www.dioi.org/j601.pdf eqs.21-31 [ DIO MAGIC ]; www.dioi.org/jb11.pdf §A;
Griffith Observer 82.8 [www.dioi.org/g828.pdf] pp.15-16; www.dioi.org/jm03.pdf §B7;
Griffith Observer 84.1 [www.dioi.org/g841.pdf] pp.15-16;
www.dioi.org/js02.pdf §§B&C [ DIO MAGIC ].
F46 Cruelest War-Maker of Era. Rejection-Deaf: Talk About Carrying a Torch!
Ultimate Implacable Won’t-Take-No-For-Answer Stalker: W.T.Sherman’s Union Army,
which on 1865/2/17 torched the already-surrendered town of Columbia (Seat-of-TheRebellion capital of South Carolina), for the SC legislature’s reluctant-bride 1860 sin
of divorcing out of its prior marriage with the North (www.dioi.org/j43f.pdf §C11 [p.125]).
F47 Creditably the Most Generous Peace-Maker.
Ethical war-criminal W.T.Sherman (www.dioi.org/j43f.pdf fn 13 [p.125]).
Indeed, his post-war generosity nearly got him arrested by post-Lincoln US-ruler Stanton!
F48 Bottom-Squared. Bottom-Line Re Fake-Upping the Bottom: Affirmative Action =
cheating to promote enough underqualified members of privileged clan, as to create artificial
equity & elaborately pretending otherwise for decades.
§F42; Janet Cooke
F49 Most Ubiquitous Cons:
[a] Popular religion.
www.dioi.org/rel.htm#ftgt
[b] Political-correctness.
§A20
Both follow classic flim-flam: tell the fat-head what he wants to hear. (Lucian says “fathead” was already a professional term by the 2nd century AD.) The US’ rulership regards
both as vital to the smooth functioning of the System from which it draws wealth&power.
Their sturdy maintenance needs expensive&unsleeping (www.dioi.org/smo.htm#pffs) media police protection (www.dioi.org/fff.htm#ldbb), a broad hint at the obvious: both are so
logically feeble, their dominance would crumble under the slightest open debate.
§E2
F50 The Media Will NEVER Ask. Jusr how black is “our 1st black President”? How
white? How Ethiop? Reps. Ryan&Warren have given their DNA data? Why hasn’t BO?
21
Noted in the recent Katherine Hepburn biography: DR’s father Lou Rawlins [later director of
Baltimore’s airport] met KH — and her girlfriend — while crossing the Atlantic during the mid-1920s,
as mentioned in her diary. Both later knew Howard Hughes professionally.
22
“Girlperson” is DR’s sometime term of pseudorespect for Orwellian language-demands, a reaction
which grew out of fellow-Harvardian Tom Lehrer’s wry comment that, when he was a boy, there were
certain words you couldn’t say in front of a girl; but, now, the only word you can’t say is: “girl”.
(Unless you’re a girlperson: §§F5&F42).
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F51 The Battle-Cry of . . . of . . . . . Oh-Yeah: FREEDOM. Most pre-post-erous (in the
literal sense of that word) excuse for going to mass-murder war (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#llbb):
Lincoln’s GWBushly-LATE arrival at the slavery-issue (1863/1/1) as toppe war-justification,
so demoting the original (actual: §I3) battle-cry (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#fqcr): UNION.
Some have said the Emancipation-Proclamation had to wait for a big Northern victory.
(If the 1862/9/17 Sharpsburg semi-draw could be so called.) But there might’ve been
another slight hitch to an 1861 April BigFuss-About-Them-Evil-Confederate-Slavers, justifying invading the South, maiming&killing hundreds of thousands of combatants, to
squush the evils of slavery, namely: throughout 1861, slavery was still legal in Lincoln’s
own Washington, DC. It was only outlawed there over a year after Fort Sumter’s shelling, in
1862. (Lincoln [whose wife had been a slave-owner, like Grant’s] signed a bill on 1862/4/17
ensuring its end in Washington. Fade-out was promised to be gradual, a promise not widely
kept — though Gen. Sherman wasn’t burning slave-holders’ homes in Washington, DC.
F52 Missing the Blatant. While mediavolk argue over whether or not 2500 US troops
should’ve been removed from Afghanistan less suddenly, the obvious is ignored: why was
keeping-there a force less than 1 percent of the size of the 300000 man Afghan “army”
ever supposed to grant a backbone to that mercenary fake-bulwark? (See §B12.)
F53 Best Lawyer Joke.
www.dioi.org/j238.pdf §D4
Why can’t you kill a lawyer? What’s to hammer the stake through?
§E4
F54 Worst Lawyer Joke. Congress.
§§A27&I102
F55 Least-Noted Though Most-Obvious Election Reality. If you continue to vote in
fake elections, what kind of elections do you think you’re going to keep getting?
F56 A Key to Happiness: Reasonable expectations (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#sxgr).
This unasked-for advice is especially aimed at world-saving idealists, whom DR tends
to admire, empathize-with, and encourage — but who too-often start out all-knowingly
knowing absolutely nothing of what gov’ts are really about (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#rscg)
— and thus (due to such cemental-schiz detachment from reality) tend to end up as hyperfrustrated burned-outs, cynics, and/or dictators. Woody Allen on world-saving: takes too
long & too many lawyers (www.dioi.org/cot.htm#jlwz). And one recalls ultra-conservative
P.J.O’Rourke’s perceptive comment that if you ask leftists about the US gov’t, they say how
perfectly awful it is. But when you then ask them for solutions to social problems, they
say: the gov’t
www.dioi.org/mot.htm#cjkj
F57 Grow Up! Most infantile fantasy of all time = belief in an invisible celestial parent.
F58 #1 way to get productive companies&jobs out of your city or out of business:
e.g., auto plants exiting Detroit, Martin & Bethlehem Steel out of Baltimore. Grow fraction
of unproductive “workers” combining slack attendance records with paucity of basic skills.
F59 Most Explicitly Self-Worshipping Rental: A Shrink.
F60 Most Implicitly Self-Insulting Rental: A Shrink.
F61 Oddest Invert-Ironies. Dead-heat between several bizarrities:
[a] The more god coddles rich folk, the more they privately go agnostic. The more god
dumps on poor folk, the more they’re on their knees to god (www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf §A5).
[b] The more Dembo pols impoverish blacks’ neighborhoods, the more they vote Dembo.
[c] Only 20% of US voters tell pollsters that they trust Congress — even while the same
voters re-elect23 90% of congressmen.
[d] Much of the Dumbos’ fundie-constituency rigidly believes the universe is run by a just,
kind, & fair god, yet (www.dioi.org/rel.htm#rplf) many of these fundies suspect god cruelly
created blacks unequal. (Parallel to §F24?)
23
With the same illogic that leads most to believe they live in the best nation (their own, whata-coincidence) & partake of the best religion (ditto), voters imagine THEIR district’s congressman
is the lovable EXCEPTION (www.dioi.org/smo.htm#wskm). The apparent contradiction is due to
propaganda-hypnotism by each district’s LOCAL press — which is invariably owned by the same richrulership-klan that picks&owns the “exceptional” pols whom the local press sells to the public as thelittle-guy’s-friends. Can any other theory explain the above-cited gross 20%-vs-90% contradiction?!
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[e] Conversely, the Dembos’ unreligious, anti-fundie intellectual constituency believes in
RANDOM, non-teleological natural-selection, yet ideologically, non-evidentially, ultracontrarily insists (revealingly without admitting ANY possibility of error here) that all
races’ mean IQs just-happened (by a miracle of [ironically super-Biblical!] proportions) to
come out EXACTLY equal (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#ixmcp; www.dioi.org/j429.pdf fn 40).
[f] Many used to fight the death penalty’s commonness because of guilt’s uncertainty.
Forensics has since seriously obsolesced that argument, but the resistance lingers, so: as
guilt has become much more certain, the death-penalty (which homicide-forensics was
laboriously refined primarily for, in order to render death-penalty verdicts reliable at last)
has effectively died as a deterrent from rarity24 of use.
F62 Most Elaborate MercyMasks on Ruthless Ambition. Rulerships (§I9).
F63 Who Left Out “This”? Invisible ellipsis on US money’s “In . . . God We Trust”.
F64 History’s Longest Hangover. G.W.Bush wordfumbling decades later . . . .
F65 Best Opening Day Pitch Ever. G.W.Bush. PERFECTLY centered strike.
F66 Sickest & Slickest Synonym for Eternal Hate-War: “Peace Process”.
Didn’t know the blackgold-oil cartel had a blackjoke-writer, did you?
F67 Ultimate DeadBeat Dad. Heavenly parent-creator who stays eternally out of sight,
out of edible (or financial) assistance, out of words, & out of town.
F68 Best Goofy Caper Film. Hot Rock (1972).
F69 Best Western Films. High Noon25 (1952) & Warlock (1959).
F70 Strictliest Singin’ Westerns. Gene Oatery.
F71 Top Zero-Achievement Superstition. The lotterati’s vision of the universe as where
god rewards faith via bouncing ping-pong balls.
www.dioi.org/cot.htm#pvww
(Close seconds: astrology, voodoo, and upper-case Liberalism.)
F72 Slickest Bait&Switch.
US establishment asked for race-blind EQUAL-Rights integration (Brown v. Board and
MLKing’s dream-speech); but then, when the idea was adopted but didn’t deliver on the
equity promised, switched 180◦ : to demands for racist Affirmative Action laws&quotas.
F73 Renouncing the Tightest Fit Ever.
DR refuses to reply in kind to academe’s blatantly crude Mob-muscle (www.dioi.org/tar.pdf).
E.g., DR wouldn’t put a horse’s head into a history-of-science archon’s bed.
Anyway, how could you jam both ends of a horse into one human bed?
F74 Matthew 26.26.
Best summary of Shrubya Antoinette’s attitude toward the rich US’ millions of malnourished
citizens: Let them eat Jesus.
www.dioi.org/pro.htm#nbfn
F75 Neatest 1-syllable equivalent for the 4-syllables of “Propaganda”: “News”.
F76 Switcher-Pitcher. In an age of bisexuality & transexuality, should we ask:
why has MLB never fielded an ambidextrous pitcher?
Among possible explanations: imagine the rule-complexities when he faces a switch-hitter!
F77 Nun Dare Call It Fun.
The stock-joke female alibi for getting accidently pregnant has usually been: “But-butbut we only did it once.” So the Alltime-Funniest-Alibi-for-Unexpected-Pregnancy-Award
has got to go to Jesus’ stage-mom, THE nun-paragon of all time — the Virgin Mary:
“But-but-but we only did it nunce.”
F78 Unsubtlest Introduction to a Specious Argument? A dead-heat tie on this one:
[A] “It’s easy to say....” and [B] “I’m sure you’ll agree....”
F79 Shotgun Re-Wedding of All Time? War Between the States. [Or: §I133.]
F80 Ultimo Social Climber Try.
Ambitious socialite 17yr-old Baroness Marie Vetsera’s 1889/1/30 suicide pact with AustroHungarian Empire’s Prince Rudolph, to become famous as his one eternal Princess.
24
Thanks to numerous beaverishly-occupied, well-funded lawyers. The funding is why the US is the
sole advanced nation where execution remains officially legal, even while rarely actually carried out.
25
At 27m 1/2: "loaded for bear" DVD-mistexted as "in order to prepare".
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F81 Ultimo Social Climber Backfire. After their co-suicide, the name of Marie Vetsera
(once Vienna’s fashion-queen and the horse-racing clique’s “Turf Angel”) was meticulously
expunged from Austrian history for ordmag a century.
www.dioi.org/pro.htm#rmhc
F82 Wages of Pushiness? Riskiest royal relation: Austrian Emperor Franz Josef I.
Great-great-aunt Marie Antoinette guillotined (1793).
Brother Max executed (www.dioi.org/mus.htm#kfjx) by Mexican firing squad (1867).
Son&heir Rudolph murder-suicided (1889).
Wife Sisi assassinated (1898).
Nephew&heir Franz Ferdinand & wife shot dead by Austrian subject & Serb Princip (1914).
And 1 or 2 of FJ’s subjects died in battle, after he taught Serbia a lesson by starting WW1.
F83 Most Immortal Chiseler. Moses. (DIO 10 [2000] = www.dioi.org/ja00.pdf §T1.)
F84 World’s First Conjoined Triplets. Bush-Cheney-Pentagon.
F85 Most Well-Integrated US Neighborhood? The Hollywood screen.
F86 Least Well-Integrated US Neighborhood? Hollywood, California.
F87 Most Reluctant Date of All Time? OscarWilde-RichardStrauss’s John-the-Baptist.
F88 Most Telling Vote? Until legit elections&candidates are established: DON’T.
See §§F16&F55; §I100 item [c]; DIO 8 ‡5 (www.dioi.org/j805.pdf) §B3 [p.46] 1998.
F89 Blackest&Cruelest of Jokes. Human WELFARE’s Worst Guarantor:
Welfare.
Yet neither the mob nor The Mob want it ended.
HOPE-ray: §I31.
F90 Happiest Date in the Modern History of the Japanese&Brit Empiries. 1941/12/7.
F91 Berlin’s Luckiest WW2 Break: Nazis losing WW2 before the Summer of 1945.
DR enjoys jolting Germans by asking thanks to US airmen who died in WW2 to save Berlin.
We all know the story of the list of 4 or 5 Japanese cities that could be A-bombed in 1945
August: Hiroshima, Nagasaki, etc. But, had Germany been presenting a serious danger to
the world in late 1945, the list would have been: Berlin, Berlin, Berlin, Berlin, or Berlin.
F92 Apostrophic Apotheoses:
[a] Coughin’ Nails (www.dioi.org/smo.htm#dqrj).
[b] ’laus von Bülow. [Case for not-guilty strong enough that this was likely a DR mis-call.]
[c] ’rap Music.26
[d] TV ’snews (www.dioi.org/pre.htm#rsrh).
F93 Greatest Baseball Dominance. During the Boysball (www.dioi.org/cot.htm#tbwm)
era 1903-1954, HALF the teams in the National League met the Yankees in 5 World Series
(Pirates 1927, Cubs 1932&1938, Reds 1939, Phillies 1950) without winning a single game.
F94 Silliest Redundances: “Careless Smoking” and “Religious Nut”. [Mass-religion’s
reps often mirrorlessly sling the latter redundance at competing superstitions’ believers.]
F95 Most Miraculous Music Revolutionaries. Beethoven, Berlioz, Wagner,27 Sibelius.
F96 Greatest Monuments to Mass Paranoia. Tie between:
[a] Churches (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#rlgn), &
[b] Affirmative Action (www.dioi.org/def.htm#ftzc).
26
DR regularly hands out free copies of a CD he burns, “Rhap Music”, bearing rhapsodies of Sergei
Rachmaninov (Russia), Ralph Vaughan Williams (England), Hugo Alfven (Sweden), & Bohuslav
Martinu (Bohemia).
27
Wagner could have died in the Baltic storm that inspired 1843’s Flying Dutchman Overture; or
for his revolutionary activities of 1848, when with a price on his head he barely escaped to Switzerland with his life and his piano. [And, oh-yes, his ever-underappreciated 1 st wife.] Think on the
(www.dioi.org/sno.htm#lcnh) forever-loss to culture which his premature death would have incurred.
Similar to the nasal near-disaster of Wagner’s equivalent in aggressiveness (and royal-treasurespending), Tycho Brahe. Hooke’s and others’ discovery that physical law applies throughout the
universe comprised a mathematization of Kepler’s 3 Laws, the 1st two of which were discovered via
Tycho’s high-level astronomical observations — which would not have occurred had the duel-sword
cutting off much of the already-pugnacious young Tycho’s nose (1566/12/29) instead cost him his
proximate eyes: ‡9 §C2. See Tycho’s 1004-Star Catalog DIO 3 [1993] fn 5 [p.4]: “ponder how close
[Danish nobleman M.] Parsbjerg’s swinging sword must have come, to the eyeballs of him who was
about to revolutionize observational science.”
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F97 Leading candidates for US Olympic Diving Team. Moorer, Court, Foreman.
F98 The Universe’s Smallest Entity. MLB trailing team’s at-bat strike-zone.
§I211
F99 Aptest&Cheekiest Calm Reply to Roarer’s Threat: Saluting His Completeness.
[Translation:] C’mon — I can breakwind louder than that.
And I’m only part rectum.
[Created to challenge riotously-loud soccer fanimals: GreenPark tubestation London 1981.]

G Twentieth Century Bests&Worsts
G1 #1 MobSavant. Murder Inc chief Louis Lepke, who, when imprisoned in early 1940s
at Leavenworth, greeted fellow prisoners who were WW2-conscientious-objectors, thusly:
Let me get this straight. I’m in here for killing people.
And you’re in here for NOT killing people?
www.dioi.org/jg04.pdf §B2
G2 Greatest of All Literary Detectives Was African-American.
Discovered in 2014 by DIO 18.
www.dioi.org/ji00.pdf fn 57
G3 Most Nationally Suicidal Myth. All people start life with equal potential & all races’
mean IQ is equal. (CRUEL record is why this DIO examines the mythology so persistently.)
Orient felicitously immune from such obviously (§I209) devolutional delusions.
fn 52
G4 US At Its Best. Liberation of France, Benelux, etc. And especially Germany&Japan.
G5 Flop of the Century: communism.
G6 Events of the century 1901-2001.
1903/12/17, 1914/6/28, 1931/9/18, 1941/6/22, 12/7, 1945/8/6&9&9/2, 1969/7/20, 2001/9/11.
G7 Mass Murderers of the Century: Tobacco-Industry and Hitler. In that order.
G8 Geniuses of the Century. Planck & Einstein (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#gftc).
G9 Honest Pundit of the Century. Bertrand Russell.
G10 SixtySixFix? Was the 1966 World Series thrown by LaDodgers? Facts: Baseball
betting uses odds, so a small bet can win alot. (Unlike football&basketball where bets are
even, on point-spread.) Esp. when betting on a Series underdog to win 4-straight will get
you roughly 30-to-1 odds, so betting $30000 can make you a millionaire. LaDodgers won
the Series in 1963&’65 — the class team of the game. Between the 1965&1966 seasons,
pitchers Sandy Koufax & Don Drysdale held out for roughly half the team’s entire salarybudget, since they were the Dodgers’ prime strength. Did this trigger resentment among
the rest of the team? The 1966 Dodger offense was the worst in Series history, only 2 runs
in all, both scored in Game 1 when already behind 5-0 to the Baltimore Orioles. Runless
thereafter for the next 3 games. To lose with Koufax pitching in Game 2 required special
effort (during the 1966 regular season, he had the best ERA of his career: 1.73): Dodger
center-fielder Willie Davis (found out years later to be a doper) arranged three fielding
errors in the 5th inning, bringing in 3 Oriole runs, to set up a Baltimore 6-0 win. (Only one
of the runs charged to Koufax was earned.) The next 2 games each ended 1-0 Baltimore.
After this Series, Koufax — the game’s #1 pitcher! — QUIT BASEBALL, claiming
arm trouble, despite his career-pinnacle 1966 ERA. Koufax never pitched another game.
(Overnight, LaDodgers went from champs to chumps for years: 8th place in 1967, not
returning to Series competition until losing in 1974. Not winning one again ’til 1981.)
Did Koufax sense something akin to what Philadelphia As’ owner-manager Connie Mack
felt in 1914? Mack’s team was tops in baseball after winning the 1910&11&13 Series (not
in the 1912 Series) — but suddenly fell apart in the 1914 Series, losing 4-straight to the
underdog Boston Braves. Familiar? Mack immediately sold off his stars, including Hallof-Famer Eddie Collins. Five years later, with the Chicago White Sox, Collins survived
as supposedly Mr.Clean of the Black Sox scandal, the 1919 Series fix of the White Sox.
Curiously, Collins’ worst of his six World Series were 1914&1919. Shoeless Joe Jackson
of the Chisox was lifetime-barred from MLB for knowing of the fix & taking $5000, tho he
batted .375 (tops for Series regulars), hit its only home run plus 2 doubles, led the Sox with
5 runs & 6 RBIs, while making 0 errors — vs Collins (batting .226): 2 runs, 1 RBI, 1 double
& 2 errors. Collins had been to Columbia University. Jackson was illiterate. When the
scandal began leaking, did a smart Soxer get to investigators first in return for immunity?
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G11 InFamous Last Words. We revere the purported last words of the greats: Newton,
Laplace, Adams. But for clarity of thought in the face of impending eternal nonexistence, the 1928 final words of atheist Czech composer Leos Janácek (hear his music via
www.dioi.org/mus.htm) are unmatched. A young Catholic maiden approached the dying
man to convert him, to save his soul. His response: “You obviously don’t know who I am.”
It should be emphasized: Janácek’s honesty is matched by that of the girl, who could have
falsely boasted of a save but told the truth instead — and thus preserved a memorable story.
G12 #1 US arctic explorer. Robert Peary, 1900 discoverer of Earth’s northernmost turf.
G13 #1 Science Hoaxer of 20th Century. Robert Peary: www.dioi.org/jo00.pdf: §V17.
DIO 1.1 [1991] (j114.pdf) ‡4 §F2: “Peary sacrificed, suffered, and devoted his life to
seeking undying fame. And he has won it, by his magnificence in exploration and prankery.
Grand success at either takes skill and courage. He had both in epic proportions.”
Coup de grace to his 1909 North Pole hoax was Rob’t Bryce’s 1997 book Cook&Peary.
G14 By Far the Greatest of All Polar Explorers. NGS-exiled ROALD AMUNDSEN.
Consider (www.dioi.orgja00.pdf = DIO 10 [2000] p.3): once one clears away the alsorans and the hoaxers, Amundsen’s record of priorities exceeds that of all other polar
explorers combined, though he’s virtually unknown in the US since National Geographic
still churlishly&childishly preserves a 100y -old resentment against him for in 1926 publicly
questioning its precious Peary North Pole fraud. Roald Amundsen was in fact:
1. First to winter in the Antarctic.
2. First through the Northwest Passage.
3. First to the South Pole.
4. First circumnavigator of the Arctic Ocean.
5. First to the North Pole.
6. First to the Ice Pole (the Arctic Ocean point farthest from land-masses).
7. First to cross the Arctic Ocean.
8. First polar explorer to die attempting to save the life of an enemy.
G15 Shackleton’s 1909 Farthest South. Since DR & wife Bunny appear to be the slim
thread that preserves the truth of the following, it seemed that it should be set down here.
Conventional history has recorded that Ernest Shackleton’s 1909 Farthest South was
88◦ 230 S (162◦ E), within 100 nmi of the South Pole, in what is (in spite of what follows)
genuinely the largest leap of new-record latitude IN THE HISTORY OF MAN.
Farthest South party: Shackleton, Frank Wild, Jameson Adams, Eric Marshall.
On 1970/8/11, DR&wife interviewed that expedition’s chief scientist, Raymond Priestley.
DR happened to ask a question re expedition navigator Marshall, & Priestley said Marshall
had later “gone crazy”, confessing he faked data to slightly enhance the latitude reached
(DR Peary . . . Fiction 1973 p.82). The records of the expedition have disappeared and
presumably have resided for over a century in the bowels of the Royal Geographical Society.
Why did Marshall confess? Reasonable speculation: Scott’s fatal 1911-1912 try for the
South Pole largely followed Shackleton’s path (Beardmore Glacier) and believed its reported
pace. So, when news broke of the death of Scott’s party, did Marshall realize that Scott had
been deceived re how far one could go by mostly man-hauling and still get back alive?
G16 Three Quick Lessons on the Trustworthiness of “History”.
[1] Purest idealist in all history: anonymous.
[2] Bravest soldier in all history: anonymous.
[3] Bertrand Russell on Tom Paine: some worldly wisdom is (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#nrbv)
required even to secure praise for the lack of it. (Cited at D.Rawlins Peary . . . Fiction
[1973] p.56, re upright polar explorer & war-hero Adolphus W. Greely’s relative obscurity.)
G17 Smartest US President. Abraham Lincoln (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#wrmw).
G18 Caused Deaths of More US Citizens Than Any Other President.
Abraham Lincoln. Nearly as many as all other Presidents combined.
§§B22&I133
G19 Most Expensive Product Manufactured Anywhere Today. “Reasonable doubt”.
G20 The Universe’s Richest Mud-Mine. A controversy’s last ditch. (E.g., §I6.)
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G21 Top Group-Narcissists.
Most Justified in Group-Narcissism: Japanese, Jews, & Germans.
Suffered Most for Group-Narcissism: Japanese, Jews, & Germans.
Killed tens of millions of alleged racial inferiors 1931-1945: Japanese & Germans.
G22 Top Something-for-Nothing Crocks. Heaven&gambling; which turn out (in Pascal’s Casino) to be (§C14; www.dioi.org/j805 §L; www.dioi.org/rel.htm#gpsn): the same
thing. Note both cons’ EQUAL infinite ratios: something/nothing = eternity/l00y = ∞.
G23 God’s Prime Neglect. To exist. (Her deftest dodge: www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf §A2.)
G24 Size Matters. King Kong as boxoffice-successful romantic lead.
His skin-tight, slip-clad-adventuress girl, Naomi Watts = Undeeana Bones.
§B1
G25 Favorite Bones. Trombones, which Beethoven in Opp.86&67 introduced to the
modern orchestra 1808/12/22, thus incorporating the great deep-brass-power shrill trumpets
can never achieve, & so effectuating the GROWLYbrass of Dvořák, Nielsen, Sibelius, etc.
G26 Mafia eating US. Japan eating China 1935 cartoon. www.dioi.org/imm.htm#gfgn
G27 Least-Happy Wealthy Nation. United States. Related to rate of US gun-massacres?
G28 Worst sports insult: Jim Lampley (MSNBC-TV 2000/9/20) spoke of cricket as a
“sleep-inducing version of baseball”. Besides being implicitly anachronistic, this was an
insult on the level of describing a guy as too sluggish to fake it as a corpse.
G29 Bush III. Top 2008 BObama-campaign deceit: NOT BUSH.
(See www.dioi.org/ji00.pdf = DIO 18 [2014] fn 168 [p.55].)
[In fairness, it should be noted: Shrubya never shared Obama’s black-racist anti-cop bent.]
G30 Funniest Incessant US Medium-Drumbeat Pseudo-Fresh Story:
We haven’t had enough race-dialog. [With one side muted, it would be monolog anyway.]
G31 Smartest Race: blacks. Irrefutable 2-step proof:
[1] We know Dembos are the best party, since more perfessers vote Dembo than Dumbo.
[2] But we also know that blacks have a higher percentage (c.90%) than even academics, of
voting for this superior party. Thus we at last have solid, dispositive evidence of mental racial
superiority, which can be measured simply, quantitatively, and unambiguously. Unlike all
that dead-end (www.dioi.org/pre.htm#jqpg) IQ nonsense — which we know is utterly
worthless, since the singular media (www.dioi.org/pre.htm#mdsm) tells us so.
G32 Best at the Capitalist Game: Well, it isn’t Adam Smith’s descendants.
WASPs set up capitalist US, and Germans set up capitalist Germany — and both thought it
was a great idea, and damned Karl Marx-inspired communism as a Jewish plot to make the
rich give back to the poor all the money capitalists had worked so hard and so long to squeeze
out of their exploitees. All was well until the arrogant Gentile capitalists found that Jews
were better than Gentiles at their own capitalist game. Then extra barriers were concocted to
exclude Jews. Nazi Germany&Austria just decreed an arbitrary halftime-change-of-rules, to
grab back what Jews had won while beating Gentiles in the capitalist game which Gentiles
had initially agreed to. (Whether current disproportionate [www.dioi.org/def.htm#wlld]
Jewish fiscal infusions into US political parties [& ADL-defended G.Soros buying elections
of crime-soft prosecutors] should affect the foregoing, others can judge.) Old pattern: if
we win, we keep our gains; if we lose, we cancel the game or even steal back our losses,
jealous of provident people, Jewish or other. Who would play games or anything else with
(www.dioi.org/def.htm#rghv) con-artists like that? Reminds one of gambling at heads-wewin-tails-you-lose casinos (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#ggmz), which, e.g., bar card-counters.
G33 Best doubletake of 1998. Monica was calling the First Willy “el Schmucko” &
“the Big Creep” because: he was cheating. On HER. (www.dioi.org/j805.pdf §H6 [p.50].)
Either BJ or ML would do anyone. So, when they met, the outcome was inevitable.
G34 Missed Opportunity for Awful Humor. What would be the best-worst title for the
1955 film Blackboard Jungle’s scene where Vic Morrow trashes Richard Kiley’s irreplaceable phonograph-disk collection?
Try: “Records Were Made to Be Broken”.
By-now-needless notice: selection of original DIO jokes is subject to
THE MOST RIGOROUS QUALITY CONTROL:
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They’re ALL certified-BAD. The linked list of spoofable-subjects (variously incl. self),
following www.dioi.org/che.htm#ghst, will leave no doubt.
G35 Atheists in Dreamland. Propositions which inspire the greatest certainty in the face
of utter absence of positive evidence (plus serial encounters with discouraging evidence): tie
’twixt omnipotent beneficent deity & mass racial equality28 (www.dioi.org/dem.htm#dvmv;
www.dioi.org/pro.htm#qioo), each’s evidence mysteriously INVISIBLE. Visitors to the US
from atheist, relatively homogeneous China are amazed at the ubiquity of such demented
double-faith. Naturally, neither can be sustained without (www.dioi.org/pre.htm#kvtd)
unremitting establishment-forcefed propaganda&censorship, the very existence of which
proves the positions’ intellectual vulnerability (www.dioi.org/j429.pdf §R6 [p.89]).
G36 Comeback of the Century? Hilary’s still running&scheming: Redemption 2024?!
G37 Late-night monolog-jokesters’ fave political trend: Political parties nominating
handsome men for the Presidency (to attract the fem vote) — and then wondering why these
same men keep getting into trouble with the same magnetizing gender
(www.dioi.org/j805.pdf §H29 [p.54]). Obama the admirable exception proving the rule.
G38 Indiscriminatest Promo. “Dreamers” = dreamed-up(www.dioi.org/jg04.pdf §G7;
www.dioi.org/pro.htm#ddrt), to sell invasion of US by shi-thole (shiitey-tolerance) states.
G39 Boobs of the Century. Peary’s Geographical-Society North-Pole-Certifiers.29
G40 Silliest waste of metal. Traffic-signs reading “No Right Turn on Red”. Suggested
way to eject them from Baltimore: charge that their ubiquity in the city is racist. The city
is mostly black, so accuse the city gov’t of implying citizen-stupidity, since the signs are
undeniably paternalistic. Try this and the blight of NRTOR signs would vanish yesterday.
G41 Force vs Farce: Century’s Least-Noted Contrast. Naked-force steel-resolve to
integrate middleclass schools vs bleedingheart-wimp immigration-pseudocontrol prank.
G42 Mid-Twentieth Century’s Most Transparent US Fake Justice. The rich-run gov’t
FORCEably integrating all high schools but rich ones (www.dioi.org/j805.pdf §I2 [p.55]).
And doing so at the point of a gun. First place in the previous century: Lincoln’s 1861-1865
war, in which the northern rich, after years of promoting immigration (to break workers’
wage demands), then used the resultant poor-unemployed (their own overpopulation-hydra)
to invade the South — while they themselves dodged the draft for $300/head.
G43 Most Durable Thought-Controllers of the Century. Mother Church & MadAve.
G44 Longest-Running Soaper. The Olympics.
G45 Tennis’ #1 Hustler. Bobby Riggs. Tennis as racket: CourtKing conspiracy.
G46 Best Potential Promos:
Superior toupees: Bobby Wigs — the Rugs Nobody Beats.
Quiet & unconventional exclusive men’s club: The-Scene-But-Not-Herd.
Apt team-name for fast, loud, obnoxious smart-A jocks: The Roaring Ass-Hauls.
Ad for glass beverage-containers’ better taste vs cans: “Taste the difference: it’s uncanny.”30
G47 Most Brilliantly Executed Commando Raid. 9/11. www.dioi.org/pro.htm#bmtk
G48 Ablest Hypnotists. Politicians.
www.dioi.org/def.htm#btrl
G49 Most Durable Con. Jesus’.
www.dioi.org/rel.htm#wbzc
G50 Longest-Odds Lottery-Winners. The human race. www.dioi.org/pro.htm#wcjh
28
NB: Though averages differ: given racial bell-curves’ large overlap, “it is stupid & wrong (and
offensive) to judge any individual’s intelligence by group skin color or gender or any other nonmental
index” (www.dioi.org/j429.pdf fnn 41-44; www.dioi.org/j805.pdf §I2 & fn 42 [p.55]). Each race has
millions of smart folk (e.g., §G2; www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf fn 26) many brighter than the US mean (or
DR): gratefully discern&value them. The essential goal (FOR ALL BUT “PROGRESSIVES”!!!
§I134; www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf: §O7):
EVERYONE EQUAL BEFORE THE LAW.
29
You expected a different superlative? OK, so as not to disappoint, we provide a joke relayed
by physicist R.Newton: when Gov.Warner & serial-tempwife Liz Taylor appeared on-balcony at an
election-win party, it’s said someone yelled out: There they are, the 3 biggest boobs in Virginia.
30
Idea actually imparted (1960s) to DR’s lifetime friend R.L.Smith (then at J.Walter Thompson) &
eventually appeared briefly in a national TV ad, though the events aren’t known to have been related.
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G51 Sharpest Test for Identifying a Dembo [Posted 2006].
Ask for a non-shilly-shallyin’ immigration-policy. As M.Tomasky’s Left for Dead (Free
Press [Simon & Schuster] 1996) pointed out long ago: the Dem sheeple’s bleating-hearts
(www.dioi.org/mot.htm#nkqd) HAVE no immigration policy. (Can’t turn away any needy
applicant [www.dioi.org/imm.htm#mlvc] . . . and they all are.) Can’t even require that they
learn English. (Too elitist.) Or cut the careless over-reproduction that ruined their own
country (§I209), so horribly they made the racist choice to emigrate to a noncolor country.
G52 Breeding That Matters [Posted 2006]. Keith Olbermann’s brilliant-humor news
program oft justly jibes (www.dioi.org/imm.htm#tnkt) at the celeb crowd’s pregnancies by
mock-exclaiming: “o-no! they’re BREEDING!” The day he says that about Mexicans or
Muslims, I’ll know he’s graduated from PC-terror (of expressing more than mock-horror-attrivia) and-or Dembo-partyline-whoring, to commenting on (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#wmbm)
an Olbermann-unmentionable tsunamic running-sore that [§G57] threatens (long-term, &
not all that long either: www.dioi.org/odd.htm#sgxk) every liberty he claims to hold dear.
G53 Universatile.Who via ONE hit (2RBI triple) led his team in RBIs for an ENTIRE
World Series? And this low-scoring team won the Series! Answer: 1918 Bosox’ 4th game
PITCHER, while setting a consecutive scoreless innings record: Baltimore-born Babe Ruth.
G54 Press Amnesia. NYYankee left-fielder Charlie Keller came out of Frederick, MD
(hometown of DR’s mother), becoming the game’s most feared hitter 1939-1943. His
productive records of 18 runs & 18 RBI in 19 World Series games (former perhaps a pergame record) rank him with Gehrig&Greenberg. Yet for the crime of ducking the press, his
heroics (unofficial mvp 1939&1941 Series: www.dioi.org/dhk.htm) are largely forgotten.
G55 Two Bums Who Made-Bad: Heartwarming Study in Rehab. In 1913 Vienna,
2 bright&seething rebels were unemployed vagrants: could’ve randomly met on the street;
28y later, they met as leaders in history’s most lethal war (30+ million dead): Stalin&Hitler.
G56 WHY Is Reagan Media-Lionized? He started the US down 3 suicidal roads:
[1] trillions in national debt for plutocrat backers (without losing votes by raising taxes);
[2] amnestied (§I87) millions of superfertile, EASY-PREY immigrants from shi-THOLE
nations, to provide cheap labor for same needy supporters; [3] ended Fairness-Doctrine
(§E2) “burden” on the media, in order to mute criticism of [1]&[2]. A simple consideration
will fully account for the media’s Reagan-worship: do the rich or the poor own the media?
Keep ever in mind the proportions emphasized at www.dioi.org/jg04.pdf §§E13-E14.
G57 Dissent, Free Speech, & Education. Wanting rational discourse & valuing Madison’s Free Speech Amendment require education. But with ever-more “failing schools”
(§B5) & tens of millions of ill-educated persons injected into US’ population, loud robotic
chants&threats replace dissent-tholing, & Free Speech in the US is dying as never before.
(Journalists and students used to seek and defend Free Speech. Now they want to kill it.)
G58 Top TV ’snews Reason Why Dems Didn’t Defund Iraq’s Occupation. As 2006
primaries loomed, Olbermann’s Libmedia hour hosted Dems promoting Iraq peace. Later,
he hosted alibiers of Dem failure to listen to the 70% of the public that was sick of the Iraq
“war”. Just theatre, designed to dodge the real reason: Dembos were, as stated on this site
back during the 2006 Fall primaries (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#cppj), faking all along.
G59 Pius XII: Too Wise for Faith? Sometimes called “Hitler’s Pope”, Eugenio Pacelli
or Pope Pius XII was one of the brightest popes ever, which raises some questions, as we
saw from §C3 (parallel to §§G17&G18). His knowledge of history is evident from a tale
told in Aubrey Menin’s Rome for Ourselves: when an admirer asked Pius whether only half
of history is true, Pius sagely replied “less than half.” For one whose Church is founded
on the truth of 2000y -old history, that’s quite an admission. Question: could someone
clever&provident&political enough to get elected pope simultaneously be credulous enough
to genuinely believe the infantile crocks the Church preaches to its kids (while insulating
them from all dissent)? — miracles, invisible afterlife’s heaven&hell, Virgin Birth, Lourdes,
Resurrection. Re Lourdes: why waste a VirgMare apparition on ALREADY-Catholics,
when, if her real appearance hit China&India, billions’d convert & be saved for eternity?!
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H Contemplations

I Defynitions

H1 Optimism.
The secret of DR’s optimism is his daily attitude or motto, namely: “What’s Next?’
H2 Saving World-Savers. It’s disappointing to see so many give idealism a kook name.
(So more-pragmatic folk can just scoff at “world-savers”: www.dioi.org/pro.htm#pcgg.)
This, by improvidently pursuing — regardless (www.dioi.org/imm.htm#ffvf) of evidence —
unthought-out paths-to-nirvana chimeras, thereby squandering (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#sszs)
their idealistic energy on unlikely, grossly inefficient (§A26; www.dioi.org/j429.pdf fn 44),
ultimately counter-productive, or even outright-impossible sisyphean projects.
(Instead of applying their talents&drive sensibly, towards realistic goals.)
Such tragic waste can only help idealism’s enemies.
H3 god&Circuses.
What’re virtually the 1st nonessential public buildings planned by founders of a new city?
Churches&stadiums.
Perpetual systematic societal exploitation is no accident.
H4 Appreciating the Wonderful Ordinary.
Wisdom epitomized by an old United Kingdom legend about the speaker in Hyde Park
[where one was supposed to be able to say anything short of attacking England’s monarchy]
who announced to a big audience that he’s going to conduct a sex-frequency survey.
He starts with:
“How many of you have sex once a day?”
A few proud hands go up.
“Every other day?” More hands.
“Twice a week?” Slightly more.
“Once a week?” About the same.
“Every other week?” Fewer.
“Once a month?” Almost no one.
“Two months?” Zero.
“Three months?” Zero.
“Six months?” Zero.
Finally, to perfunctorily close out the experiment, he asks if there’s any unfortunate on hand
who gets it only once a year.
All are amazed to find that, yes, there’s one such guy in the back.
And even more amazing: he’s admitting it — actually openly advertizing his deprivation
— by raising his hand.
But, far from downcast, he’s not only waving his hand, he’s cheerily jumping up&down,
with a huge smile on his face.
Speaker: “OK, you poor slob, we see you. But what the hell are you so happy about?”
Reply: “TONIGHT’s THE NIGHT!”

I1 Bunny Rawlins. 1st princess to marry her court jester.
www.dioi.org/bunny.htm
I2 National Borders. Segregation.
§I126
I3 American-Revolution Villain British King George III. His era’s Abraham Lincoln,
war-murdering to preserve the original bigness — “Union” — of his own property (“nation”
or “empire”: §F51), to stop a slaveholders’ section from shrinking it by seceding.
fn 56
I4 Slavers as Rulers. Of the 1st dozen US presidents, 2/3 owned slaves. The US’ capital
is named for the nation’s ever-hallowed (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#bfwk) First Slaveholder.
I5 Woke P.C. Terror so totalitarian that few dare name it true.
§A17
I6 History-of-science. Too much innumeracy, criminal archons, rigmo minds, plagiarism,
misconsenses, sucks, fear, haters, omertà, degreeing burglars: ‡11; www.dioi.org/ns.htm;
www.dioi.org/tar.pdf; www.dioi.org/jhb.htm; www.dioi.org/jm00.pdf pp.3, 33-41, 49-69.
(All happily mini-ameliorated by ‡10 §A.) And academe prefers it that way: ‡8 below.
If academe had any principles left, it would waken the cult’s brains with a boot-in-the-glute.
I7 Full-Court-Length Basketball Shot Drains Through Net. Swish Fulfillment.
I8 M.Wilson Assents to K.Burns’ Dream. Ditto.
I9 Baltimore’s Already Seen What’s Gonna Happen. Nancy Pelosi croc-tear-pitching
Mercy (§F62) = predictably bringing to the whole US the blessings31 her Mob-tied Baltimore
family’s visited upon that Dem-run, mostly-black city, now (2020) drug-besotted, ratinfested, national murder-capital. The money-owned (www.dioi.org/jg04.pdf §§E13-E14)
Mainstream Media won’t blame Dems (for anything bad) & won’t hold blacks responsible
(not responsible for anything at all: §B5; www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf fn 23).
SO WHO IS?
I10 “Prejudice”: More often actually postjudice.
I11 Aggrievy-Train Industry doing something useful? The term “American” now universally if unthinkingly (§I46) used as synonym for US citizens? Which INSENSITIVELYEXCLUSIVELY implies that Canada, Mexico, Central&South America aren’t really as
American as those who happen to live within US borders. DIO has been using “USer” for
years, in place of “American”.
Others may have better alternate suggestions.
I12 Civil Rights & Civility. DIO 16 ‡4 §G5: When civil-rights “progress” is Mediumly
boasted of, it is invariably, narrowly measured entirely by ethnic-diversity stats achieved,
never by whether general society has thereby improved in net civility, culture, safety,
drugfree schools, happiness, intellectual diversity, and (§E2) free speech: DIO 4.2 ‡9 §G
I13 “Massacre-Shootings”. Minor fraction of urban murders = under a millionth of the
population/annum. Acceptable collateral damage? For protecting folks’ selfdefense-right
in a violent nation where cops can’t get to most crimes — incl. massacres — in time.
I14 Rote Prayer = Plagiarism. A leftie objecting to Melania praying observed this
(2017/2/19). It’s always been obvious, but why wasn’t it said before?32
I15 Just Addicted to Endless Crusades? Or . . . ? The US has wasted untold treasure&lives on hopeless crusades: Afghan occupation (army&schools), mass-black-uplift
(welfare&social-workers), Prohibition (legislation, police). Never works. But those pushing said follies are either ineducable or profiting. Readers are left to guess which.
I16 Peace&War. When the US began engaging in wars around the world, it changed the
War Dep’t’s name to: Defense Dep’t.
I17 Who Ruled Nazi Germany After Hitler&Goebbels Suicided 1945/4/30?

This can remind one of a precious perceptive passage in Lucretius’ 50 BC De Rerum
Natura Book 2 (Penguin ed pp.90-91 transl. Ronald Latham):
there is nothing so mighty or so marvellous that the wonder it evokes does
not tend to diminish in time. Take . . . the pure and undimmed lustre of the
sky and all that it enshrines; the stars that roam across its surface, the moon
and the surpassing splendour of the sunlight. If all these sights were now
displayed to mortal view for the first time by a swift unforeseen revelation,
what miracle could be recounted greater than this? What would men before
the revelation have been less prone to conceive as possible? Nothing, surely.
So marvellous would have been that sight — a sight which no one now, you
will admit, thinks worthy of an upward glance into the luminous regions of
the sky. So has satiety blunted the appetite of our eyes.

Believe it or not, it was:
31
Thus exploiting the US’ automatically-resultant degradation, does mafiaNancy even care that she’s
achieving wealth&power by expanding mass-MISERY? — one-way dooming ever-more millions of
fellow sentient creatures to the torturing hell of eternal poverty?
32
One might check the ironic advice in Matthew 6 — just before Jesus provides the lord’s prayer as
an example (not a script) for prayer — where he asks those who pray not to multiply words (rote-prayer)
or pray in public. So: how many “Christians” follow their christ’s explicit teachings?
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DUNKIN DONUTS !
That’s right, but you might’ve misheard it, so let’s repeat: Germany’s postHitler ruler was
DUNKIN’ DÖNITZ !
As WW2 chief of Germany’s Kriegsmarine, whose most effective arm was its submarine
corps, Grand Admiral Karl Dönitz, with his wolfpack sub campaign against Allied shipping
in the Atlantic 1939-1945, dunked more ships than anyone in the history of the world.
He then became the last president of Nazi Germany when so appointed by Hitler on his
own wedding day to Eva Braun, 1945/4/29. Dunkin’ Dönitz ruled the Reich’s remains for
a few weeks and ordered General Jodl to sign in Reims the 1945/5/7 surrender that ended
the war in Europe, a quietus officially celebrated on VE-Day, 1945/5/8. DR is among the
ordmag 1% of the world’s 2022 population who can remember that glad longago day.
I18 How’s It Anti-Racist for “Anti-Racist” Paranoids to Call Their Suspects Dogs?
“Dogwhistle” = is itself a dogwhistle in that its use by Lib pols, to smear suspected
nonLibs as racists, is code-wording not understood by many (for the paranoid pandering
it represents); thus, its use is just as sneaky as what it imagines it’s criticizing. Current
Lib-newsvolk must satisfy their racism-sniffing by imagining dogwhistles, because real
race-insults have by now been threatened into virtual non-existence.
§A28
I19 What Libskulls Imagine is Others’ Hate: Peaceful citizens’ empirical evaluation of decades of intractably consistent demographical data, and-or resistance to court(ultimately-gun)-forced, unvoted-upon integration with an alien culture, which inhibits
social cohesion by expanding the range of intelligence-differences. Originating sin:
pain&degradation by the few who forced slaves into the Americas.
LONG ago.
I20 Western Footbinding. Slippers = flats.
Unless the shoe in question is one of the Hollywood versions of Cinderella’s Glass Slipper,
which sports a spike that could kill. High heels: gauge of women’s rigid defiance of healthy
shoes & individualism in favor of puppet-obedience to fashist priorities.
§§B6&I40
I21 The Jerk of Windsor. Did He or Wally Ever Once Say Anything Interesting?
Recall the deft sum-up of Edward VIII’s to-this-day inexplicable passion for Baltimore’s
twice-divorced Wally Simpson: he coulda been Admiral of the Fleet, but chose to be Third
Mate on a tramp.33 Need an update? (Maybe not?) Classy First Lady Melania coulda been
Admirable Supermuddle of the Universe — but chose to be 3rd Mate on a Trump.34
I22 The Latest Word-Ban. The T-Word = Guess Who. A Nation reader wants (2016/5/9
Letters) the magazine to stop printing the very name Trump — just a T instead.
I23 Reform. Old cartoon-pol muses: “I’m upset the people don’t believe me anymore.
Maybe . . . [try] a different facial expression when I lie to them.” www.dioi.org/imm.htm#rlxt:
D.Low’s Col.Blimp, “Gad, sir, reforms are all right as long as they don’t change anything.”
I24 Black-Lives-Matter [Posted 2016/4/23]:
[1] Obsession with advancing one’s own race. While calling others racists.
§F42
[2] Mob-intimidate the press&etc to fear airing words, criticism, or effective solutions, e.g.,
fewer kids born-predoomed into fatherless slums.
§§A18&I31
[3] “Peaceful-protest” brownshirty mobs screaming violence-threats: no-justice-no-peace
— waddawewant-dead-cops, etc.
[4] Calling other people Nazis. Er, the N-word. Er, the now-LESS (!!!) offensive of the
now-two35 N-words.
I25 Ladies-Room Trip’s New Ambiguity.
Going to powder-your-nose takes on optional meanings in a cocaine era.
Do youngsters need to be time-traveled back to when tramp-steamer ships were just called “tramps”?
With his own DIO-dimensioned sense-of-bad-humor, one doubts Trump will take offense at the
foregoing. Except for the tastelessness? Mmmm . . . . Naaaaaaaah.
35
The New York Times recently reported on the Israeli parliament’s attempt to ban the word Nazi.
It’s avoided on all relevant public monuments in much of Europe.
33
34
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I26 What is the chief enemy of Free Expression in the US? Answer:
The FreesnickerPress daily-dunningly fights free speech & free press at every opportunity.
The FreesnickerPress says you can’t discuss that idea!
The FreesnickerPress says you can’t use that word!
The FreesnickerPress says you can’t think that or you’re an exilable elitist or bigot!
The FreesnickerPress says you’re RACIST if you oppose over-fertile, largely semi-literate,
and bunnyrabbit-religion nations dumping their (inevitable) excess population into the US!
The FreesnickerPress = self-deified Emily-Post of “Political Correctness”, i.e., creators, definers, & enforcers of uniformity, limits, allowability, & shunnishment — re god, nationalism,
wealth, cussword-fashion, art-fashion, music-fashion, ladies’ fashion, & most insistently of
all (lately, anyway): gender&race&orientation&etc&etc into the next Dark Ages.
I27 Europe-Wrecker. Obama-Clinton, the latest US world-cop administration, tried to
wipe out (by CIA-fomented “indigenous” revolutions) every West-defying gov’t on the
Mediterranean Sea, most famously Libya & Syria. But only the Syrian civil war stayed so
hot that millions of “refugees” (§I28) fled, mostly to Europe. Why?
Clue: that’s the only nation that allows Russia a naval base on the Mediterranean. The
war goes on because Russia is backing resistance to being barred from the Mediterranean.
The US aim since Dulles: Containment. (Extending Britain’s Russia-containment policy
since the 1850s Crimean War.) Result: ordmag a million dead. And one million “refugee”
Muslim guys into Germany. This year. (Couldn’t be Europe’s capitalists cloak as Mercy a
thirst for cheap labor?) Resultant ordmag-1% reduction of Syria’s over-population. That’ll
cure Syria’s problems fersher; & it would be heartless not then to bring in the families left
behind; & Muslim fertility guarantees Germans will remain a majority in their own country
for days&days to come.36 [Posted 2016.]
I28 Muslim Refugees. Are they totally innocent? Or, to an extent depending on the
case: just the latest losing-side in a 1400y Sunni-vs-Shiiiiiiite back&forth war.
I29 Pre-exposure Ronda. Redo of fixed Indian boxer in 1957 film The Harder They Fall
(@45m ), but with armbars instead of chicken-wire, to avoid humilitating fight-dumpers.
I30 Politician. Given alliance-choice ’twixt David&Goliath: invariably goes Goliath.
I31 Reviving US’ Traditional WorldNotoriety for Slavery? Dembo uppercase-Liberal:
[a] Blames violence on GUNS — while opposing stop&frisk searches to sweep up GUNS.
[b] Blames poverty on children growing up into AWFUL, UNEDUCATED, & FATHERLESS ENVIRONS, while opposing Chinese-style barring of poorly educated, jobless single
women from parthenogenetically birthing kids into AWFUL, UNEDUCATED, & FATHERLESS ENVIRONS, e.g., Darkest Baltimore (bipartisanly helped by the Republicans’ holy
war [§J9] on women’s abortion rights), subsidizing the contradiction by paying for this
ultra-CRUEL hopeless-child explosion by taxing skilled, responsible, provident, betterrisk potential parents (thus ensuring that they can afford fewer children of their own).
Effectively feeding too-long-world-infamous UShistory:a permanent slaveclassby-plan.
Solution: §I209 (§J21). End policy of effectively breeding-via-AFDC-lure those least able
to afford kids (predictably dummifying any race’s slave-class), thus providently, mercifully
FINALLY closing the seemingly-eternal, PAINFUL (fn 31) racial success-gap until it
DISAPPEARS.
[Abortion-haters: consult §C1 & www.dioi.org/jg04.pdf fn 29.]
NB. NO ONE IN THE “DEMOCRATIC” U.S. GETS A DIRECT VOTE ON THIS.
36
Heard the 2016 Western media outrage over Russian “aggression”? Ruskie jets are buzzing US
ships in the BALTIC SEA. One of whose ports is St.Petersburg. TV ’snews will never note that the
US ships are thousands of miles from home, spying into the backyard of another nation. Empathyexperiment (which needn’t imply approval of Russia’s gov’t), ever-barred from our ever-balanced
ever-hypnotic TV ’snews: if Russian ships were snooping around in the Chesapeake Bay, would the
US stop at buzzing? It’s just as dark-humorous to hear TV ’snews regularly condemning China for
building military bases (see www.dioi.org/jr00.pdf p.2 item [1] re Vietnam War stir-up of China) in its
own region’s South CHINA Sea, while the US maintains armed bases in the nearby Philippines on the
other side of the world from the US, & China doesn’t (yet) have bases in Catalina Island or Canada.
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I32 More Better. Anti-birth-control celibate priests = more durable&extreme parallel to
the foregoing (§I31) plan of low-multiplication rulers breeding poor subjects they live off.
I33 Lying With Lies.37 Luckily, cellphone-cameras record vivid examples of occasional whitecop-on-black POLICE BRUTALITY which “go viral”, & are featured by their
droolingest fan-purveyors MSNBC&CNN. But, since BLACK BRUTALITY — 2 words
never paired (§A29) on the cited networks — causes ordmag 100 times more killings-percapita than the former problem, why don’t the same cellphones record&viralize black-onblack crime? To help the same Lib networks that are no-doubt eager to push for the same alleged goal (reduction of black killings — neeever just trying to stimulate poor black Dembos
to hate police & vote in rage), as shown by running&rerunning&rererunning&rerererunning
those familiar videos of bad cops, on media owned by the same forces that own the pols who
live off the (increasingly race-hate) anger caused by the consistently insistent media picture
of blameless (§§B5&I9; www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf fn 23) blacks abused by racist whitecops.
I34 Media-Gov’t Combine’s Idea of: Irresponsible.
[1] Congress’ Regular National-Debt-“Limit”-Raiser Media Cheerleading:
It is Irresponsible not to vote the U.S. deeper into debt (§§I67&I50).
[2] News Anchors Away: It is Irresponsible to call illegal aliens illegals.
[The upside-down but inevitable next accretion? Make it illegal to call an illegal illegal.]
I35 AFDC&Foodstamps. Our era’s soup-kitchens but less photographably-embarrassing
re foreign scorn & with (to warm mafia38 chest cavities): no guarantee benefits aren’t spent
on drugs&gambling.
As Libs’ cure-for-poverty: after decades, HOW’S IT GOING?
Better: instead of trusting already-dubious mom, put food directly into the child’s mouth.
I36 European Union. International LoanShark. Enter Freely and Of Your Own Will.
[Dracula to Jonathan Harker.] Inescapable Black Holes: Dracula’s Castle and the EU:
what’s the diff? Dracula didn’t entice victims into debt-thrall via low-interest upfront loans.
I37 Baltimore Mayor & Her Riot: 2 Examples of Dumb Request for What You Got.
Baltimore = voted 90% for a mayor (www.dioi.org/bum.htm#nfmr) who on 2015/4/26
publicly requested the riot that trashed the part of the city that most heavily voted for her.
I38 Those Who Project Hating Onto Those Who Don’t. SPLC = serial smearer as
“hate-groups” (twice on the air 2015/5/4 at Pam Geller) those who oppose audibly-hating
groups intimidating free speech by threat: jihads or loud-rage no-justice-no-peace marches.
The Mob’s “media” might ask slanderers (like SPLC’s Potok) to present evidence of hate
(It doesn’t.)
(beyond mere opposition to hater-groups) ere relaying such propaganda.39
I39 Occam Path. The ornate orthodoxly-conjectured track of the lost Malaysian airliner
starts by [1] 180◦ -reversing its original direction (c.NE), thereby flying c.SW straight across
the Malay Peninsula until encountering Sumatra, then [2] turning rightward up the Malacca
Strait,40 finally [3] leftward around Sumatra’s NW tip, thus heading c.SW over the Indian
Ocean. But only step#1 is sure: www.dioi.org/pro.htm#mdpm. So: why not plot where
the plane would be if weird steps#2&#3 never happened? — & it stayed on autopilot
straight across Sumatra onto the Indian Ocean, crashing there when its fuel was exhausted.
Quoting contempt of Joseph Goebbels’ ass’t Hans Fritzsche, for the crudest class of propaganda.
DIO uses words like “Mob” & (nonethnically) “mafia” as compact terms for organized crime.
How suspect mob influence on US gov’t, lately run by saints like Pelosi (§I9), Clinton (mobtown Hot
Springs), Obama (Chicago), Harry Reid (Nevada)?
39
SPLC exists (& raises funds by mass appeals) to sniff out cases like G.Zimmerman-T.Martin that
bolster the lie that mass black failure is due to being hated by others, though said failure instead
correlates to hatING others. Being poorer, too many blacks & even more Muslims are world-top
race-haters: the former regularly attacking Chinese (blacks’ latest hate-object-of-the-month), the latter
especially consumed by Jew-hating. As LBJ’s fave philosopher, stevedore Eric Hoffer, emphasized:
powerlessness is the engine of hate. (Give MSNBC’s Chris Hayes credit for muting the SPLC’s libel
to merely saying that Geller’s group is anti-Muslim, the point that is accurate and relevant.)
40
Malacca Strait: unknown to Ptolemy who mis-fused Sumatra with the Malay Peninsula, innocently
creating a false “Golden Peninsula” persisting on maps for 1000y : www.dioi.org/j500.pdf fn 64[d].
37
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I40 Cameloping as Hot Fashion. High heels = stilts making women taller at costs of:
[1] Looking faketall. (Snow White’s high heels enhanced her towering over the 7 dwarfs.)
[2] Walking funny. (Ivanka Trump lopes along like a camel.) Running, funnier yet: §B1.
[3] Looking — and being — fash-enslaved (§§B6[8]&B21).
[4] Inviting foot-injuries gradual&sudden. (Plus worse from falls.)
[5] Preserving by modernizing Chinese foot-binding, which warps the foot’s natural shape.
I41 Wars-to-End-Wars. “Armistice Day” November 11 used to commemorate the 1st
War-to-End-War, and it was understood to be WorldWar1-Day. But when WW2 ended41
on 1945/9/2, the plutocrats who run the US already worried that granting the working class
another holiday (shrinking annual labor-time by less than 1%) was just TOO EXPENSIVE.
So Nov 11 has transformed into “Veterans Day” for all US war-dead. One can sympathize
with the logic by imagining where subsequent wars would have taken things: instead of the
nation with the lowest number of official annual holidays, the US would have most by far.
Soon, no USer would have to go to work ever again — either that capitalist-nightmare, or:
“Armistice Day” would have transformed into an ever-cheekier mouthful:
“WW1-WW2-Korea-Vietnam-Iran-Lebanon-Gulf-Serbia-Afghanistan-Iraq-ISIS . . . Day.”
I42 PhobiaPhobia. How many Arab millions are spent on propaganda condemning
“Islamiphobia”? Distracting from Islam’s bloody history of omniphobia re other religions.
I43 Universal Pimpery. “pimp” = US term for when (traditionally) blacks enslave white
women as prostitutes. (A crime whose toll is featherweight compared to the history of whites
enslaving blacks.) In U.K. today, it’s usually Russians and/or Muslims doing so. From freer
days: some dictionaries still carry the Lib-media-banned term “white slavery” as a synonym
for “enforced prostitution” Why not revive the term on the agreement that is broadened to
apply to Congress, while the term “pimp” is expanded to include Washington lobbyists?
I44 Debt-Pedlars. Banks. Marlowe (Shakespeare www.dioi.org/sha.htm): “I did but
seale once to a thing, and I was neuer mine owne man since.” www.dioi.org/j238.pdf fn 68
I45 Triumph of the Shill. Thrill Up a Network’s Leg:
§F42
MSNBC’s round-the-clock love-letter to power. [Posted 2012.]
I46 Surprise Classification. Whaddaya call an Argentinian of Egyptian birth&descent?
Answer: An “African-American”.
SO: what is the point (www.dioi.org#fmvd) of the race-obsessed media’s ritual requirement
that public discussion must (§I47) use an ambiguous — & tedious — 7-syllable ceremonial
genuflection, “Af-ri-can-Am-er-i-can” instead of “black”, when the 1-syllable word “black”
is efficiently UNambiguous? (Recently, Gerry Rivers was auto-referring to a black as an
“African-Amer–” when he caught himself — realizing the guy’s actually European!)
I47 Bowers to Powers. The foregoing §I46 reference to Genuflection arises out of recognition here of an unbroached but unbreached rule which the US’ Free-snicker-Press has adopted
— without announcing it anywhere: the word “black” in a news story is (still?) OK —
but only so long as the article’s 1st occasion for identification uses “Af-ri-can-Am-er-i-can”
instead of “black”. Then, for the rest of that specific article, either reference will suffice.
I48 Literacy Race-Gap Cease-Process & Domestic Terrorism. Free Speech as Insult.
When will the ongoing, ever-Lib-enraging black-vs-nonblack mass-scholarly-gap CEASE?
(I-I-have-a-dreamed-of mass-cessation hasn’t yet occurred on any continent, in any century.)
US-black-bloc-vote-exploiting rulership’s intimidation, of those (including reporters) who
now fear even to ask that question, is nearing the level of the Muslim terror against Salman
Rushdie & that notoriously ever-over-shoulder-glancing Danish cartoonist (already almost
killed by Muslim axe-wielder), effectively as imprisoned as George Zimmerman. (Muslims
murdered: French journal Charlie; a Dutch film-maker.) Rushdie’s death-meriting capital
crime: same as that of anyone doubting US race-orthodoxy: insulting The Cause.
I49 Richard III & Henry VIII. Ensured 500y of no more Brit-royal Richards or Henrys.
41
On board the Missouri in Tokyo Bay 1945/9/2, longtime Rawlins-family friend Dr.George Yeager
witnessed the formal surrender, as US power apogeed, never again to attain such a height.
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I50 Poe Vision Realized: Descent into the Maelstrom. Facing up to the US’ massive
national-debt addiction . . . treading water. Or trying to tread water. Or pretending to try.
I51 Disguising Exploitation. US’ “Nation-building” = Corrupt-Puppet-Gov’t-Building
(§I168) — the better to suck the target nation’s natural resources for US profit.
I52 Ad-Versus-Ad. US political campaign = fatcat-funded brainwashing contest.
I53 Product of “Catholic Education” = Rombot.
Religious “education” = STUFFOCATION.42 But bad jokes mustn’t divert one from seeing
that, while the Church issues too many Rombots, it’s grown among the greatest Heroes ever:
§I148; www.dioi.org/jm03.pdf fn 13; www.dioi.org/jq00.pdf fn 6; the Berrigan brothers;
1683/9/12 Vienna-savior Polish King Sobieski: constellation Scutum = Sobieski’s Shield.
I54 Puppet-Property. Our President = Their President.
[Shouldn’t all non-lobbyfolk be referring to JoJoBiden thusly?]
I55 Is “Suspect” Suspect? “Suspect” (robber, murderer, whatever) = press-speak, which
is governed by the profitable criterion that no one is guilty unless the legal system is paid
(www.dioi.org/mot.htm#lmpq) princely fees to determine the point.43
I56 Caesar-Cessations. Ultimate power trip = being a Caesar (Kaiser, Czar, etc).
Catch = most of the Caesars died “unnaturally”. But that’s only fair, since (if we believe
Suetonius’ Lives of the Twelve Caesars), most had lived&loved pretty unnaturally, too.
I57 Too Obvious for Media Attention. If the US gov’t weren’t buyable by fellow organized crime & cheap-labor-enslaving corporations, [a] drugs, & [b] the over-immigration
that’s killing the middle class, would both have been brought under control decades ago.
I58 Rehab. Our era’s alchemic chimera.
§E4; www.dioi.org/j429.pdf §P1 [p.87]
I59 Regulation by Congress. Kickback-license.
§§B17&F27
I60 Three pleasant THEORIES.
[a] the theory of a voting democracy, [b] the theory of insurance, & [c] the theory of legal
representation in court. The oft-propagandized attractiveness of the THEORIES tend to so
fog the average citizen’s mind so as to inhibit his facing their REALITIES in today’s US:
[a] President&Congress = Corporate-funded acting clinic for performance on TV ’snews &
other TV ads, to sway the public into voting as funders wish.
[b] Insurance: frightened by Murphy’s-Law-catastrophic nightmares, the public has ended
up (voluntarily at first) so enriching a cartel that it now shares control of said public’s gov’t.
[c] Rich criminals get off, while poor ones stay criminal while circulating in&out of prison
(www.dioi.org/j429.pdf §Q [p.87]) to enrich generously-taxfunded “public defenders”.
I61 Election Jokers. Tammany-veteran George Washington Plunkitt (1906):
“I don’t care who does the electing as long as I do the nominating.” (E.g., §B4.)
Among possible defynitions of a US election: if a kindergartenkiddyparty-level magician
asked his infant audience to choose between two cards — both being jokers — you’d
consider it a pretty primitive illusion. But what if you kept trying the same trick every two
or four years and most of the kids moronically never caught on?! (Kept hope-expecting that
THIS time the shiniest-looking card mightn’t a joker.) Welcome to the US electorate.44
42
Catholic or Muslim or Mormon “education”?! Merriam-Webster Dictionary: “educe” = “bringing
out of something potential or latent” — which does not resemble a process of isolating a child from
dissent in order to stuff his skull with evidentially-baseless superstition, suffocating his resistance to
mental tyranny. Which may provide a clue to honest Notre Dame Univ President Theodore Hesburgh’s
mystification decades ago: “Where are the Catholic Einsteins?”
§F62
43
A test of the theory is easy to find. Lee Oswald was a “suspect” for only two days. But when Jack
Ruby shot him to death (1963/11/24), there was no need any longer to keep up the pretense, even in
a disputed case — because a dead man can’t sue. Oswald was never convicted in an official court.
(Though, V.Bugliosi & G.Spence did a mock trial much later that made it obvious that Oswald had
shot JFK.) So the excuse that such official conviction is the criterion is disproved. It’s nothing but
fear of suit that causes us to be treated regularly to a tedious media joke-ritual of calling even the most
undeniably guilty party a “suspect”.
44
Since any third-party candidate (in the US at least) who has a chance of getting adequate TVadfunding (and protection from smears via TV ’snews, SNL, & TVad-hits) will be just another tool of
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I62 Shakespeare (1564-1616) = Christopher Marlowe (1564-1623?), Cantab extraordinaire (www.dioi.org/sha.htm). See inductive masterpieces by Calvin Hoffman (1955) and
http://books.google.com/books?id=5VLvQVRk6j8C&dq=marlow+shakespeare+connection
Samuel Blumenfeld (2008). And the update-enlightening web posting http://marloweshakespeare.blogspot.com/2009/06/philip-yordan-modern-day-shakespeare-by.html by Ros
Barber. [Also her groundbreaking and entertaining 2012 book.] And DR speculations, of
varying limb-remoteness:
[a] Should we view Shakespeare as a poseur? Or a protector? Or both?
[b] Marlowe, like other great creators (Scott, Wagner, Twain), labored under debt,45 an affliction reflected in Doctor Faustus, Jew of Malta, Henry the Sixth (§I44; www.dioi.org/j238.pdf
= DIO 2.3 [1992] ‡8 fn 68 [p.114]), Merchant of Venice, & Timon of Athens.
[c] It is not original to wonder if the character “Shy-lock” was loosely modelled on the
balding, vise-like money-lender who (fortunately for us) fronted-for and may have helped
fund Marlowe, namely: the real William Shakespeare.46
I63 Pollutocrat Channel. Climate Change vs Profit-Über-Alles: Fox Network.
I64 Academic Power Operator. So frantically obsessed with controlling money & opinion that creativity & scrupulousness atrophy, even while — curiously but invariably —
craving rep for wisdom not just power; eventually settles for caring more about prominence
among non-expert wider public, than about genuine experts’ snickers. Among patron saints:
fellow Mennonites Izzy Bowman (www.dioi.org/cot.htm#qspb) & Owen Gingerich.47
I65 Stimulus. Pols robbing public to fund broke bank-insurance combine, so it can
afford standard-issue public-conning, bank-serving pols yet again.
I66 Puritan. Hates hedonistic pornography more than slums’ painful poornography.
Mencken on puritanism: the haunting fear that someone, somewhere is having a good time.
I67 U.S. Debt-Limit. Limitless.
§I34
I68 War.
Catastrophic inevitability due to states’ disinclination (www.dioi.org/def.htm#zwfr) to share
& some religions’ pushing [a] overpopulation & [b] non-cross-communication (§I131).
the usual mega-wealth forces, the sole remedy is: Voters’ Strike. See www.dioi.org/j805.pdf = DIO 8
[1998] ‡5 §B3 [p.46].
When one considers the US election scene, with, e.g., all “Serious” candidates slutting for their megafeline Contributors, and with the Electoral College (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#rlcg), etc, lurking as an ultimate fail-safe guarantee for the establishment’s immortal lobby-cartel (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#pmzp),
one must finally confront an essential question: has the ever-accelerating fraudulence of US elections
reached (long since?!) the point where voting in them AT ALL merely pseudo-certifies their fake
legitimacy? I.e., has NOT voting become the only way left to us, to not “waste” our vote?
45
Blumenfeld p.85: “In those days, a dramatist sold his play to the actors’ company for a sum of a
few pounds. Once sold it became the property of the players’ company. A much-performed play could
make an actor-manager wealthy while its author lived in poverty. . . . the leading actor-managers [a few
select theatre celebs] of the time . . . became quite rich and often lent playwrights money at interest.”
46
The 2010 book of James Shapiro creditably cites the well-known Shakespeare-doubters (also
sneering at Hoffman in passing) but shows his inability to answer the Marlovian case by not even citing
Blumenfeld’s 2008 opus. Shapiro smears all skeptics by extensively and contemptuously attacking
the feeble and oft-zany cases of the Bacon and Oxford cults but devotes virtually no space to the only
candidate with: [a] a known record as a dramatist (and a powerful one, using “Shakespearean” blank
verse before Shakespeare); [b] an irrefutable, non-speculative reason for anonymity throughout the
span of Shakespeare’s publications (1593 on). By the way, it’s odd that Shapiro doesn’t realize that
he inadvertently undoes the prime public convincer that WS wrote the plays, namely, that his name
appears on their publications. At pp.254f, Shapiro buys into the newly fash theory that the late plays
were collaborations. But if the theory is true, then Shapiro has created a problem for himself: since
none of the putative collaborators’ names appear on the published pages, the authorship pages are
deceptions; thus, Shakespeare’s name there proves nothing. On a planet where ghosting, plagiarizing,
fronting, and celeb-appropriations have always been common, this should not be news. But it is helpful
that Shapiro himself has innocently signed onto this truth.
47
See www.dioi.org/dr2.htm & www.dioi.org/j236.pdf §F [pp.94-95].
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I69 “Spoiler”
www.dioi.org/bes.htm#lfcf
Candidate unbacked (www.dioi.org/def.htm#hbtw) by fatcat parties (§J7). In all recent elections, ordmag 1% of the non-billionaire citizens who voted chose the non-billionaire-funded
candidates. Whatever its former legitimacy (New Deal, etc), is current US “democracy”
the greatest psychology experiment ever faked?
[Trump = semi-exception?]
I70 Why’s the Whoresrace So Often Neck&Neck? www.dioi.org/jg04.pdf §G6
WHY SUCH CLOSE ELECTIONS? An only partly paranoid explanation, of US elections’
peculiar (in world context) tendency to be close, is that both ultra-rich contending forces
use polling to track likely results. The richest one will almost (?) always outlast the poorer
(who when out of money is doomed) and will spend until his pollster guarantees48 he’s
a lock — BUT HE SEES NO POINT IN WASTING FUNDS BY OVERDOING IT.
The usual safety-gap is just a few percent (that’s how precise polling has become), thus
the statistically-naı̈ve public remains under the perennial illusion that elections are “close”
when they actually aren’t since one side usually has an invisible insuperable fiscal edge.
I71 Faking Close Sports Finales. Just as fake are network sports events’ down-to-thewire climaxes; one-sided games that Howard Cosell called “yawnas” have become extinct,
esp. in championship games where the networks desire&acquire maximum edge-of-seat
attention to bigbucks ads (§I211). DR 1st noted this decades ago in a Balto Evening Sun
1984/11/14 op-ed, as soon as TV-beer-ads became prime MLB income: [1] World Series
longer, [2] doubling of 7game Series, [3] ludicrous jump in Series 0-2 comebacks. [MLB
has long barred players from sharing in profits past 4th game. No such rule for beer
companies.] Also: basketball’s pioneering in postseason interminability. (Where at gamemiddle one team gets ahead by 20-30 points, but by the last 5m the gap near-vanishes into
nip&tuck.) For football&basketball, referees are the instrument of manipulation: calling
ambiguous penalties in favor of trailing team; baseballs’s umpires massage the strike-zone
for same goal. Apt&timesaving reaction to such monumentally greedy sham: simply skip
1st 90% of contests & tune-in for just the last few minutes’ inevitable cliffhanger drama.
I72 Establishments. Often productive but unrelentingly and Acton-inevitably corrupt,
devious, ruthless (www.dioi.org/cot.htm#bzgm), utterly unprincipled (www.dioi.org/tar.pdf,
www.dioi.org/pre.htm#bcvv), elaborately pretend-Respectable (www.dioi.org/pre.htm#sppl)
via totalitarian censorship, 100.000% power-prioritized (www.dioi.org/cot.htm#ntgb).
(How do you think establishments become established? And stay so?)
The just-discussed (§I70) every-election-a-close-one modern-illusion phenomenon is useful
in one respect: it is a stark gauge of how completely big-money has taken over a country.
I73 Embassy As Military Base. If it’s in Iraq. Whyelse would the oil lobby build the
biggest embassy (ever, anywhere) in Baghdad, unless it was preparing to set up stay-in-Iraqpermanently puppetpols there and here — from McCain49 to (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#dcnw)
Obama — who can run for office while pretending to merely want a long-term presence
(McCain), or who can run while claiming to be for stopping the occupation (Obama) —
even while slyly saying but oh-yes the US must have an “embassy” there indefinitely.
I74 GLOBBY. Lobby-combine (www.dioi.org/pre.htm#opsg) coagulating for synergistic globalist power-enhancement.
I75 The American Sheeple. Whydya think DIO 8 dubbed ’em so?
(See www.dioi.org/vols/w805.pdf §H29 [p.54].)
US version of “Independent” voter: votes for homogeneously-globalist Dumbos or Dembos
90%+ of the time, since TV ’snews has circularly used selective polling at outset thus
handicapping honest candidates by not listing them AT ALL in early polls, waiting until
establishing near-50-50 split between usual corrupt-pair of rulership-approved candidates,
until wider-ballot polling reflects dominance of pre-selected pair so that any other selection
48
There was a shock-miscalculation in the 2016 Presidential election. Establishments are determined
that this poll-blunder remain ever unique.
49
Re BObama-gov’t’s spending, McCain jibed: “Don’t tell Obama what comes after a trillion.”
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would be (www.dioi.org/def.htm#vdwv) throwing-away-your-vote.50
I76 Patient China. Holy US cringes as the financial world-dominance of our ever-more
debt-ridden Christian nation melts away, while pagan China unsurprisingly buys up a nation
where everyone is for sale (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#tnhg).
I77 Adbreaks&Addicts As US mean IQ falls, adbreaks have become Adchasms. In
TV’s early days, ads took up under 10% of airtime. Now it’s often c.1/3. Many TV dramas
open each part by mini-reprising the previous chapter, since viewers’ memories fade during
the chasm. BlackEntTV put at least 42% ads onto 104m Catwoman 2022/1/9 16h-19h EST.
Can 50-50 be far behind?
I78 What If They Gave an Election & Nobody Came?
Voters Strike.
TV’snews’51 definition of “independents”: those whose (www.dioi.org/pre.htm#ntvc) swings
back&forth have the privilege of determining whether Dumbos or Dembos win.
One would think that this bit of typically sneaky anti-3rd-party brass (using the classic
what-isn’t-said technique) would enlighten even the slowest (www.dioi.org/def.htm#vmcr)
US voter, but there’s little sign yet that voters (if not going for Nader or another non-whore)
have realized that the most powerful vote they can cast may be DON’T — a Voters’ Strike
(www.dioi.org/j805.pdf = DIO 8 [1998] ‡5 §B3 [p.46]).
I79 BoreBall.
Baseballs, Players, & Fences: Juiced, Moosed, & Reduced.
BigLeague BeastBall-era homerun (www.dioi.org/dhk.htm#cbbb): Chemically-Spanked
Rabbit Flees Playpen. [NB: the majority of World Series runs are now oft scored on HRs.]
To reverse baseball’s decline: heighten walls to keep the ball much more often in the park.
Even HR-king Hank Aaron notes: the most exciting hit is the triple. (Or inside-the-park HR.)
WHY’s an overfence 4bagger called homeRUN when the one activity it cancels is RUNning?
If fans scoffed at “homeTROTS”, could it embarrass the homerun craze into retirement?
(See www.dioi.org/j805.pdf fn 15 on hometrot champs, & ibid §F on WW1’s sole benefit.)
I80 To Die For. Equality.52 [Independently-Declared, 1776]: what US soldiers die for.
While paid less than 1% of war-profiteers’ income.
In a nation most of whose savings are inherited; & 99% of whose land value is owned by
ordmag 1% of its citizens. Whose many workers are paid about 1/10 of a percent as much
as the few corporate (and other Mob) CEOs who own the nation’s “leaders”.
I81 Is There a Cartoonist in the House?
Quickdraw-gunslinger-wannabe Bush re Iraq = ended up shooting himself in both left feet.
I82 Unnamed&Unmanned Iraq-Occupier. China = funding the Iraq occupation.
Our special-president couldn’t print the troops-support money unless China kept buying up
the US including helping take on the debt.
I83 PhilAdolfia. Ecstatic 1938/3/12-14 Vienna.
I84 Those Least Able to SPEAK Freely in the P.C.-terrorized US: SPEAKERs.
Namely, those who reach the most citizens & thus influence them: newsmen, pols, profs.
I85 Most of All Possible Candides.
Voltarian Salute from DR, Male Lesbian.
LGBQetc’s hefty Andrea Dworkin = the Lesbian Earthquake. www.dioi.org/rel.htm#sqqk
I86 Sex-Addict. Best illustrated by morality-skit,53 as guy&gal leave cinema-theatre.
Gal: Why praise just physical parts of women in films? Don’t you care about their acting?
Guy: ACTING?! Puleeease — you know I hate fake orgasms.
50
Note that, as elections approach, even Independent-viewpoint TV-hosts don’t invite-on independent
candidates, instead adhering to the notion that independent voters’ power should lie only in tipping the
balance between Dems&Dims. Since ALL newsmen of the networks’ FatCat-owned TV (FCTV) are
acting likewise as election-day approaches, it seems undeniable that FCTV has a hidden rule barring
alternate candidates and thus herd-channeling the tooboisie into just two rich-controlled “Choices”,
which equal (www.dioi.org/def.htm#nlvs) One: Oligarchy.
51
Origin of our term “TV ’snews” for the hypnotic Medium: www.dioi.org/j112.pdf §E.
52
Declaration of Independence on man’s equality-creation, etc: “whenever any Form of Government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it.”
53
Recall that our definition of cranks likewise just used examples: www.dioi.org/j117.pdf §A1 [p.68].
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I87 Mob-Connected Republican Reagan Defending High US Culture.
In 1986, pleases cheap-labor-exploiting funders by amnestying millions of ill-educated
Guess which half got done.
illegals — on promise to henceforth close border.
I88 Hollywood-Film Kissing. Mid-20th century: looked like greeting a grandparent.
Today: like two long-starved pythons trying to swallow each other.
I89 Foodhugging at the State Fair.
Allday ultimate widemouth, nonstop stream-of-gluttonous-pie-eating contest = PieThon.
I90 Iraqing Their Brains.
“Western-Intelligence”: about as much intelligence as a “spaghetti-western” has spaghetti.
I91 Muslim Feminism. Can you show higher respect for a woman than owning her?
(Especially 4 at a time.)
I92 Steepery Slope: The resemblance of addiction-slavery, whether to booze, cigaboos,
coke, fame, sadism, or (www.dioi.org/imm.htm#jcxl) slavery itself, to a greased metaphorical hole where (www.dioi.org/stb.htm#fspt) the deeper you get into it, the steeper it gets.
E.g., every puff a new smoker inhales makes him require the next cigarette all the more.
For addictive drugs like tobacco, each hit is really at least two hits: the present puff —
and the future puff(s) ensured by the former’s production of ever-more-desperate cravings, which will leave an addict quivering with cold-turkey misery if he doesn’t keep
destroying his lungs, on the way to: wrinkles→disease→pain→orphaning one’s children
(www.dioi.org/smo.htm#tclh). What a bargain.
By comparison Faust went to paradise.
I93 Why Do Most Professors Back the Party CRUELLY Destroying US Cities?
Answer: who’s funding the universities that’ll fire anyone defying the Dembos’ P.C. tune?
Or globbies’ promise to deliver world prosperity by exporting jobs to the 3rd World and
importing their desperate poor (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#ktst & www.dioi.org/pro.htm#nblc)
& seeding US cities’ own fatherless poor. But there’ll be just a teensy delay re projected
prosperity, during which you’d best ignore the illusion we’re getting filthy-rich while the
rest of humanity is losing ground. And US cities fall to miserable debt-enslaved poverty.
I94 Rulership = Wealth.
www.dioi.org/pro.htm#lgdp; www.dioi.org/smo.htm#lgpp
The brighter&corrupter the society, the tighter the correlation.
I95 Bunco Bunker. Bush White House = Green-Zone west.
I96 Shift As Distant Memory. Automatic-gearshift car = shiftless.
I97 Most Wonderful Journey of Them All. Your never-to-be repeated life — and
mentally-traveling your unique accumulated memories of it.
I98 Bipolar Disorder. Courtroomshrinkese (www.dioi.org/dou.htm#ktpg) for the late
Mary Kay LeTourneau’s monopolar disorder.
I99 Oligarchical Deep-State Dictatorship.
Perennially posing as democracy
(§I61; www.dioi.org/def.htm#fscv; www.dioi.org/mot.htm#spsg): any election lacking a
none-of-the-above option (www.dioi.org/two.htm#lrgv). See inevitable Disqualification of
candidate celestially named “Nun of the Above”: www.dioi.org/j112.pdf §G4 [p.14].
Voting in US national election: in-denial of the reality that one is living under a dictatorship.
I100 Ballots As Co-option.
Voting = assent. Comments: [a] If, for decades, a nation becomes ever more corruptly
ruled — real mean wages declining, jobs less secure & more spirit-crushing, citizens evermore-desperate to keep their fiscal heads above water, and its elections increasingly rigged
(www.dioi.org/pro.htm#qptn) — then: why should its citizens continue to assent?
[b] When citizens vote for a gain from politicians, they innocently enter into a bargain —
A RELATIONSHIP WITH PROFESSIONAL CON-MEN (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#kvbc).
Does the innocent voter today know nothing of the history of con-men’s promise-keeping?
Does Ms.Voter (www.dioi.org/dou.htm#vtrc) imagine that, if the vote’s implicit agreement
[i.e., if the public weal wins, then the losing establishment just steps aside] somehow happened to come out in her own favor, the other party would honor it?! This is assumed, even
while she already knows that politics is massively corrupt. Classic con-game victims: the
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typical mark thinks she will benefit from the proferred relationship; but, when the smoke
clears, all the chips are instead in the hands of the con-man. Surprise?
§§F16&F88
I101 New Evidence for god’s existence?
And she’s a nanny-Democrat!
Does sneezing show god thinks man such a ninny he needs help even to blow his own nose?
I102 Congress=Lawyers. US politics has become little more than courtroom theatre.
Understand EXACTLY what this means, beyond the already-well-noted obvious (that
[a] Congress is mostly lawyers, and [b] US lawyers tend to be smart, plausible, devious, & avaricious): [1] Just as each of 2 lawyers is well-paid by his side to argue a legal
suit — regardless of whether he actually believes what he’s arguing — the 2 US political
parties and their bellowing pols are well-paid to POSE as advocates for their clients — i.e.,
their voting constituencies. [2] But, while a lawyer in a real court-room may actually be
trying to win for his client, in Washington Theatre it is far more likely (given this show’s
consistent Mega-Feline prime “contributors” and prime-beneficiaries, for decades) that the
average legislator-orator is no longer a real lawyer but is just playing-one-on-TV — to convince the gullible & ever more insecure public that it has genuine, articulate, and primarily
(www.dioi.org/j805.pdf §K) revolution-denecessitating “representation”, even while said
Representative is naturally getting paid by — i.e., is the hireling of — corporate interests.
I103 Platypus. Otterly entertaining DaffyDuckbill: inventively jolly-playful.
Showbiz-wise, duckbills do not disappoint (www.dioi.org/mus.htm#bcfk). They are so odd
— a duck-lookalike face on a beaver-like body — that 1st reports of them to Europe were
initially suspected of being hoaxes. B&DR’s visits to 3 platypuseries in 1999 were the high
points of their only trip to Oztrollya.54
I104 Stand Your Distance. Two tyrannosauri in-love = the TYs that bind.
I105 Larf. Upchuckle.
I106 Handkerchief. Honkerchief.
I107 Pugposter. Muhammed Ali, longtime smart-A = later poster-boy for two brands of
brain-damage: pugilism & religion.
I108 Circular Jewish NonWisdom Vengeance. An eye for an eye.
I109 Circular Scrambled Eier. German-breakfast foodfight = ein ei für ein ei.
I110 Circular Peace Treaty. An aye for an aye.
I111 Circular-NonReality’s Reality.
Imaginary-number magic55 (www.dioi.org/odd.htm#qwti): i-to-the-i = REAL 0.20788 . . . .
I112 Circular LifeSnuffing. Capital punishment for murder = an I for an I.
I113 Spherical LifeSnuffing. WORLD War One = 5 million I’s for 5 million I’s.
I114 Capitalist&Mob WetDream-CumTru Transformation of Organized Labor.
Tsunamigration into the US: Goodbye workers’ bargaining power. Hello street-gangs,
cross-border drug-channels & disease & viruses. Soon: a Nation of Color. Which might be
defiantly called: a Colored Nation. This is the sacred goal to which the nation’s Rulership
has striven, as living standards have declined in virtually every US city that’s gone Colored.
I115 Flock of Ages. Middle Ages = insulated-Roman-church PC for the Dark Ages
(www.dioi.org/j805.pdf §P4 [p.61]).
I116 Dark Ages. Christianity’s dream-of-total-dominance come true: 500-1400 AD.
I117 Dork Ages. Two terms: 2001-2009.
I118 Beelzebubba. Whipping-boy B.J.Clinton as GOP’s Great Satan.
I119 DreamRoads to Peace.
Hippie Peace-Plan: Plant More Flowers.
Israeli Peace-Plan: Plant More Muslims.
Islam Peace-Plan: Plant More Jews.
Frank Baum’s The Wizard of Oz was published in 1901, the very year Oztrollya was invented.
From Euler’s Equation, eiπ/2 = cos π/2 + i sin π/2 = i; this to the ith = e−π/2 = 0.207879576 . . . .
(An infinitude of other solutions may be generated by adding integral multiples of iπ to the exponent.)
54
55
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I120 Ice Hockey. The 12 Stooges. There’s a sports-violence oldie about the disappointed
guy who went down to the Sports Colosseum to see a fight, but a hockey game broke out.
I121 Cigs & Inculcated Religion: Just-a-“Habit” or Oneway Addiction-for-Life?
[1] Addiction: When it says on the package that a product will kill you in cancerous agony,
but you imbibe it anyway.
[2] With nods to Marx&Tom Lehrer (&apologies to none): pontiff = The Old Pope Pedlar.
I122 Affirmative Action. [1] Institutional validation of the same paranoid envy that
historically has caused pogroms: mass-murder of Jews. [2] Eternal-affirmative-action =
eternal-poverty. Such programs are often promulgated by pols and priests who somehow
always stay well-off while their poor believing wards stay poor. Jesus was no different.
www.dioi.org/j805.pdf §C2 [p.46]
I123 Prothonotary. Ultimately, Soviet-spy Alger Hiss’ 2nd -least-favorite warbler.
I124 Tiffany Chin. Why did a late 20th century ice skater name herself for pug-vanwinkle Floyd Patterson? Reminds one of Bob Hope’s crack about his days as a pugilist
officially known as “Packy East”. But his nickname or nom-de-doom was “Rembrandt”
because he spent so much time on the canvas.
I125 ShockStart-Facing — to Phaseout Bunny Jungles. Baltimore advanced inevitably
from US #1 teen-pregnancy city [tho 1/2 aborted] to poverty that made it 2020’s #1 streetmurder-rate city. At least 90% of these murder victims are black (§F5): one per DAY
in Darkest Baltimore vs one per DECADE in Baltimore’s unblack Roland Park area.
A RATIO OF OVER 1000-to-1. Pols don’t care re the ongoing mass-misery, parental
bereavements, since ghettos are their power-enabling vote-farms (§I209) — deliberately,
cruelly cultivated. If a group’s BUNNYrabbit-improvident pregnancy-rate keeps transforming one city after another into lethally-poor-JUNGLEs (www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf §O11), it’s
inviting return of an AWFUL nickname, which’ll now be less a macroaggressive-insult than
historical&biographical FACT that oughtn’t be censored IF BLACK LIVES MATTER.
[JBBriggs: Fat folks stay fat because PC calls them “weight-challenged” or somesuch, instead of bluntly: “FAT”.]

I126 Patriotism. Same as Nationalism (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#hnpl) — the worst and
most bloodspilling of all bigotries (www.dioi.org/imm.htm#gspt), “Nazi” being its most
familiar&notorious contraction. Nationalism is less logical & rather more murderous than
race-hate (and the combination is more lethal than either: www.dioi.org/j805.pdf fn 42
[p.55]), a ratio modern nations are naturally at drumbeat-propagandistic pains to obscure.
Nations must have borders. Borders = segregation (§I2). European = Turkey in EUese.
Ukraine (incl. Crimea) nonRussian56 in USAese (Crimean War not Russian?!): so joining
NATO unless Russia invades? Atlantic = Afghanistan in NATOese.
NATO, the North ATLANTIC Treaty Organization, has been trying to transform Afghanistan
(which shares a border with China) for over 2 decades, though Afghanistan is farther from
the Atlantic than from any other ocean on Earth: Arctic, Indian, Pacific.
I127 Son-of-Danzig-Strip. Israel. [Eye-opening perception due to Barbara Rawlins.]
I128 Globalists. Gated-community billionaires (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#wdcg) who get
groups together. Except themselves and ordinary folk. Crowding-by-merging disparate
ethnic or national peoples serves rulers’ purposes. Lowering wage-costs, sowing division
among the non-rich, easing exploitation. In the “Holy Land”57 by ensuring a permanent
Western “peacekeeping” presence in the Middle East, which by complete&utter&unplanned
accident has armed globalists on top of the oil situation. From the other side of the planet.

56
NATO&H.Biden want to move in on-long-Russian Ukraine. Hmm. If Confederacy or Canada
were armed by British or USSR empires, resp., & tried to merge with same: would US just stand by?
57
Isn’t “Holy Land” kinda clumsily overironic (even for TV ’snews-propaganda) for a region notorious for hate, intolerance, & greed — thus a 1000y -long history (§C3) of mass-bloodspilling?
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I129 The Media. The medium.
www.dioi.org/j211.pdf fn 38 [p.11]
I130 US Elections as Delusion Contests. US voter = actually believes that at least one
of two megabucks-produced candidates is primarily interested in the average citizen.58
I131 Faith
[& §C].
Faith [Def.1] (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#fstg) = one syllable, corporate-media-sacred word
for throwing away the one human capacity that separates brights from mental robots: a
mind that thinks for itself instead of just insisting on believing what it was brought-up on
— or is being Authoritatively force-fed.
Faith [Def.2] = reverse-pejorative for the improvidence of belief without reason or evidence.
Thus, Faith and/or Guns are what get resorted-to when someone’s losing an argument.
I132 Youthful “Rebellion” = CONFORMing to youth-“cool”ness:
e.g., smoking, boozing, doping, tattooing, & piercing.
www.dioi.org/pro.htm#pbmf
I133 Lincoln’s War.
What the 1861-1865 War Between the States SHOULD have been called from day-one.
Northerners call it the Civil War. Distracting from the vileness of slavery, South’ners often
refer (entirely accurately) to: The War of Northern Aggression.
§§F51&G18
I134 “Level Playing Field”. Tilted playing field = racist-paranoia-inspired AffirmativeAction-Thumb-on-the-scale.
www.dioi.org/pro.htm#mlvf
I135 Foreign Aid and Unrecognized Nation-Building. Gov’t welfare to the ghetto.
Just another pre-doomed, insider-winked-at pseudo-try at Nation-Building.
I136 Happy Retirement, Pardoner: Gerry Ford.
Couldn’t pardon Richard NotEitheraCrook Nixon and get re-elected at the same time.
I137 Reading John Stuart Mill Dyslexically. A.Coulter (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#dmrv)
= greatest number for the greatest good: §C13. [It must be acknowledged that Ann’s justlytitled later book, Adios America, is one of the most informative of its type.]
I138 Didn’t Lincoln Stress That Civil Liberties Can Contradict Each Other?
Liberal (www.dioi.org/imm.htm#plc): [1] civil-righteously welcoming tens of millions of
desperate peon-immigrants whose kids (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#fvcf) can end up imbued
with resentment of slave-wages and poverty, [2] civil-righteously objects to booting the
potential bombers (e.g., Muslims) inevitably created by such conditions, & [3] can’t understand why the gov’t thus now insists on spying on phonecalls & emails, killing privacy
traditions&regulations.
Keep in mind that Privacy was the basis of Roe-vs-Wade.
Capital-L Liberals contend that all immigrant-tsunami problems can be solved by socialworker-style programs to alleviate, e.g., “alienation”. (Similarly, the Roman church pretends that any rate of inundation can be handled by faith-based humanitarian programs.)
No matter how many consecutive deferred-hope poverty-depressed decades go by, the
upper-case-Liberal mind dreams on.
I139 Freedom. The privilege-gift which the most liberal nations squander on smokingrates disgracefully higher than that of the unliberal U.S.
www.dioi.org/smo.htm#tczc
I140 Immigrant Cheap Labor. The New Slave Industry.
Desperately-poor immigrants just-seeking-a-better-life.
www.dioi.org/imm.htm#tmii
I141 Humans→Things. “Cheap Imports” used to mean cars. Will it soon mean people?
I142 Senility. When one is forgetting more brain-lodged data than one is learning.
I143 “Peace Process” & Integration-Process Eternal failure of unmixable elements’
forced harmony (knowingly-obscurantist-media-translated as “Process” decade after decade)
has failed in Middle East, and domestically has become capitalism’s quickest, slickest, sickest (but irresistibly-profitable) killer of free speech and workable socialism.
But it gets the union-busting job done in a jiffy.
www.dioi.org/j112.pdf §G3 [p.14]
Meanwhile, the alleged goal of peaceful harmony forever remains an enragingly out-ofreach chimera, a classic DIVIDE&CONQUER swindle (§A14) — of the naı̈vely exploited
non-rulership population.
www.dioi.org/j429.pdf §G3 [p.80] & fn 25 [p.86]
58

It does occasionally happen, e.g., FDR; also possibly (ultra-ironically) ultra-egoist Trump.
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I144 Economists.
Tools of employers not employees. Like pollsters.
www.dioi.org/sur.htm#hllm
I145 Trust Us. Establishment media: tell truth in small matters.
To gain trust — trust to be cashed-in (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#wgpx) when deceiving on
whatever major issues and schemes rulerships care about.
www.dioi.org/mot.htm#gtbx
I146 Islam. Hydra with 1.2 billion heads.
I147 Shrubya Wisdom. George W. Bush: “Ishlam Ish Love.”
I148 Joan of Arc. Last person (15th century) to hear “voices” which told the “receiver”
to do something noble? Like killing Englishmen? Confusing.
I149 You Wonder Why New York Is Conceited?
Progress: in 1921-1956 (& occasionally later), NYC had over a dozen “subway” baseball
World Series, i.e., where 2 New York teams play each other. In 2008, will we have a
“subway” presidential election?
Will 2000’s Hilla-runs-Rudy-out-of-local-race triumph be flipped in 2008, paralleling the
(Illinois-vs-Illinois) Douglas-vs-Lincoln 1858-to-1860 turnabout? [A DR 2005 doublemisvision which (like www.dioi.org/jb24.pdf §G) is preserved in print here to encourage
DR humility.]
I150 Earthly God: Can Affect You, But You Can’t Affect It. Fairness & Imbalances.
US GOVERNMENT: can wiretap but not be wiretapped.
www.dioi.org/two.htm#vccj
That gov’t: overbloated further-enrich-the-superrich tool for tax-fanging its middle-class
wards’ paltry surplus cash.
Bans citizen-possession of serious weapons, while stockpiling huge weapons funded by
citizens’ taxes.
Habitual liar — more accurately routine liar — that severely outlaws lying to itself.
Controls kids’ minds on their parents’ tax-tab via “educational” brainwashing — even while
often turning those offspring against their creators.
Administers skills-tests for all jobs but its own leaders’.
www.dioi.org/mot.htm#svvk
I151 Royal Family. Ultimate celebrities — famous for being famous.
And for being able to afford the most expensive p.r.
I152 “Liberal” Gov’t Magic. Spirit of St.Louis = 1927 world glamour plane; city US’
5th largest in 1950: productive near-million. Now 1/3 that, mostly crime&drug ridden slum.
I153 Finn Malmgren. Swedish meateorologist of goal-successful but ill-fated 1928
Italia N.Pole expedition, led by DR’s brilliant&versatile friend (www.dioi.org/ja00.pdf
Fig.10) Umberto Nobile via dirigible. [After the unprovoked mass-murder GermanItalian-Romanian invasion of Stalingrad turned ninety-nine percent of that city into rubble
(Wm.Craig Enemy at the Gates 1973 Penguin 2000 p.385) and wrecked ordmag a million
families, the invaders were suddenly cutoff&trapped by Zhukov’s troops 1942/11/19 & gave
up in early 1943. German&Italian prisoners-of-war were c.100,000 each, mostly doomed;
but the Italian prisoners outsurvived the Germans by over a factor of 2 (ibid p.397) by again,
as in 1928, resorting to cannibalism (ibid pp.390-392), maybe less popular with Germans?]
I154 Sudan. Syllable-saver for “perpetual-crisis”.
I155 Beautifully-silk-robed KKK Grand Dragon. Grand Dragster.
§I162
I156 With Amiable Double Apologies to Inimitable Alfonso Bedoya (1904-1957).
Opponents of Wisconsin University football team might be tempted to chant:
“We don’t need no steenking Badgers.”
I157 Clinton’s Immigration-Control. [See Treasure of Sierra Madre 1948 @1h07m.]
Since “Democrat” Clinton gutted Border-Control: we doe-need no steenking green cards.
I158 Immigration-to-save-“refugees” from shi-Thole (§G38) nations.
Cure-a-plague-by-importing-its improvidence (www.dioi.org/imm.htm#pscy).
I159 What’s the Press’ Favorite Dance? The Twist.
The press has (§I162) displaced priests as the champion (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#rwnm)
Judas-goat — less by fantasies than by leading the citizenry along devious paths approved
by & aimed at enriching its rulership-owner, by selecting & manipulating truths to that end.
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I160 Twistory.
US mass-media (www.dioi.org/def.htm#hgwd) have convinced citizens that the US’ Founding Fathers were Christian and Hitler wasn’t. §C5 or www.dioi.org/j936.pdf fn 75 [p.142]
On cable-TV’s MSNBC (Most-Sacred-NBC, B.Rawlins calls it), during an argument
about rightists’ fantastic allegation (obviously contrived in total isolation from department
stores . . .) of a “war on Xmas”: www.dioi.org/def.htm#vspc) — a vision pairing hysterical
psychology & hysterical humor — Christopher Hitchens had the-galls to mention the nonChristian deism of George Washington & Benjamin Franklin. The reply was simple and
revealing (2005/12/1 22h EST): he was instantly gang-interrupted and smothered-talkedover by the emcee and another standard-Christian-fanatic. Projectively pretending that CH
was the sole interrupter, the emcee told CH he will never again be invited onto his show.
This makes explicit a long-implicit reality: anyone who dares to go outside the tacitlyunderstood censorial US-media-limits (§B6) knows he risks self-toobicide by banishment
from said media. Few will dare it. This is a prime mechanism of the US’ seemingly
soft-subtle but precisely ruthless censorship (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#rrwp) — which is as
cleverly invisible as the theologians’ god, but [in its restrictiveness & consistency] is plainly
more powerful.
I161 Vampire-Failsafe: 2 Fangs Surer Than One. Multi-tusking. Couldn’t resist. [Shoulda.]
I162 VatCity Social Security Creates Dazzle-Gowned PopeStar. Why does TV ’snews’
idea of (www.dioi.org/def.htm#gdzs) Zmas&Easter fixate so exclusively upon VatCity’s
pomp — as if no other Christian but the PopeStar owns those festivals?
And VatCity pomp is ever-reliably Jesus-defying: ostentatious garb (contra Luke 12.24),
prayer in public (contra Matt 6.5-6), rigidly rote-performed (contra Matt 6.7) — note highest possible irony at Matt 6.9-15 (fn 32; www.dioi.org/pse.htm#vpck). Answer: pope
is THE old-reliable (www.dioi.org/rel.htm#pdcb) Judas-goat — though eclipsed for-now
by the press (§I159) — when it comes to convincing workers (www.dioi.org/def.htm#rpff)
passively to tolerate their terrestrial exploitation by plutocrats, since it’s Church-guaranteed
that you’ll get back your genuine wage-value (or worth-equivalent) and then some, when
you arrive at heaven. Hey, it’s god’s-own Social Security! You’re piling up [invisible]
“treasure” (Luke 12.33) in [invisible] heaven.
Like any other Wall Street investment counsellor, pope knows that classy threads inspire
confidence.
§I155; www.dioi.org/jq00.pdf §D3; www.dioi.org/pro.htm#pfbz
How can you go wrong following the advice of a guy berobed in designer-silk raiment?
I163 Is the “Art” Market a Perpetual-Bubble Machine? The Emperor’s New Hos.
Has Any Chain-Letter Gone On Forever?
Art “criticism” = too-often artfully pumpingup-peddling trash as treasure. As for the glam
mega-sales, that are dutifully ballyhooed by art-presstitutes: are most even real?
I164 A Market That Never Goes Down.
Brokers’ song: buy&hold. Don’t-break-the-chain. Buy or trade but don’t sell in-toto.
Why? If money goes into the market & doesn’t leave, the DJIA goes ever upward. When
it starts seriously leaving, that can become infectious.
I165 Christian god. Dwells in invisible someday-skypie mansion, Heaven. But created
visible inferior quarters (Earth) for his wards. Who gratefully worship him in surety of
their post-death mansionhood future. Though never having met anyone (of billions of
visibly-dead humans) who’re supposed to have actually lived in said invisible mansion. . . .
I166 Prime Faith? If folks REALLY believe in heavenly paradise, why’s the US so
munificently funding doctors who keep them out of it just as long as humanly possible?
(See www.dioi.org/j43d.pdf §G5.)
I167 Narcostate-Mexico’s overpopulation-dumping-ground. JoJoBiden’s US.
I168 Uppity-Puppety.
Battista, Shah, Noriega, Saddam. The byebye-throwaway parade continues.
I169 The Remote Future of the United States Aka UniStan?
A Gideon Koran in every US hotel room?
www.dioi.org/pro.htm#rgmh
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I170 US Cities’ Looming Malthusian Armageddon?
[a] meshroom-creed (§I128) →
[b] mashroom-crowd59 (www.dioi.org/dem.htm#hsrf)→
[c] mushroom-cloud (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#dfsn)?
I171 The REAL Meaning-of-Dreams? You’re not sleeping soundly?60
I172 Black History. Nature’s cruelly tragic perennial prank on egalitarianism.
I173 Rockstar. Wilful, pampered wealth-elevated — professionally pretends to lyric
expression of romantic emotions for fans whom his atypical life & isolation renders him
incapable of understanding or even caring about.
I174 Rackstar. Trump scorns lip implants, but weds silichests & nails stormy rackstars.
(To nonseptagenarian rackfans: slimness signals youth, & which heats lust: youth or age?)
[But today’s baldshaven-mons fashion overdoes it, risking increases in child-rape statistics.]
I175 1930s FleshcineMogul Cecil B. DeMille vs Puritan FilmCensor Will Hays.
Cec&Desist.61
I176 Censors’ History&Ethics. Progress. When young, DR took the Vatican Index
of Prohibited Books for a recommended reading list. Before every film in Baltimore’s
theaters, he saw on-screen the name of a distant cousin, the local “Dirty-Movie-Lady” who
headed the “Board of Censors” of the Catholic-founded state of Maryland (ultimately a
national joke as the last state to drop such a guardian-body), deputed to prevent cine-sin
from corrupting Youth. Another cousin later imparted the information that she got the job
by sleeping with the governor. Today, the Index is such an old embarrassment that the only
book now in-effect prohibited to modern US Catholics is the Index of Prohibited Books.
I177 FCC as Dirty-Movie-Monitor. Pseudo-puritanical money-disdaining FCC’s measure of apocalyptic societal moral-degradation: display of erogenous epidermis on any
television show. (Unless the otherwise-hellbound viewer has endured penance — in the
form of paying62 a hefty subscriber-fee.) Why give away for free (as Europe’s everyday
television does unblinkingly, both in programs & ads) something you can charge enough
lucre for, to protect a monopoly by “influencing” gov’t officials? Whether such priorites
are defensible is a separate issue from whether they should continue as undiscussed as
they are. Doesn’t the anti-nudity rule hold even on the homosexual channel? — which is
ad-supported. If so, then there seems to be an unwritten rule (www.dioi.org/rel.htm#fbcn)
that, while the US advertising community is OK with something as risky as homosexuality,
it won’t permit something as box-office-popular as nudity. Just another refutation of the lie
(www.dioi.org/mot.htm#bxcb) that the state of public fare merely reflects the public taste.
Ultimate disproof is based on the original pacific Olympic ideal that all athletes should
compete non-nationally: shall we poll the US tooboisie on whether or not they’d prefer a
national-uniformless ancient-Greek-brand of Olympics, with every athlete nude?
I178 Makeup Kit. Face-in-a-case.
I179 Titanicized-Trifle-Terror. Death: it’s really nothing. So, too many people spend
their lives fearing zero (www.dioi.org/rel.htm#nwrl). Why? Perhaps a clue is embedded in
one of the cruelest of jokes, delivered by the Earl of Errol in the film White Mischief. Errol’s
question (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#rcfj) is intended to be terrifying to its target gender: what
happens to a woman when her looks go? Yet his pseudo-comforting answer is simply:
Nothing.
59
Congress: invites mashroomed US cities, to avoid national identity card that could endanger its
business-worldfunders’ precious cheap immigrant laborpool.
60
No matter how much you pay them, Freudians won’t hint at that possibility. Maybe since they’re
napping themselves during their patient’s sessions? That’s the least known sneakiness of Siggy Fraud.
(See Frederick Crews Memory Wars NYReview Books 1995 p.37.)
Which may explain why the traditional couch is oriented so the victim isn’t looking at the shrink.
61
Hays was nemesis to DeMille’s carnal versions of biblical epics. The “Hays Code” bordercollied
Hollywood-films’ eroticism 1934-1968.
62
This item is a touch obsolete (since IFC changed its policy c.2010), but worth preservation.
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I180 Ultimate Throwing-Away-Your-Vote.
Voting Republican or Democrat — that is, asking for rulership by those parties’ billionaires,
who also own the very “press” (and its sheeple-manipulation-by-polls) that convinces you
that NOT voting Republican or Democrat would be throwing away your vote.
I181 Gov’t Protection Racket. Forced taxation for arms.Yet: imagine US fate without.
I182 Amelia Earhart. Amelia Airhead. Seen by air community as mainly pretty&brave.
She almost took our friend Brad Washburn as navigator instead of Fred Noonan, on her 1937
fatal try at a ’round-the-world flight. (If she had, she’d’ve died in bed.) Later asked what
the cause of her disaster was, Brad just summed it right up: “pathological overoptimism.”
I183 Dem-vs-GOP. TweedleDembos-vs-TweedleDumbos.
I184 Stockbroker. Stocktout. Brokers act like they could easily grow you 10% a year.
If so, they’d get rich by investing not commissions. At 10%/year, after 40y , they’d have
45 times initial stake, since 1.140 = 45. (And wouldn’t need to charge anyone for anything.)
I185
When Bolshies took over Russia in 1917, Britain&US&allies launched armies
from east&west to strangle-the-satanic-baby-in-its-cradle. In vain. Curiously, Russia soon
ended up ruled by a paranoid. Which is why it prepared so massively for & survived the
West-encouraged (Liddell-Hart p.8) Nazi 1941 invasion.
I186 Several Free Lunches.
Free TV = total corporate control of public communication.
Free Trade = US labor competing with Asia’s cheapest sweat-shop serfs.
I187 FREE SPEECH. A dream so vanished on most US media that its lack’s causes
cannot even be discussed there.
§§B2&G57;www.dioi.org/mot.htm#gvtp.
I188 246 IQ. Needed for an allegedly 245 IQ kid like Nate Leopold to remember not63
to bring along a loose pair of glasses when committing The Perfect Crime.
I189 Bella Donna 1st encounters Jude the Obscure. Cute meat.
I190 Mature beefcake Rossano Brazzi 1st encounters maturer vamp Kate Hepburn.
In 1955’s Summertime in Venice. Coot meet.
I191 December 8th 1941: a Date That Will Live in Famy!
Way across the International Dateline, the Japanese were darned proud.
I192 Wicked Wicket. Holy Church’s view of woman.
I193 One-Drop Rule: Old South’s Bigotry. Re-emergent as modern black-lobby’s
desire to include all black-white mixed heritage folk as black.
Patron saints: John Calhoun, Al Sharpton, Heinie Himmler, B.O., Van Jones (former
Obama team-player and typical CNN race-professional). Indeed, VJ has re-confirmed that
one drop is all it takes: CNN 2015/10/7 22:10 EDT. (Which elevates DIO Publisher DR
to unmitigated blackitude.) We racially-mixed folk thank Van for showing how frantic the
black lobby has become not to lose anyone to what used to be its alleged goal: integration.
Can execution-for-apostacy — à la Aquinas&Islam — be far in the future?
I194 Zero-Drop Rule. Black celebs’ marriage-selectivity.
(See under Simpson at www.dioi.org/j605.pdf §A2 [p.49].)
63
Which he and Dicky Loeb surely bungled when, in 1924 Chicago, they randomly picked out Bobby
Franks, murdered him just for fun, and buried him with the kind of respectful ceremony that reflected
their remorse: hurriedly stuffed the body into a country drainage duct. But the tear-ducts of the
amiable judge at their trial were unstuffed to the point of full-flood at the hideous prospect of hanging
“boys” whose dads were super-rich enough to fix judges. (OK, OK, sorry: twenties-Chicago was so
uncorrupt that it couldn’t happen.) Instead of death by the rope, he gave a couple of homosexual kids
a sentence worse-than-death: he put them in Joliet with LOTS of other young men. When in the same
jail (off and on), he and Loeb got together plenty. They are not known to have shed tears over Bobby
Franks, but when Loeb made a pass at a different con and got murdered for it, Leopold’s duct-tsunami
matched the judge’s for empathetic effusiveness. Leopold was sprung in 1958, and was extolled by
the murderer-hugger crowd as a model of rehab. He even visited Chicago and didn’t kill anyone there
again. As far as we know. The extent of his shame for the original 1924 murder may be gauged from a
simple fact: he kept a big photo of superman-thrillkill partner Dicky Loeb — not victim Bobby Franks
— on the wall at his home for the rest of his life. What a softie.
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I195 Correctnesses. Political correctness = hating inherited wealth
while loving inherited racial-debt reparations.
Conservative correctness = reverse.
I196 US 2-Party Election-Trick. The true Rulership’s ingenious numerical illusion,
which convinces at least half of the public that we-the-people control the gov’t roughly
half the time. (See under our Skinnerian 2nd & 3rd pigeons: www.dioi.org/j429.pdf §S;
www.dioi.org/j236.pdf §C; & www.dioi.org/pre.htm#tpfc; www.dioi.org/pro.htm#wcpv;
www.dioi.org/j805.pdf §K.) The US, where elections almost (fn 58) always come out as
the Rulership pre-determines (§I61), is now under the illusion (www.dioi.org/def.htm#frtp)
that a gov’t is democratic because it appears to follow most parts of the electorate’s wishes
at-least-some-of the time. This is a model psychology-test hoax (paralleling magicians’
standard card-force): a 2nd -pigeon confusion of a random connection with a causal one.
I197 Half-Truth. Half-Falsehood.
I198 Racial Profiling. Bad name for what’s Good if it’s Affirmative Action.
I199 White Privileges. Wealth & (Europe) civil society some whites worked to create.
I200 Black Privileges. Quotas, extra S.A.T. pts for genes&skinshade, wordbanning,
pseudocontrol of big US cities thru high-multiplication&slavish-bloc-voting, much automatic (if stingy) child-support paid by hate-object-group (via taxes weakening own breeding). Black-Privileges’ basis: ALL whites’ debt for a FEW whites’ transAtlantic-tradeto-slaver-America; yet nonsharing debt by ALL blacks (a FEW of whom participated in
slavery on land in Africa) is just due to blacks’ inability to navigate the Atlantic then.
I201 Race-Prejudice 6= Race-Hatred.
For a mixed society to get along, citizens must suppress superficial attractions & repulsions.
Racism’s (www.dioi.org/imm.htm#nwfr) inextinguishability is due to its natural biological
advantage. Obviously, it must be a key ingredient in evolution: if survival-positive mutants
did not systematically prefer their kind sexually, their evolutionary advantage would be
swiftly melted away over succeeding generations.
I202 Women’s Softball League. Beshemoths & Wannabehemoths?
I203 Billie Jean King. Women’s Tennis Assoc. Founder. Fellow Lesbian. Backs
cheating women athletes by inserting men into contests, thus endangering survival of
women’s sports. After earlier bedding tobacco industry to make a buck promoting same.
I204 Establishments Cheat Women. “Inequity Inequity” (www.dioi.org/j236.pdf §D)
has sly examples. It’s encouraging to note that some of this 1992 critique is now obsolete.
I205 Castro. Cuba Poobah. www.dioi.org/j805.pdf §E3 & www.dioi.org/j428.pdf fn 24
I206 Lie-Detecting Sans Machinery. Labeling polygraph “Lie Detector” is itself a lie.
I207 Atheism in Practice. Talking to yourself (www.dioi.org/rel.htm#vvdc).
People who really think there is a god, will talk to that god instead of to themselves. When
you find that, even in stressful situations, your interior conversations are only with yourself,
then: you know you’ve chucked the god-crutch.
I208 Fatal Weekness: Drug-Erased Sense-of-Proportion. Smokers = folks who aren’t
willing to suffer a WEEK of withdrawal-pangs, to save THE REST OF THEIR LIVES
from an accelerating curse of painful chronic illness, usually followed by early, often
hideously agonizing&degrading death.
I209 GOP Abortion-Opposition’s Unspoken Racist Motive. Pushing tyranny64 over
women’s reproductive-control = GOP obsession (since Bush1),65 pretending it’s “Pro-Life”.
No. With birthcontrol available: the improvident naturally out-breed the provident, frightening GOP by expanding Dem voter numbers, turning ghettoes into voter-farms, whose crop
increasingly outswamps opposition. But instead of FOX serving scared GOP’s hope for
a breeding-race vs Dembos (§C13), replace AFDC with a RACE-BLIND rule common to
relatively slumless oriental megacities: no kids for those who can’t afford them. Family
cohesion not gov’t-welfare helps the poor (§§I31&§J20-J21; www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf §O11).
64
65

GOP tries to FORCE pregnant women’s births even while scoffing at DEMs’ nanny-state programs!
Very respectably-dressed lady at 1991/11/3 prochoice rally carried sign: “Bush: Stay Out of Mine.”
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I210 Blame-Game Causal-Genealogy: Infinite or Truncated?
“TroubleD” kids used to be less bleeding-heartily called: “Trouble”.
Does the semantic trick here present us with one similar to the same D-insertion that lies at
the slick heart of the First-Cause proof of god’s existence? Where the universal-passivity
premis is: all things [except god] (thus negating the premis) that move are moveD by another [entity].
Aquinas’ First-Cause proof (www.dioi.org/rel.htm#qrfc) credits all activity to god, a Roman
church fave ploy, until we ask (www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf §A2; www.dioi.org/rel.htm#fgpc)
for evil’s First-Cause: www.dioi.org/jg04.pdf §F8. Every army got organized by a nation
that had (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#crpm) been armieD (attackeD) by another. So is anyone
(but the putative First Trouble, or First Mover, or First Army) responsible for anything. . . ?
Given the West’s pushy record of doing whatever it takes (§C12) to suck oil out of the
Middle East, an Iranian diplomat responded (during the hostage standoff) to an accusatory
US “journalist” by perceiving (emph added): “You are starting in the middle of a history.”
I211 Playoffs. Eternal Augustinian redeemability: forget regular season. DR Baltimore
Evening Sun 1984/11/14 (www.dioi.org/cot.htm#bfpz) on post-1954 Boysball→Bizball’s
jump in World Series comebacks: §§F98&I71. Dave Barry on men’s ultimate loyalty; guys
may say they love their wives; the trouble is: their wives will never make The Playoffs.
I212 Political Press Agent.
A creature whose very existence establishes the press’ ongoing corrupt state (parallel:overlapping lobbyists in the political realm) — and its connivance in the very System it so
earnestly pretends to protect the public from.
www.dioi.org/pre.htm#bmvg
I213 Obama. Highwater-Mark of the anti-Confederacy?
The latest Lost-Cause?
Or: harbinger of a new New-Order?
I214 Cult-Celerity. Military efficiency = Sir-Yes-Sir instead of Yes.
German efficiency = John Friedrich Wilhelm Herschel instead of John Herschel.
Religious efficiency = Sister Mary Chastity instead of Chastity.
I215 Male Ladybug. Ladybugger.
I216 GrossParades. Grunge-Parade = Merdi Gras. Mensa-parade = Smarty Gras.
I217 Baby Red-Kangaroo. Rooskie.
I218 Ultimo-Prolific. Bach = baroquen record (www.dioi.org/jg04.pdf §A2).
I219 Predictability. [a] science-theory best test-criterion, or [b] pre-Beethoven music.
I220 Berlioz Wreckuiem Op.5. Noise.
I221 Smirking-Gov’t Band-Aids for Gov’t-Connived-In MegaDisasters.
Public posters reading “Teach Tolerance” can be unloosely translated as: local streetcrime
and drugs are soaring. Alternate translation: fiscally desperate workers are all seeking the
same (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#pmgb) deliberately-scarce jobs in interethnic environs.
Public Posters ironically reading “Drug-Free Zone” can be unloosely translated as: ditto.
I222 Who’s Crazy?
Insane = one who acts so crazy that he’s punished with free room&board and shrinks&other
handholders, in a cozy nut-hatch.
Sane = the rest of society, which keeps paying the bill & watches a fraction of “insane”
killers thespianly get-off & head back-to-work if so inclined: www.dioi.org/cen.htm#mvkq.
Our 2 most effective dramatic-talent clinics are: Congress and prison. They differ in that:
good acting gets you into one and out of the other.
www.dioi.org/j236.pdf §A3
I223 Clarence Thomas. Orrin Hatchling.
I224 Stealing. “Looter” = TV ’snews-ese for poor kid who, in hot blood, steals a TV
during a riot. “Statesman” = TV ’snews-ese for rich pol who, in cold blood, skims a million
in kickbacks from backing funding of needless weapons.
I225 Starter Building-Block for Creation of a Dedicated Cynic. Idealist.
I226 The Lovable Late-1990s-Era “Pro-LIFE” Republican Party.
Proclaimed aborting a microscopic, pre-pain zygote is murder. But regarded those who hook
teenagers on LIFE-ruining, torture-death-dealing tobacco as: useful campaign contributors
(www.dioi.org/smo.htm#tbcf).
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I227 Astrologer = Backseat driver for the feebleminded.
SkInq 2.1 [1977] p.72
Stockbroker = ditto (§I184). Shrink = ditto (§F60). Priest = ditto (§C14).
I228 “Integration”. TV ’snewspeak for forced integration.
When force is (even implicitly) admitted, it’s phrased as: “court-ordered”.
[If an action is court-ordered, non-compliance means that the constabulary will convince
you — or jail you — at the point of a gun if you resist.] Comment (§I131):
When you have to pull out a gun you’ve lost the argument. www.dioi.org/bes.htm#psmx
I229 Forced Ethnic or Racial Integration. Only media-permitted arranged-marriage.
I230 Equality’s Unfaced Fetal Flaw. Fairness = all starting life with equal wealth, equal
schooling, etc. Insuperable problem: zygotes’ equal potential-IQ cannot be levelled by fiat.
I231 Cheating at Scholarship.
An implicit admission of one’s inadequacy, which (whether in academe or some other sport)
no self-respecting person should ever make.
Many examples at www.dioi.org/jm00.pdf ‡3, including the Editor of the Journal for the
History of Astronomy.
I232 Marriage.
[a] One’s life-center.
[b] The hope of simultaneous death.
I233 US Free Elections.
The US public distrusts & loathes the ordmag 1/10 of a percent of its citizenry that are
lawyers, yet keeps electing them to Congress so reliably that this body has long been and
will remain almost entirely composed of lawyers, who stay in office longer than the rulers
of virtually all the world’s most rigid dictatorships.
§I102; www.dioi.org/bes.htm#bljg
I234 Politicians’ Favorite Self-Slander. “Experienced”.
I235 Democratic Party: Motley Mix. Professors, blacks, Jews, mafia, feminists.
I236 White House.
Ultimate country-club prison: can’t walk streets, can’t act contra puppet-string-pullers, etc.
I237 A Traditional Piece of Harvard Snobbery.
Which DR (class of ’59) has been crass enough to toss at Yalies on occasion:
Eli Yale was one of Harvard’s most illustrious graduates.
I238 Yet Nobody Worships Chimps. Chimp = 1st known proof of reasoning outside
humanity, while there’s certainly no evidence that a god has exhibited any.
I239 Max-Rigidly Media-Programmed PC-Lib.
[a] Rates racist Affirmative Action programs as of higher importance than killing off poverty.
[b] Cannot turn away any immigrant.
[c] Can’t agree that capital punishment has any deterrent effect (www.dioi.org/cen.htm#pvcu).
[d] Won’t admit that Jews or homosexuals have even a slightly (www.dioi.org/bes.htm#cqdp)
disproportionate influence in the US media.
(This, even while benefitting from said influences’ creation of greater societal tholing dissent & minorities — DR’s fellow atheists being among the prime beneficiaries.)
[e] Won’t recognize any genetic factor in blacks’ long history of intercivilization difficulties.
[f] Cannot see that the above stone-set attitudes (some meritorious in non-extreme versions)
— all of which are daily-drumbeat-dunned into the tooboisie (or tacitly assented-to via
rigorous non-mention) by the “Mainstream” media owned by the super-rich — might
[1] be aimed (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#blzp) at aiding the super-rich not the middle-class, or
[2] have the slightest bearing on Libs’ own decades of frustration at the world’s sinister
political direction. (A direction for which those with influence — if wishing credit for
claimed benign effects — may bear some share of responsibility.)
I240 Miranda Decision. Cops forced by-LAW to be admen for lawyers. DIO has repeatedly noted how perversely anti-scientific (www.dioi.org/sno.htm#trfy) the liar-coddling
Miranda Rule is: www.dioi.org/j739.pdf fn 15 [p.88]; www.dioi.org/ja00.pdf fn 141 [p.64].
I241 Rock and/or Rap. Evoke both advantages of being Helen Keller.
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I242 Christmas. Holiday celebrating charlatan’s non-winter birth at the astronomical pit
of winter, the solstice: celebrated as holy by numerous cults (www.dioi.org/rel.htm#tndz)
at least since that of the “god”, Zoroaster; see also pagan emperor Julian the Apostate’s
4th century AD “Hymn to the Sun”. Modern Zmas = holiday-from-work which has been
converted (by well-paid local TV ’snews stations) into non-stop-shopping as work.
I243 Arrest Room.
“Rest Room” where if you linger to genuinely take a rest — you could suffer arREST.
[Reminds one of the oldie: why do you park in a driveway, and drive on a parkway?
Elsewhere (www.dioi.org/mus.htm#ehfh): DIO’s own contribution to such perversity.]
I244 Old Age’s Arrival.
[a] Accumulation-rate for new memories becomes less than rate of fading-loss of past ones.
[b] Loss of flexibility and drive begins to exceed the advantage of experience’s wisdom.
www.dioi.org/rel.htm#rwgw
I245 Leaders’ 1st Draft Choice in War: god.
I246 Leaders’ 1st Draft Choice in Peace: satan.
I247 Dracula as MassTortureKilling’s Ultra-Efficient AssemblyLine-HenryFord.
Vlad-the-Impaler’s mass program of goosifixion: streamlining old-inefficient crucifixion
by dispensing with the cross-bar and popsicling the victims (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#blfz).
Abraham Van Helsing was (www.dioi.org/mot.htm#xcdr) Bram (Abraham) Stoker’s Draculastaker in Stoker’s 1897 book, Dracula. (Note: its cervical umlauts tend to be hot&het:
Victorian-era fiction’s only permissible erotic penetration.) But the real Dracula (Vlad) was
staker not stakee. Applying Fairness Doctrine to 2 once-persecuted religions: if Christians
can wear crucifixes, why can’t modern (www.dioi.org/def.htm#brrg) Europe-swamping
Muslim descendants of Vlad’s victims wear stark-stake goosifixes just as proudly? §C12
I248 “Beauty Parlor”: Club Medusa.
I249 “Gay” = Hetophobic? DR objects only to lobbies’ slogan-smears & censorships.
Those who intolerantly try to wipe out homosexuals are but a tiny fraction of citizens
who don’t agree with all planks of the homosexual lobby’s platform but whose “phobic”percentage could be less than that of homosexuals themselves. We can try to prevent either
fraction from getting anywhere near a majority.
I250 Ultimate Leveraging. Pyramid-Power & Comparative Certainties.
Undiscussed in public media, but absolutely THE underlying-bedrock-magic upon which
national rulership & survival is reared: www.dioi.org/mot.htm#sfdk. In practice, a mere
dozen gov’t ministers pay a few dozen top generals to (via thousands of sergeants) threaten
millions of soldiers (the public) with the entire-certainty of execution by a firing squad of
a dozen rifleman if those millions of so-easily-cowed soldiers don’t obey orders — ranging
from marching all day, to charging into enemy fire — risking NOT-entirely-certain death.
And this process is paid for by taxes raised by a dozen top gov’t officials arranging a
similarly-leveraged terror-system to scare the public into paying up every April 15.
I251 Addiction. Any obsession so time-grabbing that you miss out on The Good Life
you’re sure it’s essential to.
I252 On a Finite Planet, Limited Space & ProActivity Require KILLING Life.
[a] If VatCity really believes in protecting all life, it must have a HELL of a roach problem.
[You never know if a dead roach’s progeny would’ve over eons evolved into saints or genii.]
[b] What if my mom had aborted me? Same as if she went nun: either way I wouldn’t exist.
I253 Is Anti-Segregation Unpatriotic?
A nation without borders isn’t a nation. And borders are segregation.
I254 “Disarmament” = Gun Control. The Medium tells us disarming the US gov’t
would be naı̈ve. while telling us disarming US citizens is wise.
I255 Division of Labor.
Pimp = has the guns&brains; his employees do all the work (www.dioi.org/bes.htm#cxmc).
So why does the capitalist-US-Gov’t-Medium Rulership scorn pimps. . . ?
I256 “Controlled Substance”: Any drug that’s wildly out of control.
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J Poison Polls WE’LL NEVER SEE: Subversive Surveys.
Why Haven’t These Obvious Polls Been Done? Even If — Would They Ever Be Reported?
A Sampling of Not-Ready-for-PrimeOrAny-Time-News Surveys:
J1 Popular Placement. Where should the US Army be: Iraq or the Mexican border?
What’s it say of the US’ leashed establishment “Free Press” that it can go years in a row
dodging or ameliorating the obvious here?
www.dioi.org/cen.htm#mtfw
J2 Public Servants? Or Private Servants?
Have Shrubya, Obama (Bush3), JoJo been working more for the US public or for others?
J3 Drug-Profits, Contributions, & Congress.
To what degree is border-drugflow-impotent-Congress underwritten by the drug cartel?
J4 Threefer? The 9/11 airrorists attacked Wall Street, the Pentagon, & perhaps Congress.
Has anyone got the galls to poll the public on the 2nd -thoughts question:
what fraction of the public half-wishes the Arabs would finish the job?
J5 ReNew Deal? Should the income tax (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#cffd) soak the rich, to
inhibit self-feeding→accelerating institutional (www.dioi.org/pro.htm#pchs) corruption of
society by wealth-imbalances? — soak as of yore, under the New Deal.
J6 Recipe for a Nation of Poverty. Should illegals’ very occasional kids automatically
become US citizens, which has long been not seriously challenged as US legal tradition?
J7 Demographic&Mental Density. Which ought to be of most concern to TV ’snews
(www.dioi.org/bum.htm#dkjc): over-crowded neighborhoods or over-crowded jails that
regularly excuse release (§E4) of dangerous criminals?
DIO’s counter-bumpersticker:
DO THE CRIME — DO THE CRAM
J8 Rural Guns. If Switzerland and rural Georgia towns have ready gun-availability and
minuscule crime rates, does the NRA have a point?
J9 Saying No to Just-Say-No. How does the GOP intend to curtail poverty while opposing abortion & even trying to bar the gov’t from paying for a pregnant woman’s abortion,66
tho years of [inadequate] gov’t-support for her unplanned child’ll be far more expensive?
J10 SCARIEST Question. Will reversing US decline require less racism? Or more?
J11 MobDream Come True. Dems reject jailings&cops⇒US awash in violent crime,
and what cops remain can only rarely get to so many crimesites in-time to protect citizens.
Ever-puzzled Dems keep asking the defenseless public why it keeps buying so many guns.
J12 Integrity?! What Newspaper Would Even Care? How many times have you seen
a prez-race poll asking not who you’re planning to vote for but (www.dioi.org/poi.htm#kstv)
instead simply: who’s the most honest?
AND LISTING TULSI GABBARD & NADER WITH THE USUALS.
J13 Rightists Unappreciative of California’s Bold, Neat Educational Experiment?
California’s new law will rank a robbery as a misdemeanor if the arithmetic sum of the
various stolen items is under $950. FOX assails the law as an invitation to crime when its
actual aims are obvious&admirable. [1] A thief is taught providence: he is encouraged to
case-out a store, and [2] sum up correctly the total worth of the planned swag, which better be
under $950. So, by the threat of jail (if he goofs), he is stimulatingly educated to correctly add
& substract. (He&ghetto are already extremely experienced in multiplication&division.)
Who can argue with the advancement of civilization that such laws are plainly achieving?
J14 Glamour. Try polling today to see: would Roman-church kids rather have an encounter with celebs Brad P, Taylor S, Tom C, et al — or the BVM?
J15 Credulity-Gauge. Do you believe Mary was a virgin?
J16 For Hubby or Self? You want your wife to wear nail polish? Plastic chests? Spikes?
66
DR’s summary of the brilliant insight of P. Thomas S.J. (www.dioi.org/j429.pdf fn 6): “if ensoulment (the moment at which the alleged soul enters the human) occurs right after conception, then, what
happens when, in the case of twins, this foetus splits? Does the initial soul go to the left twin or the
right one?” [See also §I252.] Message: the issue is less simple than generally supposed.
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J17 Media-Hidden. Which nation won Berlin’s notorious 1936 Olympics, when Jesse
Owens famously beat German competitors? [Germany by far: www.dioi.org/pre.htm#jwgv.]
J18 Unelected Trump Card. Is it right that in the US rulership’s media, the race-card
trumps (§I204) the gender-card? Don’t women even care?!
Is it not demeaning for women to fawn on a party that street-riots regarding race not gender?
White women show at BLM riots — yet how many BLMers are at abortion-rights marches?
(And how many black women? — given the fraction whose income is enhanced by AFDC.)
J19 Unknown Proportions.
Including murders of civilians and of concentration-camp inmates, what percentage of the
total World War 2 dead were German, Chinese, Japanese, Jewish, Russian, Serbian?
How many USers would know that the top totals were for Russia & China? — and that the
US’ WW2 dead was ordmag 1% of either nation’s total. And less than Serbia’s.
J20 Too Outrageous? (And Eternal Mass-Poverty’s Torture Isn’t?)
§I209
Should multi-generational, stubbornly-persistent poverty&crime-cycle gov’t-fed ghettoes
be shrunk by the gov’t instead requiring parents to have licenses before reproducing?
J21 Choices. Suppose the gov’t decreed that — if unable to afford on your own — you
can’t have kids, or can’t have cars, or can’t have women, or can’t have booze, or can’t have
coke, or . . . which would be worst for you?
[The gov’t-medium combine insists that your preference is: kids. But: is that true?]
J22 News? Do you care if you never again hear TV ’snews talk up:
Whether Olympic gold medals go to USers or furriners? (See §J17.)
Wally and the Jerk of Windsor?
The mideastpeaceprocess?
The latest pregnant celeb? (See §G52.)
The latest radical-chic celeb?
The latest celeb rehabbing from drug-addiction?
J23 Washington Deafness. Do you think the gov’t hears your voice or vote?
J24 You Funding Your Mugger’s Mout’piece. Do you favor the present policy of
handsomely paying (www.dioi.org/two.htm#mgtx) “Public Defenders” out of your taxes?
J25 NonPhonies on Phonies. Poll all Nobel-prizewinners on “modern” art.
J26 What It’s Come To. Dorian Gray’s portrait’d now sell for far more after than before!
J27 What Do Scientists Privately Think? Anonymously poll scientists immune from
firing: Do you agree with media orthodoxy that all races’ mean intelligence is identical?
Academe is exiling even Nobelists who don’t: www.dioi.org/ju00.pdf §O8.
J28 Missing Accomplished. Aim of suppressing racist speech = social peace.
Sooooooooooo — ah, how’s it workin’ out?
www.dioi.org/j429.pdf §R2
J29 Fifty-Fifty Flip. What’s the most likely gender-distribution for a 4-child family?
All-same? Three-one-split? Fifty-fifty? Ironic answer: three-one, on which the odds are:
FIFTY-FIFTY. (The other odds: 1/8 on all-same; 3/8 on fifty-fifty split.)
J30 How China Might Archly Poll Culture-of-Life Trumpsters & Fox Networkers.
Can a nation burdened by burgeoning fractions of improvidents, long stay healthy (§§A10,
I252, &J9) without systematic abortion of reproduction-careless indigents’ foetuses?
J31 Trust-US. Despite some admirably forward-looking exceptions, most black leaders
keep dream-asking whites for some variety of Reparations, behavioral or fiscal. Begging
from a race that kidnapped you from Africa, kept you in chains&filth across the Atlantic &
thereafter in bondage for centuries via whips, laws, guns, high-interest credit-cards?! Now,
after recent decades of care at the hands of the whites-financed Dem Party, check your
present state & notice what real-life Reparations keep adding up to.
Why would provident blacks expect debt-honor from those who keep producing slavers?
J32 Untaken Path Out of Poverty. Poll non-pols to learn who realizes: while blacks’
population-growth has captured cities, it has simultaneously ensured their mass-poverty.
Therefore, DIO (www.dioi.org/j43d.pdf §E5) proposed a rewrite of the civil rights hymn:
WE SHALL UNDERCOME
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K Personal Adventures.
K1 Wikipedia as Instrument of Censorship, Revenge, & Hiding Accurate History.
Though DR’s Wikibio was moderately complete back in 2008, it has since been the subject of
an unending series of harassments&suppressions (not once justified by finding inaccuracy),
with intended shrinkage to stub. Thus, the Wikibio fails to note that DR publishes the bestrefereed journal in the astronomical history field (indeed the term publisher was specifically
eliminated from the bio years ago), and now cites almost none of his central historical contributions (extensively cataloged at ‡12 & www.dioi.org/dd.pdf), etc. These include revelation
of the star used to orient the Great Pyramid (‡3 below; www.dioi.org/g835.pdf); dozens of
seminal discoveries unburying the hitherto-unappreciated astonishing accuracy of ancient
Greek science (e.g., ‡5 below; www.dioi.org/jm03.pdf §I; www.dioi.org/g828.pdf). And
DR’s recovery of the epochal vision of 1st heliocentrist Aristarchos [www.dioi.org/g841.pdf]
has been removed from Wikipedia’s Aristarchos entry. No Wikibio reference to DR’s key
rôle (Scientific American 2004 Dec p.98) in solving the conspiracy re discovery of Neptune
(DR’s 2nd -fave celestial body) & quickly organizing prominent appeals that preserved the
RGO Neptune file (www.dioi.org/j911.pdf pp.3-4). Nor to his 7y project creating the standard critical edition of Tycho’s 1004-star catalog: www.dioi.org/j300.pdf. (Wikipedia’s
hefty Tycho article doesn’t even mention it.) Nor to the internationally-recognized stargranite Rachmaninov memorial (photo at www.dioi.org/bunny.htm), funded&inscribed by
wifeBunny&DR in 2004. (Commemorating Baltimore’s 1934/11/7 world premiere of
Rachmaninov’s Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini, composer at the piano.) Nor to his
unprecedently tiny 1973 estimate of Pluto’s mass, too-high but the best ever to that time,
prior to the brilliant discoveries by Cruikshank&Harrington. Nor to DR’s eigenvector solution for a star’s tidal axes of symmetry induced by multiple gravitators in three dimensions
(www.dioi.org/gjr.pdf). Nor to his discovery of asymptotic planetary pertubation amplitude’s distance-dependence. The most recent removals from the bio are usefully illustrative
in their transparency & meanness: [1] Suppression of the accurate statement that DR has
undone the two most enduring science hoaxes of the 20th century. (Deletion not justified by
naming longer-lasting 20th century frauds than the 1909&1926 N.Pole fakes of Peary&Byrd.
Re Peary’s hoax, restoration should share credit with R.Bryce’s 1997 book.) [2] Reference
to DR’s “prominent” media coverage lately excised as “peacock”, by a vandal who rates
unprominent: DR’s BritMuseum&AmAstrSoc invited talks, NPR&NOVA slots, articles re
his discoveries on NYTimes’ frontpage (& Science section & Editorial page), Byrd-hoax
proof on all 4 networks’ 1996/5/9 evening news. For years, Wikipedia’s done nearzero re
such fleas’ tempertampers besides actively helping them: www.dioi.org/jm03.pdf fn 109.
K2 Unkillable Highs. The very fact of DR’s publishing DIO reveals his invincible
optimism. Cult noncitations&thefts of DR’s scores of finds are trivial bothers compared
to the unstealable first-hand experiences of making said discoveries: each ever-precious,
electric, Bohrian instant when induction hits a match. All can share such a happy surprise by
checking, e.g., www.dioi.org/j601.pdf eqs.21-31 (more here at §F45) & share contempt for
selfish, fearful and spiteful cultists burying such unexpected (‡8 fn 3), felicitous solutions.
DR’s had a long&fruitful life (www.dioi.org/jm00.pdf p.2; www.dioi.org/ji00.pdf p.70),
jolly, amiable, hatefree, all-experiencing, with more than his share of fun, mental&other.
Due to: [1] the sheer luck of being born into a kind, intelligent, cultured family; [2] facing
an unideal world, though remaining an idealist; [3] finding&wedding forever a gentle saint
(www.dioi.org/bunny.htm): loving, educated, considerate, bright&beautiful in all ways.
K3 Pan [DIO 16 ‡4 §H1]: If aging & maturing were the same, DR would live forever.
K4 Cheer [DIO 4.2 ‡9 §P5]: The best facelift is costfree and cutfree — a genuine smile.
K5 Bunny&Dennis. In Memory of sixty-two celestial years of dreams coming true.
Love is strong so long as every otherwise ordinary
moment is made special simply by being together.

